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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The mandate for this evaluation has two parts. The first is an evaluation of the progress the
Department has made on each of the 45 recommendations in the Forest Practices Report of
2018 (the FPR). The second part is to recommend an evaluation framework to evaluate not only
ongoing progress on the recommendations but also progress over time toward the high-level
outcomes that the FPR’s recommendations were intended to achieve.

Part 1 of the Mandate
Evaluation has been completed for 44 recommendations rather than the 45 made in the FPR.
This is because the Department explicitly excluded one recommendation from its commitment
to implement the FPR: recommendation 14, which proposed silviculture funding for the use of
herbicides in the high-production zone on Crown lands.
At a very rudimentary level, progress can be summarized as follows:
•

Work has started on 40 of the 44 recommendations (91%).

•

Work on 26 recommendations (59%) is in the policy and planning stage of
implementation.

•

Implementation beyond policy and planning is underway for 10 of the 44
recommendations (23%).

Implementation has been completed for five important recommendations: amendment of the
purpose clause of the Crown Lands Act (recommendation 19); deciding to proceed with
implementation of the FPR instead of conducting a study of economic and ecological benefits to
determine whether to implement the FPR (recommendation 23); creating a framework for
small-scale wood energy projects to improve market conditions for forest products
(recommendation 35); having an evaluation of implementation conducted by an independent
committee (recommendation 44); and including goals for the implementation of the triad
model of ecological forestry in the Environmental Goals and Sustainable Prosperity Act
(recommendation 45).1 The licensing of Crown land to the Mi’kmaq Forestry Initiative called for

1

On November 4, 2021, the Nova Scotia legislature passed the Environmental Goals and Climate Change Reduction
Act, which is broadly modelled on the Environmental Goals and Sustainable Prosperity Act of 2007. In 10(c), it
commits the province “to implement by 2023 an ecological forestry approach for Crown lands, consistent with the
recommendations in ‘An Independent Review of Forest Practices in Nova Scotia’ prepared by William Lahey in
2018, through the triad model of forest management that prioritizes the sustainability of ecosystems and
biodiversity in the Province’ and to “identify by 2023 the percentage allocation of Crown land dedicated to each
pillar of the triad model of forest management referred to in clause (c).”
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in recommendation 37 has also been completed. Much solid progress is also being made on five
recommendations that are of fundamental importance to the overall implementation of the
FPR:
•

Development and implementation of a new silvicultural guide for the ecological matrix
on Crown land.

•

Mapping natural disturbance regimes, submitting the mapping to peer review, and
aligning the Department’s ecosystems-based management framework with the
outcomes of that research.

•

Developing regulations to make forest management plans for Crown lands subject to
environmental assessment.

•

Creating a framework for the selection of Crown land for high-production forestry.

•

Development of a new Old Forest Policy that deals with not only protection but the
development of old forests.

A significant milestone in the Department’s progress on FPR implementation occurred on July
16, 2021, when the completed silvicultural guide for ecological forestry on Crown lands was
released with stakeholder support as ready for implementation. A further draft of the
framework for identifying high-production forests on Crown land was released on the same
day. Together, these two policy documents are crucial to the implementation of the triad model
of ecological forestry on Crown land.
Work is underway on a majority of the FPR’s recommendations, although too much of it is in
preliminary stages. The Department has been working hard on implementation. The pace and
vigour of its progress has noticeably improved in the last six months. The implementation of the
FPR is potentially being significantly assisted by the work of the Forest Innovation Trust, the
creation of a Forest HR Council, and the apparent broader concern of the provincial
government with the transition of the forest industry toward ecological forestry. There is a
need for better integration between these broader initiatives and the work of the Department
in direct implementation of the FPR. The objective of the broader initiatives should be more
strongly and explicitly stated to be contributing to the full implementation of the FPR.
None of the work underway on FPR recommendations has resulted in much if any actual
change on the ground in how forestry is being planned, managed, or conducted, and I have no
indication of when any of it will. From the information at my disposal, I am not able to conclude
that much or any change has happened in how forestry is practised based on the work the
Department has done on implementing the FPR. This is the overriding and central conclusion of
this evaluation.
Combined with the fact that only five recommendations have been fully implemented, and that
the implementation phase of work on recommendations has not started on roughly two-thirds
of all recommendations, implementation cannot so far be judged a success.

iv
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A number of interconnected factors have played a role in making this so. The most important of
them within the scope of this evaluation is the good faith decision of the Department not to
develop a sufficiently clear or strong overall implementation strategy or plan that connects the
work on each recommendation to the work on other recommendations, and that connects all
of the work on all of the recommendations to an overall understanding of the big goals
(outcomes) of ecological forestry and the triad. This obstacle to effective and efficient
implementation of the FPR can be described as follows:
•

The Department’s approach to implementation is missing a clear articulation of its
overall implementation strategy.

•

Such a strategy would show how work on all of the recommendations of the report is to
be sequenced over time to ensure that the cumulative effect of implementation of each
recommendation leads to widespread adoption and implementation of the triad model
of forest management over the forested lands of the province to accomplish the core
objective of the FPR – maintaining and restoring multi-aged and mixed-species forests in
which late-successional species have the opportunity to grow and mature where they
represent the forest’s natural condition.

•

In broad terms, such a strategy should outline the logic by which choices are made in
selecting the recommendations that are worked on, including a rationale for sequencing
and consideration of where the effective implementation of one recommendation
depends on the results of implementing another recommendation or completing an
earlier phase of implementation.

Other factors that have delayed progress on implementation are also identified in this report:
•

Extent and nature of change from business as usual that is called for by the FPR.

•

Difficulty the Department is having not only in adjusting mindset and culture from
business as usual to increased protection of ecosystems but also in even understanding
that a fundamental change in mindset and culture is required.

•

Resistance from within or from outside the Department to the shift to ecological
forestry.

•

Delays the Department has sometimes experienced in getting approval to proceed with
steps in implementation or to share documents or information with the public or those
directly involved in forestry through the processes the Department has created to
address concerns with transparency.

•

Disruption caused by the closure of Northern Pulp and the early stages of the pandemic
on the productivity of the Department, particularly in relation to consultations.

The immediate issue, however, is the effect rather than the reasons for the slow state of
progress. It is a particular concern that forestry that is not ecological forestry continues to be
conducted on Crown lands that will be largely reserved for ecological forestry once the triad is
finally implemented on Crown land. Since this current forestry is not guided by the yet-to-beimplemented silvicultural guide or limited by the yet-to-be-approved Old Forest Policy, it could
v
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be seriously degrading the very forests that implementation of the triad on Crown land would
be protecting from clearcutting. It could thereby be compromising and delaying many
opportunities to protect and enhance forests that will be within the ecological leg of the triad
when the triad is fully implemented on Crown land.
It is particularly serious that, more than three years after the release of the FPR, the new Forest
Management Guide (now called the Silvicultural Guide for the Ecological Matrix [SGEM]) called
for in recommendation 10 of the FPR has still not been implemented. Substituting ecological
forestry for industrial forestry (clearcutting) on a substantial majority of Crown land not
managed exclusively for conservation or intensive forestry was the most important change
called for in the FPR. In the meantime, the level of harvesting on Crown land, and the
percentage of harvesting conducted by clearcutting, appear to have remained constant from
the date on which the FPR was submitted to the Department, which was August 22, 2018.
These concerns are accentuated by the Environmental Goals and Climate Change Reduction
Act, in that it gives government until 2023 to implement the triad and therefore the ecological
matrix on Crown lands.
This concern is not addressed by the Department’s interim policy requiring variable retention
with clearcutting of between 10 and 30 per cent. This interim policy was adopted immediately
after the release of the FPR to mitigate the ecological impact of existing forest practices while
the recommendations of the FPR were being implemented. It was never claimed that these
retention levels were a substitute for the ecological forestry practices the FPR calls for. Still, the
policy showed promising intent by the Department in its willingness to curb clearcutting as it
proceeded with implementation of the FPR.
It is now clear, however, that the interim retention policy does not come close to replicating the
ecological outcomes expected from ecological forestry. It follows that the longer the delay in
making the transition to ecological forestry, the greater the ecological loss in the parts of the
forest that will eventually come under an ecological forestry regime. The situation requires
urgent attention, out of the same laudable motivation that inspired the interim retention
guidelines, until the new SGEM can be fully implemented.
This evaluation also reached the following more-specific conclusions:
•

The Department’s decision to focus on recommendations for Crown land, while
reasonable in 2018, now needs to be revisited in light of the importance of concerted
attention to implementation of the FPR’s recommendations for private land, as well as
implementation on private land of recommendations that were for Crown and private
land.

•

The Department needs to adopt a more centralized and directional approach to the
organization of work on implementation of the FPR and assign overall leadership of the
process to a forester who is committed to ecological forestry who has the experience
and knowledge to lead Nova Scotia’s embrace of an ecological paradigm. Appointment
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of this person to the vacant statutory position of the province’s Chief Forester should be
considered.
•

•

Some important recommendations need urgent attention:
o

Revising and expanding the State of the Forest report and improving the
transparency, clarity, and accessibility of information and analysis on the state of
the forests of the province (recommendations 5 and 6).

o

Amending the pre-treatment assessment (PTA) process to provide better
protection for wildlife (recommendation 11).

o

Implementation of landscape-level planning (recommendation 13).

o

Development of research-based strategies for sensitive soils, bird populations,
tourism values, outdoor recreation, and operations near protected areas
(recommendation 16).

o

Moving implementation of the Endangered Species Act past improving policies
and procedures for its implementation on Crown to its actual implementation on
the ground on Crown and private lands (recommendations 18 and 29).

o

Reviewing the silviculture funding systems for Crown and private lands to ensure
alignment with ecological forestry (recommendations 22 and 30).

o

Reviewing the efficacy of regulations on riparian zones and wildlife clumps
(recommendations 25 and 26).

o

Adopting a regulation under the Forests Act requiring owners of private
industrial lands to achieve outcomes similar to those required under Maine’s
Outcomes-based Forest Policy (recommendation 28).2

o

Developing a comprehensive strategy to encourage landowners to adopt the
triad (recommendation 31).

o

Maximizing opportunities for landowners to access carbon markets
(recommendation 33).

o

Conducting a land use planning process for Western Crown Lands by an
independent party (recommendation 36).

o

Developing and adopting an adaptive management framework
(recommendation 42).

o

Developing a strategy for attracting and retaining forestry professionals and
attending to their professional development (recommendation 43).

Although the Department has made substantial progress in being open and transparent
in sharing its plans and taking input from those interested in forestry and the
management of forests, it continues to have much progress to make. It needs to fully

2

Recommendation 15 said the same requirements should apply to forestry in the high production zone on Crown
land.
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embrace transparency and accountability as standard operating procedure and as a
culture. It also needs the full support of Communications Nova Scotia and the centre of
government to make this progress happen.
It is not clear that the Department has embraced the ecological paradigm called for in the FPR.
Instead, it appears to be still operating within a paradigm in which forest production and
ecological systems are regarded as values to be balanced against one another, with the balance
in favour of the former where the two come into essential conflict. This is contrary to
foundational conclusions in the FPR that
•

“environmental, social, and economic values should be balanced by using forest
practices that give priority to protecting and enhancing ecosystems and biodiversity”
(page iii);

•

“ecosystems and biodiversity should not be balanced against other objectives and
values as if they were of equal weight or importance to those other objectives or
values,” but instead “protecting and enhancing ecosystems should be the objective (the
outcome) of how we balance environmental, social, and economic objectives and values
in practising forestry in Nova Scotia” (page iii); and

•

environmental, social, and economic interests should be balanced “within a framework
that gives priority to the protection and enhancement of ecosystems and biodiversity”
(page 10).

It is also not clear that the ethical dimension of the recommendation to make the conservation
and sustainable management of ecosystems and biodiversity the objective of how forestry is
practised is being fully recognized and followed. It should always be remembered and
recognized that this dimension includes the location of the forests of Nova Scotia on the
unceded lands of the Mi’kmaq and that reconciliation with the Mi’kmaq calls for and can be
advanced by an ethical and not just a functional approach to provincial forest policy, one
informed by Mi’kmaw teachings, values, and example.

Part 2 of the Mandate
For Part 2 of the mandate, this report recommends a framework for future evaluations that are,
like this one, conducted as independent evaluations. The function of future evaluations should
be understood not only to report on the progress of implementation but also to provide
guidance to the ongoing progress of implementation. To ensure that evaluation can engage in
deep qualitative assessment of how much progress is being made in achieving the larger
outcomes that implementation is intended to achieve, future evaluations should be conducted
by a team that includes deep and multi-disciplinary expertise and experience in the ecological
forestry that is at the heart of the FPR.
Future evaluations should be framed and conducted as evaluations not only of the progress
being made on the implementation of discrete recommendations, but of the FPR as a whole,
and of the outputs and outcomes that holistic implementation is intended to achieve. For this
viii
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to happen, evaluation must have a more robust implementation plan from the Department. It
must also proceed under an evaluation framework that provides greater clarity than was
provided in the FPR on the following questions:
•

Is the triad, including the intensive forestry leg, part of or something distinct from
ecological forestry?

•

What are the interconnections between recommendations for Crown and private lands?

•

What is the future for forestry and forests that the implementation of the FPR, together
with parallel initiatives, is intended to achieve?

•

What is the logic (or logic model) that connects implementation of specific
recommendations with the creation of that future?

This report offers answers to each of these questions.
Each subsequent evaluation should include progress evaluation, outputs evaluation, and
outcomes evaluation, with increasing focus on outcomes in successive evaluations.
Implementation of the FPR recommendations on improving state of the forest reports and
reporting (recommendations 5 and 6) will, if properly implemented, provide much of the data
required for robust outcomes evaluation. In developing indicators for outcomes evaluation to
be applied on the basis of the State of the Forest report or on the basis of other data, future
evaluations will need indicators that satisfy the criteria of feasibility, measurability,
predictability, relevance, understandability, and validity. To facilitate granular comparison,
these indicators should be measurable at the ecodistrict level and for Crown and private lands.
Among the categories of indicators needed are those measuring forest and ecosystem health,
Mi’kmaw biocultural outcomes, and wood supply outcomes.
I recommend that independent evaluations be conducted every three years, starting three
years from the date of this report. Each of these evaluations should be of progress on
implementation and outputs. Due to the timescale at which outcomes can be expected to be
measurable, evaluation of outcomes should happen on a six-year cycle (i.e., in every second
evaluation), starting with the next evaluation. The independent evaluation of outcomes should
continue until evaluation of outcomes can be fully addressed through state of the forest
reporting, improved and enhanced as recommended in the FPR.

ix

Part 1: Introduction and Context
Mandate
On August 22, 2018, I submitted the Forest Practices Report (the FPR) to the Honourable Iain
Rankin, then Minister of Lands and Forestry.3 In December 2018, the report was accepted by
government in a statement by the Minister that embraced the ecological paradigm called for by
the FPR and the triad model of forest management. The statement committed to
implementation of many of the FPR’s major recommendations and only explicitly excluded one
recommendation from the government’s general acceptance of the FPR. Full implementation of
the FPR has subsequently been promised by all candidates in the leadership race of one
political party, a speech from the throne, and in the platforms of each of the parties that have
elected members to the legislature in Nova Scotia’s most recent election.
In his statement on behalf of the government, Minister Rankin announced that I had agreed to
lead an evaluation of government’s progress as part of a commitment to “report on progress
and inform and involve stakeholders and the public as work moves forward.” I subsequently
was given a mandate, broadly consistent with FPR recommendation 44, to carry out an
evaluation of the Department’s work in implementing the FPR, sometimes inaccurately called
“the Lahey Report,” and to propose a framework for subsequent evaluations.4 A copy of the
mandate is Attachment A to this report. It makes clear that the mandate is to evaluate progress
on all of the FPR’s recommendations.
The mandate has two parts.5 The first is a report-card style of evaluation of the progress the
Department has made on 44 of the 45 recommendations in the FPR. This part of the mandate is
covered in Part 2 of this evaluation report—Progress to Date on Implementation.

3

Throughout this report, “the Department” refers to the Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources, renamed
the Department of Lands and Forestry (July 2018), and most recently the Department of Natural Resources and
Renewables (August 2021).
4

William Lahey, An Independent Review of Forest Practices in Nova Scotia: Executive Summary, Conclusions and
Recommendations, August 2018,
https://novascotia.ca/natr/forestry/forest_review/Lahey_FP_Review_Report_ExecSummary.pdf. The review team
comprised Dr. Peter Duinker, Dr. Robert Seymour, Dr. Malcolm Hunter, Mr. Laird van Damme, Mr. Jeremy
Williams, Mr. Chris Wedeles, and Mr. Al Gorley. Mr. Tom Soehl, Mr. David Foster, and Mr. Hugh Fraser, all
provided support to the team. Members of the team wrote a series of technical papers that provide much of the
underlying analysis reflected in the conclusions and recommendations: see An Independent Review of Forest
Practices in Nova Scotia: Addendum, August 2018,
https://novascotia.ca/natr/forestry/forest_review/FP_Addendum.pdf.
5

This evaluation is the Department’s response to recommendation 44 of the FPR: “Establish an independent
committee of technical experts, including members of the Review team, to annually evaluate and publicly report
on the progress of DNR [Lands and Forestry] in implementing these recommendations and otherwise embracing
and achieving an ecological model of forestry management in Nova Scotia.”
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The second part of the mandate (covered in Part 3 of this evaluation report—Framework for
Ongoing Evaluation) is to recommend an evaluation framework to evaluate not only ongoing
progress on the recommendations but also progress over time toward achievement of the highlevel changes and outcomes that the FPR’s recommendations were intended to achieve. These
are the outcomes:
•

Explicit and formal adoption of a new paradigm, called ecological forestry, primarily
concerned with the effects of forestry on ecological values (such as water, social, and
habitat for species that inhabit and constitute those ecosystem), in which
o

protecting and enhancing ecosystems and biodiversity should be the objective
(the outcome) of how we balance environmental, social, and economic
objectives and values in how forestry is practised in Nova Scotia, and

o

ecological knowledge (including traditional knowledge), principles, and concepts
are integrated into how forestry is conducted.

•

The maintenance and restoration of multi-aged and mixed-species forest where they
are the natural forests, on Crown and private lands, depending on how forestry is
conducted.

•

The triad model of forestry land management is fully implemented on Crown land and is
implemented on an increasing percentage of private land by landowners.

•

The management of a high percentage of Crown land either solely for conservation or
for a combination of conservation and production values using forestry that is ecological
in the sense that it is intended to protect ecosystems

•

A supply of wood for a profitable forest products industry through improved
productivity of forests managed for high-production forestry and through the effective
application of ecological forestry practices to forest lands managed for a combination of
production and conservation values

The idea behind an evaluation framework for future evaluations is that it will function both as a
management tool for guiding the ongoing implementation of the FPR and as a framework of
accountability for progress that is or is not being made toward the ultimate goals. It will go
beyond the question of what the Department has done (or not done) in any specific evaluation
period – though it will also do that – to analyze the impact of implementation efforts and to
provide a way to understand the efficacy of the recommendations of the FPR and whether they
need to be supplemented or replaced with additional or different measures and actions. In
other words, to the extent that progress lags, it will allow for objective analysis as to whether
the issue is inadequate actions on the original recommendations or inadequacy of the
recommendations, or some combination of both problems.
Such evaluation is crucial to the implementation of the system of adaptive management that
the FPR calls for.

2

My mandate was to complete this evaluation no later than March 31, 2020. This proved
impossible for multiple reasons (including health issues I have been managing since being asked
to lead this evaluation and a significant increase in my responsibilities as the President and
Vice-Chancellor of the University of King’s College due to the pandemic that the College has
been responding to since March 13, 2020). I am grateful to the Department and three ministers
and deputy ministers in agreeing to give me more time for the completion of this report.

Evaluation Team
To conduct this evaluation and develop an evaluation framework, I assembled a team with a
combination of expertise in policy/program evaluation expertise and expertise in ecology and
forestry, including evaluation and audit in forestry and forestry policy, programs, and practices.
Another goal was to have a combination of people who had worked with me on the original
report on forest practices – to ensure continuity, and more specifically to ensure that
evaluation was grounded in the analysis conducted for that report – and people who had not
been involved or extensively involved in the review of forest practices. This was to ensure that
the work of evaluation benefits from fresh and independent perspectives.
The continuity comes from Dr. Malcolm (Mac) Hunter, who was part of the forest practices
review team. He is a recently retired professor of forest ecology at the University of Maine and
is a leading authority on wildlife ecology. He was co-author with Dr. Robert Seymour on the
papers that introduced the concept of the triad into academic forest management literature. 6
Mr. Al Gorley is another member of the evaluation team who also worked on the FPR. Mr.
Gorley’s role was limited in the forestry practices review to providing an independent set of
eyes on a close-to-final draft of the report. So he also brings a set of fresh eyes and an
independent perspective to the evaluation process. The other important part of Mr. Gorley’s
expertise is that he is a recently retired professional forester (albeit with experience primarily in
BC) who was an assistant deputy minister in British Columbia’s Ministry of Forests, was heavily
involved in the establishment of forest practices regulation changes in BC, and later chaired the
province’s independent Forest Practices Board. He therefore has extensive experience in
shaping forestry practices through public policy and in evaluating forestry practices for
consistency with legislation and policy.7

6

When the evaluation team was assembled, it was understood that Dr. Seymour, whose ideas on silviculture and
ecological forestry were crucial to the conclusions reached and the recommendations made in the FPR, would be
an important advisor to the Department as it developed the new Forest Management Guide recommended in the
FPR. It was decided that this precluded him from being an advisor to the evaluation process, given the centrality of
this recommendation to the work of implementing the FPR.
7

Recently, with Mr. Garry Merkel, Mr. Gorley completed a report for British Columbia on protecting and enhancing
old-growth forests: A New Future for Old Forests – A Strategic Review of How British Columbia Manages for Old
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Mr. Tom Soehl of the Department of Lands and Forestry – being renamed Natural Resources
and Renewables – who served as the secretariat for the forest practices review, has also
provided continuity by fulfilling that role for the evaluation process.
Dr. Peter Duinker, who was part of the core team who worked on the FPR, was a member of
the evaluation team until April 14, 2021. At that time, we mutually concluded that he should
end his involvement in the evaluation process in light of his involvement in working with the
Department on its response to several of the FPR’s recommendations, including the
recommendation on old forests, and to allow him to continue his work with the Department.
His contribution to the evaluation has been important and lasting.
The new members of the team include Dr. Laura Kenefic, who brings an essential expertise in
silviculture and its role in ecological forestry to the evaluation process. Dr. Kenefic is a faculty
associate in the School of Forest Resources at the University of Maine and a research forester
and Principal Silviculturist with the Unites States Forest Service. She has more than 20 years’
experience studying and applying silviculture in multi-aged and mixed-species stands in the
Acadian Forest and elsewhere.
Ms. Jane Barker, who is the Co-Director of the Mersey Tobeatic Research Institute (MTRI), is
another member of the evaluation team who was not a member of the forest practices review
team. She was, however, involved in the work that MTRI did for the Review on changes to the
state of the forest reporting that the Review recommended should be adopted. One of the
contributions Ms. Barker has made to the evaluation process is helping us to understand how a
longer-term evaluation framework can and should dovetail with the extensive changes on state
of the forest reporting recommended by the FPR. In addition, the MTRI is an important
resource of the forest community in Nova Scotia, and it should be utilized more than it is in
helping with the transition to ecological forestry, especially on private land.
Until October 2020, the evaluation team also included Mr. Rob Assels of Malatest Evaluation.
Mr. Assels is a professional program implementation evaluator. He has educated me and the
rest of the team on the key concepts and methodologies of evaluation science, specifically on
the centrality to evaluation of logic models. Mr. Assels left the team due to a career change for
him that made it impossible to continue his work on the team. He has, however, made an
invaluable contribution in how the team has organized and completed its work. Since his
departure in October 2020, the team has continued to have access to evaluation science advice
from Mr. Rob Malatest of Malatest Evaluation.
I am deeply grateful to all members of the evaluation team, including editor Doug Linzey, for
their invaluable individual and collective contributions to this report and the analysis on which

Forests Within its Ancient Ecosystems (2020)
https://engage.gov.bc.ca/app/uploads/sites/563/2020/09/STRATEGIC-REVIEW-20200430.pdf.
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it is based. The strengths of the report owe much to each of them while the remaining
limitations and deficiencies are my responsibility alone.
I want to acknowledge the support and cooperation throughout the evaluation process our
team received from the dedicated staff of the Department of Lands and Forestry, now the
Department of Natural Resources and Renewables, under the leadership of first Deputy
Minister Towers and then Deputy Minister LaFleche. I want to thank both deputy ministers for
their dedication to the change in forestry and forests envisaged by the FPR.
A Note on the Triad
Throughout this report, I will refer to the triad and its implementation. It may therefore be
useful to readers to be reminded of how the FPR described the triad. At paragraph 30 of the
FPR, I wrote:
Under this approach, aligning forestry with ecological well-being involves categorizing
forests as being either predominantly for conserving ecological integrity, predominantly
for producing timber, or for a balanced combination of conservation and production
objectives, all for the overall objective of aligning forestry with ecological protection. In
Nova Scotia, one branch of the existing de facto triad is the protected areas and other
legally protected forests, including privately conserved forests, in which timber
harvesting is prohibited. The high-production branch of the triad includes the
plantations mentioned above, some of which are on Crown land, and the other land that
owners decide to manage using high-production methods. The third branch of the triad,
yet to be clearly denoted as such, is the wider landscape or matrix on which both
protection and production objectives are applicable and where forestry would generally
be of a low intensity nature to ensure consistency with broader biodiversity
conservation objectives.
A fuller explanation of the triad and of its implementation in Nova Scotia has been provided by
Dr. Graham Forbes in his paper for the Department called “Triad – A New Vision.”8

Part 2: Progress to Date on Implementation
Evaluation Methodology, Approach, and Process
During the course of this evaluation, the evaluation team has been briefed several times by the
Department on work in progress.
In October 2019, I provided the Department with a spreadsheet. One column listed each of the
45 recommendations, organized thematically. A second column – blank – was for completed
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Available at https://novascotia.ca/ecological-forestry/Triad-A-New-Vision-for-NS-Forests.pdf.
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activities on each recommendation. A third column – also blank – was for planned activities on
each recommendation. On completed activities and planned activities, the Department was
asked to indicate what had been or would be accomplished by completing those activities.
Using this spreadsheet, the Department provided a detailed progress report on implementation
on May 6, 2020. On September 10, 2020, I received a further document called “executive
summary” from the Department. These documents are Attachment B to this report.
Evaluation of the Department’s development of a new Forest Management Guide, now called
the Silvicultural Guide for the Ecological Matrix (SGEM), for the part of Crown land that will be
dedicated to ecological forestry began in February 2020. I said in the FPR, and immediately
after its release, that the recommendation to significantly revise the Guide was my most
important recommendation. Dr. Laura Kenefic was added to the evaluation team to ensure that
the team had the capacity and expertise needed to rigorously evaluate the Department’s work
on this recommendation.
The original idea was to have Dr. Kenefic evaluate the SGEM after it was finalized by the
Department. We altered this when the Department put a draft of the new SGEM out for
consultation. It seemed a missed opportunity to hold Dr. Kenefic in reserve until the SGEM was
finalized, so, in February 2020, I asked her to review the draft so the Department could consider
her review along with the feedback received from everyone else. Dr. Kenefic’s review of the
draft SGEM is Attachment C of this report.
Dr. Kenefic’s review was submitted to the Department on March 27, 2020. In response, the
draft SGEM was extensively modified. The revised SGEM was released for further public
consultations on January 20, 2021. Dr Kenefic’s review of the original draft was shared with
Minister’s Advisory Committee (MAC)9 on January 12, 2021.
On April 12, 2021, I asked Dr. Kenefic to review material that had been added to the SGEM
following the public consultations that started on January 20, 2021. This further review by Dr.
Kenefic was submitted to the Department on May 4, 2021. It is Attachment D to this report.
Since receiving the Department’s progress report on May 6, 2020, the Department also
provided supplemental information on more-recent progress on a number of recommendations
including those with respect to natural disturbance regimes, old forests, high-production
forestry, species at risk, and environmental assessment (EA).
I have met with the MAC three times. On April 2, 2020, I made a presentation to the Committee
on my mandate to evaluate the Department’s implementation of the FPR, my progress to that
date, and how I was proposing to complete the evaluation. At that meeting, the Committee was
advised that the Department had been asked to provide me with the information I needed
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The Department established the Minister’s Advisory Committee in March 2020 to advise on implementing the
new approach for ecological forestry. I provided advice to the Department on the establishment of the MAC.
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through the spreadsheet described above and that they would be provided with an opportunity
to provide their views on the information provided to me by the Department. Subsequently, on
June 11, 2020, I met with the MAC to seek their views on the Department’s progress on
implementation. At that meeting I provided to all MAC members the spreadsheet completed by
the Department, with a blank column added for the submissions of MAC members. Written
submissions independent of the spreadsheet were also invited from MAC members. I have
considered all MAC member submissions in writing this report.
On April 21, 2021, I provided the MAC with a verbal briefing of my provisional conclusions in
this part of my mandate – i.e., the progress of the Department to date in implementing the FPR.
I want to thank the members of the MAC for the feedback they provided to me on my
presentations to the committee on the evaluation process and its preliminary conclusions.
Thank you also to members of the Committee who provided their own separate input into the
evaluation process. My impression is that the Committee has made strides in recent months in
becoming a more effective advisory committee. I hope that this progress is sustained and
increased in the months ahead, as the Department needs an effective advisory committee to
implement the FPR effectively.
A full list of evaluation activities is provided in Attachment E.

Overall Approach to Implementation
Decision to Focus on Crown Lands
The Department made the decision to focus the first phase of its implementation efforts largely
on recommendations addressing the management of Crown lands. An exception is the action of
the Department on the recommendation to enable and facilitate small-scale use of wood
energy to heat public buildings, which is a recommendation that has relevance for forestry on
both Crown and private lands.
The decision to focus initially on Crown land recommendations made sense given the emphasis
the FPR placed on those recommendations, the direct control the Department has over what
happens on Crown lands, and one of the Report’s core assumptions – that to secure substantial
protection on a provincial scale for ecosystems and biodiversity as they are affected by forestry,
implementation of ecological forestry on Crown lands must be an urgent priority. The
Department’s choice also made sense from the perspective that implementation of the FPR as a
whole is a large and complex undertaking. It requires choices to be made as to how to invest
the Department’s limited resources in different stages of implementation to ensure substantial
progress on specific recommendations. Otherwise, the danger is that limited resources will be
spread too thinly among many recommendations, with none or few receiving the dedicated
work they need to be completed.
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The Department’s choice has resulted in encouraging progress on some of the key
recommendations for the management of Crown lands. This is discussed below. This progress
has, however, taken more than three years, and it has yet to result in much, if any, change in
how forestry is being conducted on Crown lands, most particularly in forests on Crown lands
that will be managed in the ecological matrix for a combination of conservation and production
objectives.10 Meanwhile, much less is being done to implement FPR recommendations on
private land.
If the Department had started working on recommendations for Crown lands and
recommendations for private land at the same time, there presumably would have been more
progress on implementation of private land recommendations but also even less progress on
implementation of recommendations for Crown lands. This would be a less-desirable situation
than the status quo, but it does not make the status quo acceptable. The focus on Crown lands
has not yet yielded significant change in how Crown lands are managed. In the meantime,
although there have been some steps toward implementation on private land, implementation
of the FPR on private land is at a very early stage.11
The FPR stressed the importance of implementation of an ecological forestry paradigm on
Crown lands because of the relative ease with which it could be implemented on Crown lands,
where the province is the owner. But the FPR did not say that implementation of such a
paradigm on private land, to the extent possible, was unimportant. Given that roughly 70 per
cent of forested land is privately held, implementation of an ecological paradigm on as much of
it as possible is imperative.
The FPR recognized that the measures it recommended for private land would, by their nature,
be more gradual in their operation and effect than those recommended for Crown lands. It is
therefore all the more important that work on these measures gets started as soon as possible.
Later, in considering “Progress on Specific Recommendations,” I will consider the possible
consequences and missed opportunities of further delay in concerted effort to advance the
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I have considered how much credit should be given to the Department for the implementation of interim
retention guidelines soon after my submission of my report on forest practices. In public comments, I was positive
about the impact these guidelines could have. Based on the Department’s data, retention levels increased
significantly from 2018 to 2019. In 2018, 63% of harvests had less than 5% retention. The interim guidelines
required at least 10%, starting in 2019. In 2019, 68% of harvests had at least 20% retention. The issue, however, is
whether this retention is guided by an ecological understanding of the trees that should be retained to maintain or
restore the harvested area to its natural condition, or something close. Observations suggest it is not. This may be
one of the reasons why so much of what has been retained has blown down. This is discussed further under
“Overall Assessment of Implementation.”
11

The steps taken are discussed below and include the work done on sharing LiDAR technology and data with
private landowners and the creation of a framework for small-scale wood energy projects. Another step taken, at
the initiation of private landowner organizations, has been a shift in emphasis in private land outreach project
deliverables and reporting expectations toward those consistent with ecological forestry.
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implementation of the FPR on private land, both ecological and economic. Here, I will simply
say it is time for implementation of the FPR to expand to include work on the recommendations
of the report for private land, as well as to the implementation on private land of
recommendations that apply to both Crown and private lands.
The decision of the Department to focus almost exclusively on Crown lands was reasonable
when made in 2018. But, three years later, to continue to remain primarily focused on
implementation of the FPR on Crown lands from this point forward would be unreasonable.

Organizational Approach
The Department created a distinct governance structure within itself to oversee and manage
the implementation of the FPR. It has taken a project management approach to the FPR’s
implementation. There is a project steering committee and a dedicated strategic lead position
has been created to work exclusively on overall coordination and project support.
Instead of assigning responsibility for each recommendation to the division or unit of the
Department with lead responsibility for the work covered by the recommendation, the
Department created eight cross-divisional teams to work on the following projects and the
recommendations from the FPR within the scope of each project:
•

Revised Forest Management Guide and Pre-treatment Assessment Process

•

Old Forest Policy

•

Natural Disturbance Regimes

•

Outcomes-based Forest Management

•

Species at Risk Program Renewal

•

High-production Forestry

•

Small-scale Wood Energy Initiative

•

Environmental Assessment

It later created two additional teams to work on recommended changes to the State of the
Forest report and a review of silviculture systems. There have also been project teams dealing
with work for recommended changes to the Crown Lands Act, transparency and accountability,
and development of a multi-year research strategy. Over the past three years, the Department
has also put a lot of work into the recently passed Biodiversity Act.12 While certainly consistent
with the thrust of the FPR, this legislation was not, contrary to media reports, recommended in
the FPR.
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While the act, especially as originally proposed, was consistent with the primary conclusions and core
recommendations of the FPR, it was not, contrary to statements made to the contrary, a recommendation of the
FPR.
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The membership for project teams is drawn from across the divisions of the Department. Each
is led by a staff member who was not a member of the Department’s senior management team.
In these respects, the objective was to take work on the policy phase of implementation of the
FPR outside the managerial hierarchy and structure of the Department.
The objectives of this approach were multi-faceted:
•

To avoid having a small group of staff in a few divisions being responsible for developing
policy on many recommendations, complicating and slowing both the development of
policy and the work of those divisions.

•

Separating work on implementation from the Department’s management hierarchy and
from units of the Department that had previously “owned” policy or operational
responsibility in the subject-matter of recommendations.

•

Infusing the implementation process with multi-disciplinary expertise from across the
Department.

•

Inculcating ownership across the Department of the Department’s response to the
recommendations.

A further overriding objective has been to ensure that the Department’s biologists were active
participants in the work of implementation and not limited to the role of advisors to those
doing the implementation.
Some of the teams were, as recommended in the FPR, assisted by members of the team that
worked on the FPR: Dr. Robert Seymour, on the revision of the Forest Management Guide and
pre-treatment assessment process; Dr. Peter Duinker, on the Old Forest Policy and
environmental assessment; and Mr. Laird van Damme, on outcomes-based forest management,
high-production forestry, and environmental assessment.13
My assessment is that this organizational approach has worked reasonably well. The several
briefings I have received over on the work of these teams showed they were working hard and
that they were taking their assignments very seriously. These briefings also satisfied me that
teams enjoyed considerable autonomy and support from the Department’s senior
management.
I am also confident – both from the briefings I have received and from the volume and quality
of work some teams have produced – that the time teams have taken to make progress reflects
not only the volume and complexity of the policy development required by each
recommendation or set of recommendations, but also the impact of the disruption of COVID 19
and several major operational issues the Department has faced that required urgent attention
from members of various teams. I am bolstered in these conclusions by the review of the
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A number of other independent experts are involved on a number of the project teams. These include Graham
Forbes, Thom Erdle, Anthony Taylor, David MacLean, and Yolanda Wiersma.
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evaluation team of the activity report I received from the Department on May 7, 2020.
Unanimously, the view of team members was that the Department has been committing
substantial resources and effort to implementation of the FPR through the work of these
project teams and its project management process. The feedback I received from the MAC
when I met with it on April 2, 2020, was to very similar effect, though not universally.
I would, however, encourage the Department to consider refinements to the organization of its
implementation efforts in light of the almost three years of experience it has with its current
organizational model. As explained further below, I am concerned that the decision of the
Department to go directly to implementation of specific recommendations instead of starting
with “strategic work,” while laudable in many respects, may have simply downloaded the
strategic work to each of its implementation teams. This is a very inefficient way to create
strategy; it is less likely to yield strategic coherence than more centralized or coordinated
approaches.
Project teams would benefit from more centralized strategic direction – not just from
coordination and support – including a stronger overall implementation strategy, discussed
below. The Department should also ensure that the delegation of policy and planning
development work does not add an unnecessary layer of duplication of work between project
teams or between them and Departmental management. It must also ensure that
implementation teams work in coordination with one another to avoid duplication and conflict,
and that each team produces work that is aligned with that of other teams and that the work of
all teams fits together to ensure implementation of the FPR as a cohesive whole. Results are
likely to be better if this cohesiveness comes from implementation teams working together
under a well-articulated plan than if cohesiveness is left to be injected into their work after the
fact.
This central strategic direction could come from the deputy minister, an associate or assistant
deputy minister with responsibility for forestry, the Department’s senior management team, or
some combination of these alternatives. I encourage the Department to consider a different
model that builds on and retains the advantages of its original choice to manage the
implementation of the FPR as a project that is separate from the ongoing management of the
Department. Under this model, direct leadership of the implementation of the FPR would be
the responsibility of a senior forester with high commitment to ecological forestry who would,
of course, work as a member of the Department’s senior management team and be
accountable to the Deputy Minister.14 But the key would be that this leader is not simply a
forester, but a forester with the commitment to ecological forestry and the qualifications and
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Under the oversight and direction of the Minister, the Deputy Minister would continue to be ultimately
responsible for the FPR’s implementation.
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experiences needed to lead the implementation of a report on forest practices that calls for a
new paradigm of forestry called ecological forestry.
This approach would ensure that the implementation process receives the leadership it needs,
while also ensuring that the process does not interfere but aligns with the management of the
Department. It could also address another difficulty facing the Department.
It is clear to the evaluation team that ecological forestry as proposed in the FPR is not well
understood within the Department, where it tends to be thought of as an approach to forestry
that relies less on clearcutting. This is descriptively accurate, but it misses the crucial point that
ecological forestry is more than less clearcutting. It is an approach to silviculture that aims to
maintain, restore, and improve forests over the long term. It requires knowledge of all the
factors that contribute to the long-term well-being of the forests it is being applied to and
expertise in how to plan forestry in accordance with those factors and profitability. Applied to
multi-aged, mixed-species forests, it results in a substantial reduction of clearcutting in those
forests, but this is its outcome, not its method. Knowledge of its methodology is fundamentally
important both to the Department’s ability to design the policy architecture it requires for its
implementation on Crown lands and to the ability of operators to work profitably within that
architecture.
The kind of forester I have said should be appointed to lead the implementation of the FPR
would be well positioned to improve the Department’s understanding of ecological forestry.
This person would, in other words, be able to provide the centralized leadership and oversight
that should, in time, reduce the need for centralized leadership and oversight as knowledge,
understanding, and experience with ecological forestry becomes more widespread across the
Department. At the same time, the Department would be better positioned to assist the
industry and landowners with the transitions they must make if ecological forestry is to be not
only incorporated into laws, policies, and public administration but integrated into how forestry
is practised on and off of Crown lands.
In addition to appointing an ecological forester to lead implementation of the FPR, the Minister
of Lands and Forestry should consider naming this individual as Chief Forester of the Province
under ss. 6(4) of the Forests Act. This would be to give the individual independent statutory
responsibility and stature somewhat akin to that of a chief medical officer of health in the
public health field. It would reinforce their authority and visibility and make it clear that, in
addition to their administrative responsibility within the Department, their role was one of
thought leadership in and beyond government.

Implementation Strategy
The Department’s approach to implementation is missing a clear articulation of its overall
implementation strategy. Development of such a strategy was not expressly recommended in
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the FPR. In this important respect, the FPR did not provide as much clarity and guidance to the
Department and those involved in forestry as it may have.
In significant degree, it can be said the Department decided not to have an extensive or
detailed implementation strategy. The Department’s explanation to me was as follows:
While one implementation option was to “start at the beginning” and look at the
strategic work first, then proceed to tactical and then operational
implementation, using this option would have meant a significant amount of
time would pass prior to being in a position to implement visible changes to
forestry practices, including reducing clearcutting. As a result, priority was placed
on implementing a number of recommendations, in parallel with strategic work,
that would support relatively quick operational changes in forestry practices.
The Department’s de facto implementation strategy was defined by the choice to focus first on
the Crown land recommendations and the role that implementing ecological forestry and the
wider triad on Crown lands could play in modelling how forest management on private land
should be conducted. Further than that, the Department’s strategy has been to focus on
recommendations most directly related to changing how forestry on Crown lands is authorized,
conducted, and overseen. It seems also to have given priority to recommendations most
directly related to forest practices that were within the direct policy-making and administrative
authority of the Department.
Subject to what is said in this evaluation on how little has so far actually changed in how
forestry is conducted on Crown lands, there is much practical wisdom in this approach to
implementation. I believe it was a good faith response to valid criticisms of the Department’s
previous track record of “planning to plan” and giving lip service to recommendations in
previous reports and its own internal plans, which predate the FPR, to move toward ecosystembased forestry.
The weakness of the approach is that it does not give a clear picture of the overall plan for
implementing the FPR as a whole, not just as 45 discreet recommendations but as an overall
system of forest management and practices. It does not explain the Department’s
understanding of how the recommendations, supplemented as needed by additional measures,
will be implemented to create that system. Among other things, this constrains the extent to
which other players can anticipate and contribute to what the Department is trying to
accomplish. It raises uncertainty about the Department’s commitment to implementation
beyond the recommendations it is currently working on. It means implementation is
proceeding without those interested in forestry and the broader public having a clear view of
the overall outcome that is being pursued, how it will be achieved through cohesive and
integrated implementation of the FPR’s recommendations (supplemented as needed by other
measures), and a sense of the timeline on which full implementation will occur and outcomes
will be achieved.
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One immediate consequence is that the desire to get on with it may actually be one of the
things slowing down the teams that have been tasked with getting on with it. They have been
assigned responsibility for doing without clarity on what they are supposed to be doing. The
choices made to dispense with front-end strategizing may have resulted in too much of the
strategizing being unintentionally delegated to the project teams that have been tasked to
work on pieces of the puzzle without knowing enough about how the larger puzzle fits
together. Working on how specific recommendations should be implemented is bound to take
more time without the context of a broader strategy for implementation as a whole, or at least
for Crown lands.
The best example of this may be the Department’s work on a new guide for silviculture in the
ecological matrix on Crown lands. This work is discussed more extensively below. Here, the
point is that one of the reasons for the slowness with which it has proceeded may be that those
doing the work have been figuring out what ecological forestry means by designing the
silvicultural guide that will be used to implement it. Recognizing that there is an iterative
relationship between the concept and the guide that operationalizes it, this may be putting too
much reliance on work on the guide to define the concept it is meant to implement.15
A more robust implementation strategy would show how work on all of the 45
recommendations of the FPR will be sequenced over time to ensure that the cumulative effect
of implementation of each of the recommendations leads to widespread adoption and
implementation of the triad model of forest management over the forested lands of the
province to accomplish the core objective – maintaining and restoring multi-aged and mixedspecies forests in which late-successional species have the opportunity to grow and mature
where they represent the forest’s natural condition. In broad terms, such a strategy should
outline the logic by which choices are made in selecting the recommendations to be worked on.
It should include a rationale for sequencing, considering where the effective implementation of
one recommendation depends heavily on the results of implementing another
recommendation or on completion of an earlier phase of implementation.
The implementation strategy should identify anticipated milestones in the implementation
process. I do not recommend rigid implementation dates for each recommendation, an
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The FPR does not give a definition of ecological forestry but identifies many of the characteristics it should
include in Nova Scotia. These include thinking of forests as ecosystems; giving priority to ecosystems and
biodiversity instead of thinking of them as priorities of equal weight to other priorities; thinking of maintaining and
enhancing ecosystems and biodiversity as the objectives of forestry; replicating natural disturbance regimes in
forestry; maintaining and restoring forests that are mixed-species and multi-aged; integrating the protection of
wildlife into the Department’s PTA process; and limiting clearcutting to designated high-production zones and to
the circumstances listed in the FPR as suitable for clearcutting. These and other characteristics of ecological
forestry laid out in the FPR are its bones, but the concept itself is larger, requiring greater and ongoing elaboration.
This is necessary to ensure that specific actions taken in its name are consistent with the larger concept and also to
ensure that the adoption of ecological forestry in Nova Scotia is capable of answering questions, important to its
realization, not answered in the FPR.
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approach that was taken in the past. Such detailed commitments are likely to be based on
arbitrary guesses as to how long it will take to properly implement particular recommendations,
and they can introduce inflexibility into the implementation process. A better approach would
be both to identify the timeline by which Nova Scotians can expect to see significant milestone
changes taking effect in how forestry is practised on Crown lands and to create and implement
a comprehensive strategy for facilitating private landowner adoption of ecological forestry and
the triad more broadly.
A more comprehensive and explicit implementation strategy is also important to evaluation of
the Department’s work, and therefore to its accountability, and to the guidance evaluation can
provide to the Department as implementation continues. Evaluation is constrained, however, if
it is limited to assessment of how the Department is doing on specific recommendations. To be
robust, it must know what the overall implementation strategy is so that it can assess over time
whether the Department is following its strategy and also, if it is, whether the strategy is
proving to be the right strategy or whether it requires adjustment in light of (a) changing
circumstances, (b) what is learned through implementation, and (c) the guidance received from
recurring evaluations. This would be consistent with the formal adoption by the Department of
a comprehensive adaptive management – recommendation 42 in the FPR.
My conclusion is that the Department should develop and adopt this kind of comprehensive,
systemic, and integrated implementation strategy. This is necessary if the Department is to
ensure that its efforts on specific recommendations or groups of recommendations not only
achieve the specific objectives of those recommendations but also contribute to achieving the
overriding goal – forests that are progressively healthier, more resilient, and productive
because they are progressively more natural and diverse. As I said earlier, it is for the
Department to develop this strategy. The Department’s executive summary of the
implementation progress report provides an explanation and rationale for the implementation
approach taken thus far, and a comprehensive strategy may build on this. However, it is my
strong recommendation that the Department should also use the logic model I present below
for a long-term evaluation framework – or a better logic model – in developing its
implementation strategy.

Progress on Specific Recommendations
The Overall Picture
The information provided by the Department on its progress in implementing the FPR is
presented in summary in Table 1. For this purpose, recommendations are not listed in the order
in which they appear in the FPR but are instead grouped together to better show their
functional relationships to each other.
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Table 1 shows the stage reached in implementation for each recommendation. It shows if work
on the recommendation has started and, if so, whether it is in the policy and planning stage or
the implementation stage.
Progress on policy and planning is evaluated as being in the early, intermediate, advanced, or
completed stage. Progress on implementation is similarly evaluated as being early,
intermediate, or completed or ongoing. The final stage of implementation is described as
“completed or ongoing” because while some recommendations can be said to be definitively
completed by the taking of the recommended action, most require ongoing implementation
once implementation has started.
Assessing the level of progress made is complicated for recommendations that are for Crown
and private lands because the Department has decided to focus primarily on implementation of
the FPR on Crown lands. This has meant that where encouraging progress is being made in
implementation of province-wide recommendations on Crown lands, the overall progress being
made on those recommendations is evaluated as in the early stages.
Evaluation has been completed for 44 recommendations rather than the 45 made in the FPR.
This is because the Department explicitly excluded one recommendation from its commitment
to implement the FPR: recommendation 14, which proposed that the use of herbicides in high
production zones on Crown lands be eligible for silviculture funding. To the extent that this
could minimize the productivity of these high production zones, it will be important that
alternative measures be taken to mitigate this risk. More broadly, if the use of a herbicide is
restricted from current levels for any reason, including evolving scientific research on its
adverse effects, alternative measures to maximize productivity in high-production zones of the
triad will be important to ensure the success of the triad as a whole.
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Table 1 Implementation status of FPR recommendations
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Work has to a varying extent started on 40 of 44 (91%) recommendations. These are the four
recommendations (9%) on which work has yet to begin:
•

Adopting a regulation under the Forests Act requiring owners of private industrial lands
to achieve outcomes similar to those required under Maine’s Outcomes-based Forest
Policy (recommendation 28).16

•

Developing a comprehensive strategy to encourage landowners to adopt the triad
(recommendation 31).

16

Recommendation 15 states that the same outcomes regulation or framework should apply to high-production
forestry on Crown lands. The Department reports that it has started work on this recommendation. This is a good
example of how divorced the work of the Department on recommendations for Crown lands is from its work on
recommendations for private land.
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•

Maximizing opportunities for landowners to access carbon markets (recommendation
33).

•

Developing and adopting an adaptive management framework (recommendation 42).

Work is in the policymaking and planning stage of implementation for the following 26
recommendations (59% of recommendations):
•

Advancing the overall objective of protecting and enhancing multi-aged/mixed-species
forests (recommendation 3).17

•

Implementing the triad on Crown and private lands (recommendation 4).18

•

Revising and expanding the State of the Forest report and the process of reporting on
the state of the forests (recommendation 5).

•

Collaborating with interested parties to improve forestry reporting (recommendation 6).

•

Undertaking further peer-reviewed research on natural disturbance regimes, and
aligning the Department’s ecosystems-based management framework with the
outcomes of that research (recommendation 7).19

•

Preventing clearcutting where clearcutting is ecologically inappropriate
(recommendation 8).

•

Limiting clearcutting to circumstances where it is acceptable (recommendation 9).

•

Amending the pre-treatment assessment process to better include wildlife issues
(recommendation 11).20

•

Conducting analysis and research to test levels of post-harvest retention
(recommendation 12).

•

Landscape-level forestry planning (recommendation 13).

•

Outcome-based management for high-production forestry on Crown lands
(recommendation 15).
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Progress on this recommendation depends on the implementation of many other recommendations. Given the
overall level of progress on other recommendations, it must be the case that progress on this recommendation is
in the very early stages.
18

Work on this recommendation relates primarily to implementation on Crown land. I have little evidence of
substantial progress on implementation on private land.
19

Good progress has been made on improving the mapping of natural disturbance regimes. Aligning forestry with
the improved mapping of natural disturbance regimes has either not started or is in the very early stages.
20

The information I received on the progress made on this recommendation did not give me a clear picture of how
much progress has been made or remains to be made.
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•

Strategies for sensitive soils, bird populations, tourism operations and developmental
plans,21 outdoor recreation activities, and protected areas (recommendation 16).22

•

Steps to increase and conserve old forests (recommendation 17).

•

Environmental assessment for forestry management plans (recommendation 20).

•

Outcomes-based approach for managing the ecological matrix portion of Crown lands
(recommendation 21).23

•

Review of silviculture funding program for Crown lands (recommendation 22).

•

Prohibiting full-tree harvesting on Crown and private lands when combined with
clearcutting (recommendation 24).24

•

Independent review of efficacy of riparian zone provisions of wildlife habitat and
watercourse protection regulations (recommendation 25).

•

Independent review of efficacy of wildlife clumps provisions of wildlife habitat and
watercourse protection regulations (recommendation 26).

•

Implementation of the Endangered Species Act on private land (recommendation 29).25

•

Independent review of silviculture funding for private land (recommendation 30).

•

Independent study on carbon credits for private woodlots (recommendation 32).

•

Independent land use planning process for the western Crown lands (recommendation
36).

•

Increasing reliance on science in policymaking, planning, and operations
(recommendation 39).
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In my April 21, 2021, meeting with the Minister’s Advisory Committee, I was told by the representative of the
tourism industry that the relevance and importance to the tourism industry of how and where forestry is
conducted requires better definition and specification if the implementation of the FPR is to meaningfully benefit
from industry input.
22

The FPR called for “immediate and sustained action” on these strategies.
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While preliminary work has been completed on this recommendation, its implementation is subject to meeting
five preconditions, only one of which – changing the preamble of the Crown Lands Act – has been met. The others
are implementation of an environmental assessment process, full and effective implementation of the Endangered
Species Act, implementation of a monitoring process that addresses the 2015 recommendations of the Auditor
General, and demonstration by the Department, licensees, and forestry professionals of commitment to ecological
forestry.
24

My understanding is that this forest practice is prohibited by policy on Crown lands and that this policy was in
place before the FPR recommended a regulation putting this prohibition into place on Crown and private lands.
Action on this regulation is in the policy and planning stage of implementation.
25

Work on this recommendation appears to be in the very early stages.
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•

Encouraging innovation and research across forestry sector (recommendation 40).26

•

Developing a human resources strategy for the forestry sector (recommendation 43).27

Based on information provided by the Department and progress subsequently made,
particularly on recommendation 10, implementation can now be said to be underway or ready
to get started for the following nine recommendations (20% of recommendations)28:
•

Giving priority to ecosystems and biodiversity (recommendation 1).29

•

Aligning forestry with an overall approach to forestry called “ecological forestry”
(recommendation 2).30

•

Amending the Forest Management Guide (recommendation 10).31

•

Implementation of the Endangered Species Act on Crown lands (recommendation 18).32

26

To encourage research and innovation across the sector, the Forestry Innovation Transition Trust has been
created, and it has funded the creation of the Centre of Forest Innovation at the Nova Scotia Community College
(NSCC) and, more recently, the work of the Family Forest Network. The Trust is doing invaluable work, but in my
view without the advantage of a comprehensive strategy for encouraging research and innovation that will
contribute to the implementation of the FPR.
27

The assessment of the progress being made on this recommendation is based largely on the work being funded
by the Forestry Innovation Trust and, in particular, the funding provided by the Trust to NSCC for its Centre of
Forestry Innovation. The work of the Trust and of NSCC is not, however, the same thing as a human resources
strategy for the forestry sector. No such strategy that I am aware of as been produced by the Department or the
Forestry Sector HR Council.
28

The Department also listed recommendation 35, which called for a framework for small-scale wood energy
projects, as being in this category. Based on my understanding that this framework is operational, I have instead
categorized this recommendation with the recommendations that have been implemented.
29

Beyond the fact that a lot of work is being done to implement the FPR, and the fact that the SGEM has been
completed, I do not have specific information on what the Department is doing to implement this crucial
recommendation. As indicated elsewhere in this report, there are significant questions about whether the
Department is giving priority to ecosystems and biodiversity in its overall approach to implementing the FPR or in
its ongoing oversight of forestry on Crown lands. It is clear however that work on a small number of important
recommendations, discussed below, will contribute to implementation of this recommendation.
30

My comment here is the same as in the previous footnote.

31

The Department’s progress on recommendation 10, developing a new forest management guide for the
ecological matrix on Crown land, is included in this category because the Department recently released the SGEM.
It is my understanding that the work of operationalizing this guide on ecological matrix lands will now begin. So
this is now a recommendation – and a critical one – on which “implementation is underway.” It is also a major step
in implementing the triad on Crown lands (recommendation 4) and setting the stage for its implementation on
private land.
32

As stated elsewhere in this report, the progress made on implementation beyond policymaking and planning is
limited.
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•

Encouraging private landowners to adopt the triad (recommendation 27).33

•

Monitoring harvest levels from Crown and private lands in Western Nova Scotia
(recommendation 34).34

•

Providing a licence with a longer term to the Medway Community Forest over a larger
allocation of Crown lands (recommendation 37).35

•

Improving transparency and accountability (recommendation 38).

•

Sharing technology, including LiDAR, for research and innovation (recommendation
41).36

What is meant by “implementation is underway” varies across these recommendations and is
in some cases unclear. In the case of broader overarching recommendations on this list, such as
to give priority to ecosystems and biodiversity and to align forestry with natural disturbance
regimes, my understanding is that the progress being made is primarily if not exclusively based
on the work being done to implement a limited number of more specific regulations, such as
prohibiting full-tree harvesting in clearcutting, which has been done by policy on Crown lands,
and to implement the Endangered Species Act on Crown lands, which is at the beginning of the
implementation stage. Work being done on broader recommendations, like implementing the
triad on Crown lands, is also contributing to progress on these overarching recommendations
but has itself not yet reached the implementation stage.
Five recommendations (11%) have, in my assessment, been implemented, recognizing that for
some recommendations implementation will always be ongoing:
•

Amending the purpose clause of the Crown Lands Act (recommendation 19)

•

Deciding to proceed with implementation of the FPR instead of conducting a study of
economic and ecological benefits to determine whether to implement the FPR
(recommendation 23)

33

To encourage landowners to adopt the triad, the Department has increased its work with woodlot owner
organizations, increased silviculture funding, and conducted a survey of landowners.
34

I am told that monitoring harvest levels from Crown and private lands in Western Nova Scotia is being addressed
through the routine tracking of data that has always been available through the Registry of Buyers.
35

Mary Jane Rogers, the Executive Director of the Medway Community Forest, questioned the Department’s
statement that “implementation was underway” on the part of recommendation 37, which says the Medway
Community Forest should be given a longer licence over a larger part of Crown land. I was told by the Department
that substantial progress was being made on this recommendation.
36

I have conflicting information as to whether this is happening, the extent to which it is happening, or the
awareness among landowners that it is happening. What I know is that LiDAR data for the majority of the province.
is now available for download on the government website. I am told that analytical tools based on those data are
under development.
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•

Creating a framework for small-scale wood energy projects to improve market
conditions for forest products (recommendation 35)

•

Having an evaluation of implementation conducted by an independent committee
(recommendation 44)

•

Including implementation of the triad model of ecological forestry in legislation
(recommendation 45).37

In addition, two other recommendations have been implemented in part. The licensing of
Crown lands to the Mi’kmaq Forestry Initiative, called for in recommendation 37, has
happened. In addition, the prohibition of full-tree harvesting on Crown and private lands when
it is combined with clearcutting (recommendation 24), has happened on Crown lands.38

Progress on Major Recommendations
The Department reports substantial progress on work that is responsive to the following
recommendations, or parts of recommendations :
•

Establishing a framework for the selection of Crown lands for the high-production leg of
the triad (recommendation 4).

•

Addressing the concerns and critiques of the Department’s mapping of natural
disturbance regimes with peer-reviewed science, and aligning its ecosystem-based
management framework for forestry on Crown lands with the new peer-reviewed
mapping (recommendation 7).

•

Amending the Forest Management Guide/SGEM to align it with ecological forestry
(recommendation 10).

•

Creating an Old Forest Policy (recommendation 17).

•

Adopting legislation to make forest management plans for forestry on Crown lands
subject to environmental assessment (recommendation 20).

Each of these qualifies as a major recommendation. In combination, they are critical parts of
the policy framework and governance foundations on which implementation of the triad and
other more specific recommendations on Crown lands can happen. It is therefore positive that
they are being tackled in the first stage of implementation of the FPR.
I received documentation for review on the work of the Department in three of these five areas
of progress before I briefed the MAC on April 21, 2021: the development of a new forest

37

The FPR called for adding implementation of the triad model to the Environmental Goals and Sustainable
Prosperity Act. On November 4, 2021, the Nova Scotia legislature passed the Environmental Goals and Climate
Change Reduction Act. I am assessing this FPR recommendation as implemented. I note, however, that the
legislation is limited to implementation on Crown lands. Recommendation 45 was not limited to Crown lands.
38

This is being done by policy rather than by the regulations that were recommended.
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management guide (i.e., the SGEM), the Report on Natural Disturbance Regimes, and the
framework for the selection of Crown lands for the high-production leg of the triad. Public
consultations have happened on both the SGEM and the framework for high-production
forestry. In addition to being in the process of peer-review for publication, the paper on natural
disturbance regimes has been shared with interested parties, but there have not been
consultations on it.
After my meeting with the MAC, I received documentation on the Department’s work on an Old
Forest Policy, including a copy of the draft policy. This policy had at that time not been shared
for consultation with the Mi’kmaq or stakeholders. I also received a project update on the work
underway on environmental assessment and an accompanying document called “Forest
Stewardship Planning Standard, Guide for the Preparation of Forest Stewardship Plans in Nova
Scotia, Second Draft,” dated March 2021.
I have had all of the documentation provided on work in progress on each of these
recommendations reviewed by members of the evaluation team.
As mentioned above, a draft of the new SGEM was reviewed in detail by Dr. Laura Kenefic as if
she were conducting a peer review in an academic context. Dr. Kenefic found that the first draft
of the SGEM required significant revisions to address some important deficiencies. A follow-up
review, after the draft was amended in light of her first review, satisfied her that her
recommended improvements were substantially adopted.
Dr. Kenefic subsequently finished another independent review of additional changes that were
subsequently made to the SGEM after a further round of public consultations. She
recommended that further important improvements be made to these subsequent changes to
the SGEM.
The primary theme of both of Dr. Kenefic’s reviews is that the Department has progress to
make in embracing the intention behind a new guide for the ecological matrix leg of the triad,
which is not only to reduce clearcutting and the ecological harm of clearcutting but to fully
replace the mindset of clearcutting silviculture with that of ecological silviculture. The latter will
significantly reduce clearcutting, but it will do so as a consequence of its positive focus on the
forest’s long-term ecological integrity and well-being.
As noted earlier, the SGEM has now been finalized as an evergreen document ready for its
implementation. It incorporates the improvements identified in each of Dr. Kenefic’ evaluations
of earlier drafts. My conclusion is that the SGEM now represents substantial fulfilment of the
call in recommendation 10 for a new Forest Management Guide for the ecological matrix leg of
the triad. It now has to be operationalized.
Mr. Al Gorley reviewed the framework for high-production forestry. On November 11, 2020,
Mr. Gorley advised me that the framework was of high quality and that it included responses to
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much of the input received in consultations on an earlier draft. He ended his evaluation as
follows:
Addressing the HPF (high-production forestry) component of the Triad model is
one of the Department’s eight priority projects aimed at implementation of the
FPR. The work done to date represents a solid first step, and acknowledges that
full implementation will take time, and the full benefits will not be realized for
decades.
The work so far addresses the key technical aspects of implementing the
recommendation. In my opinion there are three additional components that will
also be important to success:
1. Implementation will need ongoing, clearly articulated support by the most senior
levels of the government.
a. It is important for the government (at the highest levels) to continue
communicating about HPF in the context of its essential role in the overall
Triad approach to ecological forestry.
b. The government should communicate its intent about how (e.g., what
legislative mechanism) it will provide certainty to protect designated lands
for HPF at a level more-or-less equitable with how lands are protected to
meet conservation objectives.
2. In addition to spatially identifying candidate HPF lands, Phase 2 should clearly define
the process and authorities by which candidate lands will be formally designated for
HPF, including how Indigenous Peoples and stakeholders will participate, at what
scale, and over what expected timelines.
3. The government should consider establishing a target for the amount of HPF lands it
expects to designate. This may include short- and longer-term priorities and could be
adjusted over time if necessary.
Dr. Malcolm Hunter of the evaluation team reviewed the Department’s paper on Natural
Disturbance Regimes. He described it to me as “rigorous.”
I have had the draft Old Forest Policy reviewed by Mr. Al Gorley, Dr. Malcolm Hunter, and Ms.
Jane Barker.39 Their collective view of the draft policy is generally positive: the draft seems
logical and consistent with the recommendation it responds to, which is recommendation 17. It
has been developed with a focus on 11 objectives that align with the key elements of
recommendation 17. All team member comments relate to specific details of the draft policy
and seek greater clarity or propose specific improvements to what is otherwise viewed as a

39

This policy, or a later version of it, has now been released for public consultations.
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strong and promising draft policy. Here are some of those comments, written by Mr. Gorley and
agreed to by Dr. Hunter and Ms. Barker:
3. The draft policy document focuses mainly on Crown lands but does include a section
on private land. The commitment to “work with forest owners,” etc., is a good start,
but it is unclear how far the policy will be used to ensure conservation of key
ecological values that don’t exist on Crown lands.
4. While it is recognized that an 8 per cent target probably reflects significant
challenges resulting from the amount of private land versus Crown, and the long
history of industrial forest disturbance and conversion, it would be ideal if there
could be a higher long-term target combined with ecosystem connectivity.
5. The policy should more clearly outline how the SGEM will trigger an old forest
score/old-growth forest assessment/flag potential restoration stands and include
protocols in an appendix.
6. There is no reference to the cultural importance of old forests to the Mi’kmaq, or
incorporation of Indigenous knowledge in the policy.
7. There should be mention of non-natural disturbances such as exotic invasive pests
(e.g., Hemlock Woolly Adelgid – a current serious threat to many of our old-growth
forests), and whether loss due to those agents will trigger more restoration of
potential old forests.
8. One of the review’s recommendations calls for a silviculture manual for restoration –
does this exist? Why would the SGEM team develop this and not the Old Forest
team?
9. I don’t see anything about penalties for damaging old forests, and so there is a
danger of the policy not changing behaviours that lead to “inadvertent” loss of old
forests.
10. It appears a stand that simply fits the veg type name and is 31 years post-harvest
could be designated a restoration opportunity. It would have to have more
information on how often designation in these circumstances could happen.
11.

This raises the interesting question of how far down on the continuum of age, area,
and other characteristics it will be necessary to go to achieve the 8 per cent goal.

Mr. Al Gorley reviewed the material provided to me on environmental assessment (EA). This is
his overall assessment:
Although I have no doubt that it has taken some effort to bring together staff
from two ministries to develop a proposed approach, implementation of the
recommendation appears to be only in the very preliminary stages. The effort
that has gone into development of the draft guide suggests a degree of
commitment to this approach within the ministry(s). The plan for approval by
October is encouraging, but is it realistic?
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The work appears to be focused largely on the planning at this point (which may
be appropriate). However, as the literature points out, environmental
assessment of landscape scale, long-term forestry activity is very different than
for site-specific disturbances and installations. The criteria to be used in an
assessment will need to be clear. This may be where they are going in lines 352–
360, and the statement of values and objectives in the draft guide.
Further, Mr. Gorley concludes that the approach to EA proposed by the Department adheres to
the principles and objectives of ecological forestry, albeit implicitly rather than explicitly, as
follows:
Presumably, adoption of the new Forest Management Guide will result in
adherence at an operational level, and any tactical planning in the FSP will be
consistent. I note that the “Guiding Concepts for Forest Management in Nova
Scotia” stated in the draft planning guide do not specifically mention
“ecosystem-based forestry” but use “adaptive sustainable forest management”
and “outcomes-based forestry.”
Without seeing the proposed regulation changes, it isn’t possible to know if the
principles and objectives will be explicitly incorporated in the environmental
review (such as in an overarching purpose statement for forestry EAs), or if it is
to be implied through compliance with the planning standard set out in the
guide.
The work on EA is clearly at an earlier stage than the work on the SGEM, the mapping of natural
disturbance regimes, a framework for high-production forestry on Crown lands, and the Old
Forest Policy. Still, in light of the history of the sometimes contentious relationship between the
department of environment and the department responsible for forestry, I find it encouraging
that the two departments have agreed on a framework to make forestry on Crown lands
subject to environmental assessment under the Environment Act. The work on a framework for
selecting high-production sites, mapping natural disturbance regimes, creating a forest
management guide for ecological forestry, and developing a policy on old forests is in all cases
substantial, positive, and strongly in the right direction.

Status of Work on Other Crown Land Recommendations
There are a number of other recommendations for Crown lands, or for Crown lands and private
land, that have not received adequate attention at this stage in the implementation process.
Like the ones discussed above, they are of a foundational nature in that they address aspects of
the overall governance of forest management and forestry practices:
•

Revising and expanding the State of the Forest report and the process of reporting on
the state of the forests more generally and doing so by collaborating with interested
parties (recommendations 5 and 6).
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•

Amending the pre-treatment assessment (PTA) process to provide better protection for
wildlife (recommendation 11).

•

Implementation of landscape-level forestry planning (recommendation 13).

•

Development of strategies on forestry and sensitive soils, bird populations, tourism
operations and developmental plans, outdoor recreation activities and protected areas
(recommendation 16).

•

Implementation of the Endangered Species Act on Crown lands (recommendation 18).

•

Review of the silviculture funding allocation system for Crown and private lands
(recommendations 22 and 30).

•

Reviews of the ecological adequacy and effectiveness of regulations on riparian
protection zones and wildlife clumps (recommendations 25 and 26).

•

Creating a land use planning process for Western Crown Lands by an independent party
(recommendation 36).

It is problematic that work on these recommendations is not more advanced and that on most
of them, work is in the early stages of “policy and planning has begun” implementation. Work
on implementation of the Endangered Species Act on Crown lands has progressed to the
implementation stage, but only to a limited degree
In the case of the Endangered Species Act, progress has definitely been made in getting ready
to better implement and enforce the act on Crown lands. The progress that has been made in
actually improving the act’s implementation and enforcement is limited. While most of the
progress that has been made appears to be for implementation of the act on Crown lands, full
and effective implementation of the act even on Crown lands does not appear to be
progressing at the rate it should be if this basic legislative protection for biodiversity is to be in
place on Crown lands in the near future.
Dr. Malcom Hunter, along with Jane Barker, both members of the evaluation team, joined me
for a briefing on the progress that has been made on moving toward full implementation of the
Endangered Species Act. Dr. Hunter reviewed all of the documentation that was shared with us
for that briefing, which was substantial. These paragraphs are from the short memo he sent to
me on the basis of his review:
It is my impression, perhaps incorrect for lack of ease of tracking dates, that
there has been no surge in recovery activity in the last year, beyond the
significant uptick in planning required to generate these documents.
Many of the activities listed are about planning, so still focused on “talking”
rather than “walking.” Many more are somewhere in between these poles in my
opinion; notably research, education, and monitoring activities are very
numerous, far outnumbering direct efforts to manage a population or its habitat.
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In sum, reviewing this list corroborated my impression that the potential for
increasing direct management activities is vast. Planning, research, monitoring
and more are all essential parts of species recovery efforts, but at the end of the
day they are a foundation without a house until populations and their habitats
are directly managed.
Ms. Barker agreed with his assessment. I am, however, encouraged that the Department says it
has now completed the policy needed to implement the act on Crown lands. It must accelerate
its implementation on Crown lands and on private land as “an immediate priority,” as called for
in the FPR.
Only preliminary work has been undertaken on the recommended reviews of the system of
silviculture funding for Crown lands to ensure it encourages and supports ecological forestry on
Crown lands. This is another recommendation that should be tackled in the early stages of
implementation because of the crucial influence this system of funding may have on the
decision-making that determines how forestry is conducted. Because the issue of silviculture
funding cuts across Crown and private lands, the system that applies to Crown lands should be
reviewed with the system that applies to silviculture on private land.
Work on the detailed recommendations made for improving the State of the Forest report and
for a broader and multi-faceted process of reporting on the state of the forest seems also to be
at an early stage. I am less concerned about this given the greater urgency of other
recommendations in actually changing how forestry is practised. At the same time, too much
further delay in producing an improved and expanded State of the Forest report would be
concerning for these reasons:
•

It will inhibit our ability in the near future to measure and evaluate change – or the lack
of it – in the condition of forests as a result of implementation of other FPR
recommendations.

•

As discussed below in Part 3, expanding state of the forest reporting in the ways
recommended in the FPR will be crucial to the effectiveness of future evaluations and
the role evaluation can play in guiding implementation of the FPR and improving
transparency and accountability.

•

An improved State of the Forest report and forest reporting process offers a clear and
regular mechanism for the Department to be more regularly and predictably
transparent and accountable to the public40 and for demonstrating the progress made in
implementation of the FPR and in transitioning to ecological forestry, particularly on
Crown lands.

40

During the finalization of this report, Dr. Malcolm Hunter brought new research to my attention showing that
forest degradation, not loss, drives widespread avian population declines. The research includes data from Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island.
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•

The recommendations on the changes that should be made to state of the forest
reporting were, compared to others, quite detailed and specific, and this should assist
with their expeditious implementation.

It is important to have accelerated work on the recommendation for the development of
research-based strategies for sensitive soils, bird populations, tourism values, outdoor
recreation, and operations near protected areas. These strategies may well have significant
implications on forestry planning and operations. Given the information I have, I can only
conclude that the development of these strategies has received minimal attention.
Three of the other recommendations listed above all relate to the legislative and planning
framework for the conduct of forestry on Crown lands: landscape level planning, the
regulations on riparian zones and wildlife clumps and land use planning in the western region.
As such, they are all recommendations that relate to the overall governance framework for
forestry. As explained in the discussion of the logic model of the FPR in Part 3, this highlights
the importance of these recommendations being addressed in the early stages of
implementation – they are part of the context needed for optimal implementation of
recommendations that are more specific and operational.
Work on recommendation 11 – to better address wildlife issues in the PTA process – may be on
hold in the expectation the objective of the recommendation will be significantly addressed in
the new SGEM. There is, however, some way to go before the SGEM will be operational, and
the same is true of the outcomes-based regulations that were recommended for high
production on Crown lands, on which work is in its early stages. The status of work on
recommendation 11, while clearcutting continues across the working forest on Crown lands, is
a microcosm of the larger concern that too much forestry that is not ecological is happening on
Crown lands, while the process of implementing the FPR remains largely in the policy and
planning stage of implementation or, in the case of some recommendations, only in the early
stages of implementation beyond policy and planning. This is discussed in greater length below
under “Overall Assessment of Implementation.”
I end this section by noting the concerns expressed at the MAC and elsewhere that the
Department is working on the shift to outcomes-based forest management on Crown lands
while appearing to ignore the stated preconditions the FPR says must be met before that shift
occurs. My conclusion is that the concern may be based on a mistaken impression of how much
progress the Department has actually made on the recommended shift to outcomes-based
forest management, which I believe is minimal. Nevertheless, I am pleased to reiterate the
preconditions, which are listed in recommendation 21 of the FPR: making the recommended
amendments to the Crown Lands Act; implementing the recommended legislated forestry
management process, with environmental assessment; full and effective implementation of the
Endangered Species Act; development and implementation of a monitoring, oversight, and
accountability system that fully addresses the recommendations of the Auditor General; and
demonstration by Lands and Forestry and licensees of their commitment to ecological forestry.
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The Department has satisfied one of these preconditions, but has a long way to go on all the
others.

Transparency and Accountability
The Department has made significant progress in the policy-making aspect of its work in being
more open and transparent in sharing its plans and taking input from those interested in
forestry and the management of forests.
Two of the Department’s project teams have created – and been allowed to create –
opportunities for public, Mi’kmaq, and stakeholder involvement in their work as it progressed,
and the input received has significantly influenced later versions of the documents in question.
This has been strongly so in the case of the new SGEM and the framework for selecting areas
for high-production forestry on Crown lands.
The Department has also formed the MAC, something the department had committed to, but
did not act on, in its action plan for the natural resources strategy, with broad representation to
advise on the implementation of the FPR and other strategic forestry issues. The formation of
the committee is an important part of the process of embracing transparency and
accountability as an operating principle, as recommended in the FPR. However, the Minister
and the Department need to act quickly to make the committee into a forum for meaningful
discussion of important issues and implementation choices to counteract the growing
frustration among members about meetings largely dedicated to information sharing by the
Department. For example, as noted above, the Department has not developed a
comprehensive long-term plan for implementing the FPR. It should do so, and it should involve
the Advisory Committee in developing that plan.
There are still issues needing attention in the area of transparency and accountability.
The majority of the targeted consultations and engagement processes recommended in the FPR
are yet to happen and many have not started. The FPR included 12 recommendations in which
targeted consultations and engagement were called for:
•

Work with interested parties to improve reporting on forestry, including the state of the
Forests report (recommendation 6).

•

Revise the forest management guide with input from industry, technical and academic
experts, forestry policy stakeholders, and technical representatives from the original
FPR (recommendation 10).

•

Work with interested parties to assess the work that is underway for landscape-level
planning (recommendation 13).

•

Engage interested parties in collaborative problem-solving forums to address potential
adverse impact of forestry on sensitive soils, bird populations, tourism operations and
development plans, outdoor recreation activities, including established trails and
protected areas (recommendation 16).
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•

Work with landowners to develop and implement a plan of action for fully and
effectively implementing the Endangered Species Act on private lands (29).

•

In collaboration with registered buyers, private landowner groups, silviculture
contractors, and others, including technical experts, initiate a review of silviculture
programs on private land (recommendation 30).

•

Work with the Departments of Environment and Energy and other relevant
departments as well as interested stakeholders, to develop a framework for maximizing
access of Nova Scotia landowners to carbon credit trading opportunities
(recommendation 33).

•

Enable small-scale wood energy by working with other relevant agencies, municipal
governments, and regional development agencies (recommendation 35).

•

Establish a land use planning process conducted by an independent person or panel for
western Crown lands (recommendation 36).

•

Enable the department’s scientists to work with the broader scientific community to
address or understand scientific uncertainties associated with forest management
within an ecological forestry paradigm (recommendation 39).

•

Partner with the forest sector on research and innovation endeavours to improve how
forestry is managed (recommendation 40).

•

Work with industry, landowners, researchers, and other stakeholders to make data and
technology systems, including LiDAR , available for research and innovation
(recommendation 41).

Of these, consultations have been completed for only two recommendations, the revision of
the SGEM (10) and the small-scale wood energy initiative (35). Some engagement, at a
preliminary level, has also occurred for improving the state of the forest reporting (6) and to
engage private landowners on endangered species (29). I believe that discussions and
engagement responsive to recommendations 40 and 41 are also underway, including through
the Forestry Innovation Transition Trust.
Other concerns regarding Department’s approach to consultation and engagement include
•

the sometimes ad hoc and therefore uncertain nature of the Department’s process for
sharing of information, seeking input, and communicating the status of ongoing work.41

•

unexplained delays in communication and sharing of information.

•

inconsistency between approaches to consultations, engagement and information
sharing between project teams and recommendations.

41

When being consulted or advised, people want more certainty than they are now sometimes given about what
will happen with their input and when and how decisions made on matters on which they have been consulted will
be shared with them and others.
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•

continuing criticisms of the Department’s harvest viewer website.

What is missing is an articulated and comprehensive process for consultations, engagement,
and information sharing that applies to the whole of the implementation process and to each
working group involved in the implementation process.
Ideally, the Department would create a consultations plan, including an updates calendar and
consultations schedule, and stick to it or explain why it has to depart from it. If this schedule
could be approved as a whole by the government and Communications Nova Scotia, thus
reducing the reliance of the Department on getting approval for each consultation and
information sharing, it would be very helpful to the Department in accelerating its work on
implementation. It would increase the trust and confidence people can have in the
Department.
Consultation, as the Department fairly points out, takes time. This acknowledged, the
Department needs to avoid using consultation as a delay or diversionary tactic. It needs to
make sure it consults for a purpose and not simply to be able to say it consulted. The survey it
conducted on what the public would like to see in a new State of the Forest report may be an
example of a consultation process that was more about appearances than substance, in light of
the detailed recommendations in the FPR on state of the forest reporting.
The Department has submitted its natural disturbance regime paper for peer review, which is a
positive development. The Department must, however, guard against assuming that this is all
that is required by recommendation 7, which should be read in conjunction with
recommendation 39, which calls for a broader engagement with the scientific community. Peer
review is a necessary part of this, but the FPR as a whole contemplates a more holistically
collaborative engagement with the research community.

Implementation on Private Land
The Department has not really started intensive and comprehensive work on recommendations
made for private land, or on the implementation on private land of the recommendations for
both Crown and private lands. This is to be expected since the Department announced it was
going to implement the recommendations for Crown lands before moving to the
implementation of the FPR on private land. I think this was a sensible approach when it was
announced; it probably explains the amount of progress that has been made in policy
development and planning for the implementation of Crown land recommendations, reviewed
above. But it is less defensible now when we are past the third anniversary of the FPR.
Further delay in significant implementation of the FPR on private land will create corresponding
delay in change and improvement in forest management and forestry practices on private land.
This is made more serious by the necessarily gradual rate at which the recommendations for
private land are likely to be adopted and to produce systemic change once concerted work on
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them does begin. The implications could include reduced or delayed adoption of the triad
model on private land, leading to
•

reduced or delayed adoption of ecological forestry on private land.

•

reduced or delayed adoption of management of private land for intensive forestry.

This in turn could lead to
•

delayed or limited improvement of the productivity of forests on private land.

•

reduced or delayed improvement in protection for ecosystems and biodiversity on
private land.

And this could potentially lead to
•

lost opportunities to improve the health and quality of forests.

•

lost opportunities to improve wood supply.

•

lost economic opportunities for landowners.

As noted above, the Department has implemented the small-scale wood energy initiative that
was recommended in the FPR to enhance market opportunities of private landowners for lowquality wood. The Department also reports that LiDAR technology and data are being shared
with owners of private land, and that it has started work on policy and planning for action on
most recommendations applicable to private land. But, as concluded above, most of this work
appears to be in its preliminary stages.
The province has also created the Forest Economy Task Force and the Forestry Innovation
Transition Trust. These will be discussed in more detail below under “Parallel Initiatives.” The
trust is a $50 million fund focused on accelerating new opportunities within the Nova Scotia
forestry sector, including on private land, to enhance environmental, social, and economic
values and adoption of new ecological forestry practices. Its creation is responsive to
recommendations 27 (that the objective of forestry policy in relation to private land should be
to achieve widespread participation in ecological forestry by owners of privately owned forests)
and 31 (calling for a comprehensive, multi-faceted and integrated strategy for encouraging and
enabling private landowners to engage in forestry management in accordance with the triad
model of ecological forestry).42
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In the final stages of this report’s preparation, the Trust announced it was providing $9.8 million in multi-year
funding to the Family Forest Network to assist private woodlot owners in adopting and maintaining sustainable
resource management practices through outreach, demonstration, and research. The project will include a largescale pilot of ecologically sensitive forest treatments in a wide range of woodlands across the province, with a
special emphasis on restoring degraded stands to their natural diversity and productivity. What is particularly
encouraging is that the Network is a collaboration among 11 organizations reaching an estimated 12,590 woodland
owners that was “the first and largest group of forestry service providers to publicly endorse and practice the
recommendations of the Independent Review of Forest Practices in Nova Scotia, commonly referred to as the
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These are good steps, but they do not substitute for the comprehensive and concerted effort
for adoption of the triad and ecological forestry on private land called for in the FPR,
particularly in recommendation 31. Additionally, only modest progress has been made on the
following more specific recommendations for private land:
•

Maximization of opportunities for access to carbon markets (recommendation 33).

•

Independent study of efficacy of current regulations on riparian protection zones
(recommendation 25).

•

Independent study of efficacy of wildlife clumps (recommendation 26).

•

Outcomes-based forestry regulations for private industrial lands (recommendation 28).

•

Implementation of the Endangered Species Act on private land (recommendation 29).

•

Prohibition of full tree harvesting in clearcutting on private land (recommendation 24).

There is a danger in diverting attention from the work being done on the implementation of
Crown land recommendations when that work may finally be moving from the policy-making
and planning stage to the implementation stage. I believe, however, it is time for
implementation of the FPR to expand to include organized work on the recommendations that
apply exclusively to private land, as well as to implementation on private land of the
recommendations that apply to both Crown and private lands. I am worried that if this does not
happen soon, implementation of the FPR may never get to private land in any serious way
because of the inertia that can form when the lapse of time between the making and action on
recommendations becomes inordinate. This is a particular risk in this context due to what I see
as a historic unwillingness of the Department to address forestry on private land, and the
continuing tendency to doubt whether it can or should.

Parallel Initiatives
Outside of the Department, a number of government initiatives will support achievement of the
objectives of the FPR’s recommendations even though they are not being conducted as part of
the implementation of the FPR.
One of these is the Forestry Innovation Transition Trust, mentioned above. It is a part of a larger
forestry sector transition process addressing trade opportunities and market research;
innovation, diversification, and entrepreneurship; workforce development; woodlot owner
leadership; and supply chain management.43 This broader process is being led or advised by the
Forestry Economy Task Force. Among other initiatives, it has provided $250,000 of funding to a
Forestry HR Sector Council, which is sponsored by the Department of Labour and Higher

Lahey report.” See “Two More Forestry Projects Funded: Next Round of Applications Opens,”
https://novascotia.ca/news/release/?id=20211015003.
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More information is available at https://novascotia.ca/forestry-sector-support/transition.asp.
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Education. This Council could contribute to progress on FPR recommendation 43, which calls for
an overall strategy for attracting and retaining forest professionals and their professional
development in the mechanics, principles, and science of ecological forestry. Also promising in
this regard is the announcement of $6,160,130 in funding from the Trust for the creation of a
Centre of Forest Innovation at the Nova Scotia Community College, with a training mandate
that embraces ecological forestry practices and the gender, racial, and age inclusiveness of
forestry as an industry, as called for in the FPR.44
This transition process has been guided by a vision that is brief and general but broadly
consistent with the themes of the FPR. It includes initiatives that could support systemic change
in Nova Scotia’s forestry industry in an ecological direction. It would, however, be reassuring if
the objectives of the process were more unequivocally stated to be the adoption and
implementation of the triad and ecological forestry more specifically and the broader
implementation of the FPR. The work of the Trust, the Task Force, and the Forestry HR Sector
Council should be clearly and strongly connected to the work of the Department in
implementing the FPR to ensure that each supports, builds on, and amplifies the work of the
others. It is particularly important that the Department’s work on FPR implementation and
these parallel initiatives are pursuing the same objectives, guided by a common understanding
of the two overriding recommendations of the FPR – embrace of an ecological forestry
paradigm and implementation of the triad approach to forest management zoning. These
connections and alignments may already be in place, but they are not apparent to me.
It is very positive and encouraging that Nova Scotia is continuing to build its network of
protected conservation areas. There was no specific recommendation on this in the FPR, but
the report did say the conservation leg of the triad was unfinished and that there should be
“ongoing development of the province’s network of wilderness areas, nature reserves, parks
and privately conserved lands.”
Since the FPR’s release, the province designated more than 17,000 hectares of new protected
areas and increased its provincial target from 13 to 14 per cent. More recently, the government
announced a target of protecting 20 percent of the province’s lands and waters by 2030, which
has recently been enshrined in law through the Environmental Goals and Climate Change
Reduction Act. Currently, approximately 30 per cent of Crown lands are protected, and less
than 0.5 per cent of protected land is privately owned. If Nova Scotia is to reach both its own
new goals – and national and international conservation goals45 should it ever decide to adopt
them – in a way that ensures representativeness and leaves space for forestry on Crown lands,
conservation on privately held lands as well as on Crown lands will have to increase
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https://thelaker.ca/creation-of-centre-of-forest-innovation-for-nscc-announced/
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An international conservation goal of 30% of landmass has been gaining traction in some jurisdictions. It has
been adopted by Canada.
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substantially.46 For that to happen, conservation on private land needs to be supported by all
available active means.

Embrace of the Ecological Paradigm
I have an overall impression that, between the lines of all of the good work underway, the
Department has not fundamentally embraced the ecological paradigm called for in the FPR. I
view it as still operating within a paradigm in which forest production and ecological systems
are regarded as values to be balanced with one another, with the balance in favour of the
former where the two come into essential conflict. This is contrary to what was explicitly said in
the first few paragraphs of the FPR, where, after stating concerns about the mandate I had
been given to make recommendations balancing “long-term environmental, social, and
economic interests in managing the province’s forests,” I wrote:
I have concluded that my approach should be to make recommendations that
seek to balance environmental, social, and economic interests within a
framework that gives priority to the protection and enhancement of ecosystems
and biodiversity.
In the Executive Summary of the FPR, I wrote:
My mandate was to make recommendations on forest practices that would, if
implemented, balance environmental, social, and economic objectives, which I
have interpreted to include values. My conclusion is that environmental, social,
and economic values should be balanced by using forest practices that give
priority to protecting and enhancing ecosystems and biodiversity.
In other words, I have concluded that protecting ecosystems and biodiversity
should not be balanced against other objectives and values as if they were of
equal weight or importance to those other objectives or values. Instead,
protecting and enhancing ecosystems should be the objective (the outcome) of
how we balance environmental, social, and economic objectives and values in
practising forestry in Nova Scotia. A number of reasons are given for this
conclusion, but the primary reason is that ecosystems and biodiversity are the
foundation on which the other values, including the economic ones, ultimately
depend.
These key conclusions were embedded in the first three recommendations in the FPR, as
follows:
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I have not considered the Owls Head controversy, or controversies over particular harvesting approvals, as part
of this evaluation. Just the same, I must observe that transparency, integrity, and accountability in conservation
governance and decision making is every bit as important as I said, in the FPR, they were in the governance and
operational aspects of forestry on Crown lands.
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1. In respect to forestry practices and related forestry policy, economic, social, and
environmental values and objectives must be balanced within a policy and
operational framework that gives priority to the conservation and sustainable
management of ecosystems and biodiversity.
2. To align forestry with the priority to be given to ecological protection and
enhancement, policy and operational decision making relating to forestry practices
should be guided by an overall approach to forestry called “ecological forestry,”
which seeks to
A. align forestry with ecological considerations and with ecological protection and
enhancement by integrating ecological knowledge, principles, and concepts,
including traditional knowledge, into how forestry is conducted.
B. combine the societal mandate to both protect ecological systems and biodiversity
while sustaining a productive and profitable forestry sector by aligning forestry
practices with natural processes, including disturbance regimes, that ecological
forestry emulates.
3. Consistent with the ecological forestry paradigm, the objective of forestry practices
in Nova Scotia should be, wherever appropriate, to maintain or restore multi-aged
and mixed-species forests in which late-successional species have the opportunity to
grow and mature where they represent the forest’s natural condition. Practices that
do otherwise in those forests should be curtailed.
These three recommendations were immediately qualified by the fourth, which calls for the
robust implementation of the triad model of forest management and the development of each
of its legs: the conservation leg, the high-production leg, and the intervening ecological matrix
leg, where conservation and production objectives are combined through ecological forestry.
On the recommendations on which it has invested substantial effort, the Department’s
progress points in the direction of these conclusions and recommendations. But given how
arduous some of this progress has been and the lack of comparable progress on the majority of
recommendations, I am not convinced there has been a fundamental embrace of the ecological
forestry paradigm – the recommendation in the FPR that most of the other recommendations
were intended to implement. In other words, the Department’s approach lacks clarity of
understanding between means and ends. The overarching priority of protecting and enhancing
ecosystems and biodiversity and the objective of, wherever appropriate, maintaining or
restoring multi-aged and mixed-species forests, must be the critical considerations in how each
recommendation is understood and implemented.
With this clarity, within the framework of the triad, it would be clearer than it seems to be that
implementation choices between options that prioritize or emphasize production (especially in
the ecological matrix) and those that prioritize ecological protection and enhancement, should
consistently be made in favour of ecological protection and enhancement. This should be clear
because, “the objective of forestry practices in Nova Scotia should be, wherever appropriate, to
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maintain or restore multi-aged and mixed-species forests in which late-successional species
have the opportunity to grow and mature where they represent the forest’s natural condition.”
This objective must be the critical consideration in how all recommendations that are directed
toward ecological protection and enhancement are understood and implemented. This is
particularly important for recommendations that are directly about the ecological matrix leg of
the triad, such as the development of a new silvicultural guide for those lands. It is, however,
also important for virtually all implementation choices, including how lands are selected for the
various legs of the triad.
There is an important ethical dimension in the conclusion that the objective of forestry
practices in Nova Scotia should be, within the framework of the triad, to maintain or restore
multi-aged and mixed-species forests in which late-successional species have the opportunity to
grow and mature where they represent the forest’s natural condition. This objective should not
be understood as solely a functional objective designed to support a range of practical
environmental, economic, and social goals. It rests more deeply on a moral proposition, that we
are obligated to care for the well-being of other animals and plants and the natural conditions
on which their well-being and ultimately our well-being depends. This is why the conclusion
that “protecting and enhancing ecosystems should be the objective (the outcome) of how we
balance environmental, social, and economic objectives and values in practising forestry in
Nova Scotia” is also an ethical duty, not only sound policy.47
This viewpoint is reinforced by understanding that caring for and protecting the land, including
forests, is central to Mi’kmaw ethics, way of life, and world view, which does not see forests
and trees as resources but as relations. An ethical, and not just functional, approach to
provincial forest policy – one informed by Mi’kmaw teachings, values, and example and the
centrality of the forests to Mi’kmaw culture, communities, economy, and life – is called for by
•

respect for Mi’kmaw sovereignty, the treaties of peace and friendship, and recognition
that Nova Scotia is unceded territory;

•

full embrace of the Mi’kmaw concepts of Netukulimk, or sustainability, and
Etuaptmumk, or two-eyed seeing; and

•

the overarching and fundamental imperative of reconciliation, and the vital importance
to it of responsible stewardship of the land.
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Chelsea Batavia and Michael Paul Nelson, “Conceptual Ambiguities and Practical Challenges of Ecological
Forestry: A Critical Review” J. For. 114(5): 572–581 http://dx.doi.org/10.5849/jof.15-103 (2016). The authors argue
that one of the reasons for the failure of attempts to institute ecological forestry is the tendency to focus on
technical dimensions of the transition from industrial to ecological forestry without adequate regard for its ethical
and moral rationales. I am grateful to University of King’s College student Chelsea McMillan in bringing this article
to my attention.
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Overall Assessment of Implementation
Work has started on 89 per cent of the FPR’s recommendations, although it is at a preliminary
stage for many of those recommendations. There is much solid progress being made on policy
and planning to implement some of the most important FPR recommendations for Crown
lands. Work on 20 per cent of recommendations is in the implementation phase beyond
policymaking and planning.
The Department opted to implement the FPR instead of studying whether to implement it, and
started by creating an independent evaluation process led by the leader of the review that
produced the FPR. It included other members of the review team on the departmental teams
that were assigned responsibility for key recommendations and relied on their advice.
A crucial enabling document for the triad on Crown lands, the SGEM, as well as the framework
for identifying high-production zones, which is still under consultation and review, should finally
allow the triad on Crown lands to be implemented in the near future. Input received in
consultations (in the case of the high-production document) and from both consultations and
independent evaluation (in the case of the SGEM) has been substantially incorporated into both
of those documents. This is, I think, more telling than the inadequacies of the first drafts, which
were, after all, developed with the independent advice of members of the forest practices
review team.
The Department has been working hard and in good faith, if not always with optimal efficiency
and effectiveness, and under all the constraints that apply to making change happen in
government, to implement foundational parts of the FPR that pertain to Crown lands. I do not
believe there has been an organized effort to delay implementation for the purpose of
frustrating the FPR’s implementation. The amount of work completed and the allocation of
resources to the work has been impressive. The commitment of those doing it and of their
deputy ministers has been strong.
The provincial government has taken several potentially significant parallel initiatives that could
be important to implementation of FPR recommendations on private land: the creation of a
sector council focused on HR issues, establishment of the Forest Innovation Transition Trust,
and funding of the Nova Scotia Community College’s Centre of Forest Innovation and the Family
Forest Network. Action is underway to increase the percentage of Crown lands that are
protected for conservation.
The reality, however, is that none of this solid work has resulted in actual change on the ground
in how forestry is being planned, managed, or conducted, and I have no indication of when any
of it will. Combined with the fact that only four recommendations have been fully implemented
and that the implementation phase of work on recommendations has not started on roughly
two-thirds of all recommendations, implementation cannot be so far judged a success. Based
on the information at my disposal, I am not able to conclude that any change has happened in
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how forestry is practised based on the work the Department has done on implementing the
FPR. And I am not able to assess the quality of the work that I believe has been done on several
major foundational recommendations. Further, as discussed above, work on a number of major
recommendations has barely begun.
I have not conducted the kind of forensic investigation that would allow me to determine why
this is so. I believe one important contributing factor is the extent of change from business-asusual called for by the FPR. The Executive Summary of the Department’s progress report
acknowledges this:
One challenge has been in adjusting mindset and culture with respect to how the
Department approaches implementing ecological forestry. The Forestry Review
identified the need to shift to prioritizing biodiversity – a notable difference in
the way the Department has worked in the past. While the Department was in
the midst of a shift to more ecosystem-based management, the Lahey report
accelerated the shift, which has also accelerated the approach required to have
successful outcomes. This shift includes having a more intense focus on the work
and on increased use of the expertise of the Department’s biologists and
ecologists.
The frankness of this acknowledgement, as compared to past claims that the Department was
giving priority to ecosystems and biodiversity when it was not, is encouraging. So is the
recognition, albeit implicit, that a shift in mindset and culture is difficult, complex, and timeconsuming.
Another crucial factor has been the unintended consequences of the good faith decision of the
Department not to develop a sufficiently clear or strong overall implementation strategy or
plan that connects the work on each recommendation to the work on other recommendations
and all of the work on all of the recommendations to an overall understanding of the big goals
(outcomes) of ecological forestry and the triad. This may have limited delay in getting the work
started on particular recommendations but if so, it was at the cost of delaying the speed at
which that work has progressed due to the number of strategic questions that may have
become entangled with the operational and administrative aspect of implementation.
It would be surprising if resistance from either within or outside the Department was not
another impediment to the Department, particularly in light of the shift in mindset and culture
the Department recognizes is called for by the FPR. Another question I do not have the
information to answer is whether the Department has received adequate support from the rest
of government. It is my impression that the Department has sometimes experienced delays in
getting the approval it required from within the machinery of government (1) to act on
recommendations as and when it wanted to, or (2) to conduct consultations and share
information and documents through the processes the Department has created to address
concerns with transparency. I accept the Department’s claim that an increase in participatory
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processes is resource intensive and deliberate work that adds time to policy and decision
making.
The Department reports that progress has been inhibited by the need to respond to the closure
of Northern Pulp and by the adverse impact of the early stages of the pandemic on the
productivity of the Department, particularly in relation to consultations. Without knowing the
details, I can easily understand how both of these events could have created delay in the FPR
implementation process.
The immediate issue, however, is the effect rather than the reasons for the slow state of
progress. It is a particular concern that forestry that is not ecological forestry continues to be
conducted on Crown lands that will be largely reserved to ecological forestry once the triad is
finally implemented on Crown lands. Since this forestry is not guided by the yet-to-be-finalized
or implemented SGEM or limited by the yet-to-be-approved Old Forest Policy, to give but two
examples, it could be postponing many opportunities to protect and enhance the forests that
will be within the ecological matrix leg of the triad when the triad is finally implemented on
Crown lands.
It is particularly serious that the new SGEM has still not been implemented more than three
years after the release of the FPR, given that (a) it was described as the most important of the
Report’s 45 recommendations and (b) substituting ecological forestry for industrial forestry
(clearcutting) on a substantial majority of Crown lands was the most important change called
for.48 The Department has shown it is concerned to get the SGEM right, as is clear from its
acceptance of the improvements proposed by Dr. Laura Kenefic in the evaluations she has
written of the second and third drafts of the SGEM. But in the meantime, both the level of
harvesting on Crown lands and the percentage of it conducted by clearcutting appear to have
remained constant from the date on which the Report was submitted to the Department, which
was August 22, 2018.
This concern is accentuated by the Environmental Goals and Climate Change Reduction Act,
which gives government until 2023 to implement ecological forestry and the triad on Crown
land. It is very positive that this commitment is now legislated, and it is understandable that the
time frame for satisfying the commitment must take account of how much work remains to be
done before implementation can happen. But it begs the question of the interim measures that
can be taken to prevent further degradation of the forests that will be reserved for ecological
forestry under the triad when it is implemented.
It is now clear that the interim retention guidelines instituted in 2018, which I initially
supported, are not satisfactorily addressing this concern. These guidelines require variable
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On page vi of the FPR, the overall conclusions of the report were said to call for “robust use of the Crown’s
authority over Crown land to require – on an ambitious timeframe – that forestry on it be conducted ecologically.”
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retention, with clearcutting of between 10 and 30 per cent. This policy was adopted
immediately after the release of the FPR to mitigate the ecological impact of existing forest
practices while the recommendations of the FPR were being implemented. It was never claimed
that it would substitute for the ecological forestry practices the FPR calls for. Still, the policy
showed promising intent on behalf of the Department, as the effect of the policy, depending on
how it is administered, is to reduce the yield of economically valuable trees that can be cut in
harvesting activities. I accept that it has probably accomplished that limited goal.
There are, however, three serious problems with the interim retention guidelines. The first is
that retention by itself does not come close to replicating the ecological outcomes expected
from ecological forestry. It follows that the longer the reliance on the retention guidelines and
the delay in making the transition to ecological forestry, the greater the ecological loss in the
parts of the forest that will eventually come under an ecological forestry regime.
The second problem with the retention guidelines is an amplification of the first. A limit on the
percentage of a stand that can be harvested is a very different thing from harvesting that is
guided by intentional matching of harvesting methods and volume to ecological objectives that
are germane to the ecosystem in which harvesting is happening. The former somewhat
mitigates the adverse ecological impacts of clearcutting.49 The latter uses silviculture to
intentionally leave behind the volume and variety of trees – as well as the forest structures –
the ecosystem needs to maintain its functionality and to promote the regeneration the forest
needs to maintain or regain its natural characteristics.
The third problem with the retention guidelines is a consequence of the difference between
retention for the sake of retention and harvesting to achieve multi-generational ecological
objectives. With the former, the experience of the last few years suggests that trees are
vulnerable under the interim guidelines to being blown down because the retention patterns
are not designed to mitigate this vulnerability. Observation indicates there has been
considerable blowdowns of trees retained under the interim retention policy. As emphasized in
the FPR, blowdowns have ecological value. But it is limited value compared to the ecological
value yielded from ecological forestry approaches, such as irregular shelterwood, that are,
among many other things, designed to limit blowdowns.
The situation requires urgent attention, out of the same laudable motivation that inspired the
interim retention guidelines, until the new SGEM can be fully implemented. This would be
consistent with the number one recommendation in the FPR – to make ecosystems and
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Because there is no specification in the interim retention policy of amount or proportion of acceptable growing
stock to be retained, implementation may have a degrading effect on treated stands if trees of poor quality, form,
and vigour are exclusively left. There is no guard in the policy against that, and this is counter to the intentions of
ecological forestry, which blend management for ecological outcomes and protection against stand degradation.
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biodiversity the priority in how forests are managed, especially on Crown lands. It is imperative
that immediate action be taken to ensure that any and all harvesting on Crown lands that may
be included in the ecological matrix leg of the triad be limited to harvesting that would be in
accordance with the new SGEM, amended in accordance with the last review of it by Dr.
Kenefic.
Meanwhile, designating the parts of Crown lands that will be for ecological forestry and for
high-production forestry, respectively, must happen soon, at least provisionally. No matter how
strong the SGEM or the framework for the selection and operation of high-production zones
may be, neither can have any impact until this designation happens. Conversely, designation
would be a major step forward in overall implementation of the FPR.

Part 3: Framework for Ongoing Evaluation
Introduction
In the FPR, I wrote, at paragraph 161, “In light of recent history, in which DNR prepared a series
of reports evaluating its own progress on implementing the commitments made in the natural
resources strategy, there is a need for a mechanism of arms-length and external
accountability.” I then proposed that evaluation be by an “independent committee of technical
experts.” I contemplated yearly evaluations.
In addition to completing an evaluation of progress to date, my mandate is to propose a
framework for future evaluations. The Department has therefore accepted the
recommendation for an ongoing process of evaluation.

Independence, Function, and Evaluators
Independent evaluation plays an important accountability role. It can help to ensure that the
Department follows through on its commitment to implement the FPR and to ensure that it
does so with sufficient seriousness, intent, and effort to change forestry and forests in the
fundamental ways that the FPR says they must be changed. This is the role of evaluation that
appears to be of most interest to those who support independent evaluation of the
Department’s implementation of the FPR. It is a mechanism to guard against the concern that
the Department and, more broadly, government and the industry, will not follow through.
Evaluation should, however, also be seen as a source of positive guidance to the process of
implementation. For implementation to be successful, it needs more than the right intentions
and level of effort. It needs objective and reliable information on whether the choices made at
each stage of implementation are proving to be the right ones – including information on the
many choices that must be made on questions not answered in the FPR and on which there is
incomplete evidence, professional disagreement, and valid differences of opinion between
people who support the FPR and its implementation. More broadly, the implementation
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process needs to have information as to whether the overall process of implementation is
producing results that are moving forestry and forests in the direction called for in the FPR. The
implementation process also needs advice, based on objective assessment of the results being
achieved, as to how implementation of the FPR can be altered, accelerated, and supplemented
to enhance its effectiveness in achieving the FPR’s objectives.
In the long term, evaluation is intended to allow us to determine not only if change is
happening, and the rate and extent of that change, but also what accounts for the change. For
example, if evaluation shows diligent implementation is happening, yet there is minimal or slow
progress toward corresponding outcomes, this should lead to inquiry as to what else, beyond
implementation of the FPR’s recommendations, is needed to accelerate progress.
Providing guidance and assistance to implementation in all of these ways is the deeper role of
evaluation. Its importance is demonstrated by the evaluations Dr. Laura Kenefic conducted, as
part of this evaluation, of successive drafts of the SGEM, and by the Department’s positive
response to those evaluations. More broadly, the importance of this dimension of evaluation
lies in the reality that the shift to ecological forestry called for in the FPR is a complex, not
merely complicated, undertaking. Implementation must learn from itself if it to be successful,
even if intentionality and will are kept strong through accountability. This demands the
feedback, learning, and opportunities for adaptation that an ongoing process of independent
evaluation can provide.
Independence from the Department – which is crucial – is not the only kind of independence
that matters. My experience in leading both the forest practices review and this evaluation
leads me to conclude that the independence of evaluation from both sides in Nova Scotia’s
polarized debate about forestry and how it should be conducted is also very important. The
value of evaluation depends on its objectivity. This kind of independence is crucial to objectivity
of evaluation of the implementation of the FPR.
For these and other reasons, future evaluations, like this one, should be conducted by an
independent team that includes deep expertise and experience in the ecological forestry that is
at the heart of the FPR. Again, the work of Dr. Kenefic in evaluating two iterative draft versions
of the SGEM is a good example of this point. Without her expertise in the silviculture of
ecological forestry, our team could not have been able to carry out the qualitative analysis of
this crucial document that allowed us to judge if it would result in ecological forestry if adopted.
Such expertise in the evaluation team is critical if evaluation is to go beyond the kind of
simplistic evaluation that tracks how many recommendations the Department has
implemented. What is required is evaluation that can grapple with more-important questions,
such as:
•

Is implementation consistent with the rationale of each recommendation and the
priority the FPR says should be placed on protecting and enhancing ecosystems and
biodiversity?
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•

Is implementation likely to protect and enhance ecosystems and biodiversity given what
is known or reasonably expected about what their protection and enhancement
requires?

Holistic Evaluation
Future evaluations should be framed not only as evaluations of progress on the implementation
of a list of discrete recommendations but as evaluations of implementation of the FPR as a
whole, and of the outputs and outcomes its holistic implementation is intended to achieve. This
means not only assessment of what has and has not been done, but also a focus on what has
been, is likely to be, or may not be accomplished, given what has or has not been done.
The framework for future evaluations should therefore include a more-robust implementation
plan developed by the Department. It should also, however, address the big picture of the
future that the FPR intended to create. To do that, it must have greater clarity than was
provided by the FPR on at least the following questions:
•

Is the triad, including the intensive forestry leg, part of or something distinct from
ecological forestry?

•

What are the interconnections between recommendations for Crown and private lands?

•

How can the FPR and its 45 recommendations be visualized in an integrated and holistic
way; i.e., as more than the sum of its parts?

•

What is the logic (or logic model) that connects implementation of specific
recommendations and of all the recommendations to the FPR’s overall objectives?

The Triad and Ecological Forestry50
The triad approach to the management of forests is a core element of the FPR. It is not an end
in itself, but a crucial means to the end. It is the overriding framework within which all of the
more specific recommendations are intended to operate. It is crucial to our overall ability,
within an ecological paradigm, to concentrate intensive forestry geographically and to dedicate
a growing percentage of the working forest to ecological forestry while ensuring, in both the
short and the long terms, a wood supply that can support a forest industry of meaningful scale.
During the evaluation process, this question arose: Given that the FPR calls for an ecological
paradigm in forestry, how can it also recommend adoption of the triad approach to forest
management, which includes a zone of forested lands managed solely for high-production
intensive forestry, including by clearcutting? Sometimes the question was posed as follows: Is
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Dr. Graham Forbes, “Triad – A New Vision” (Undated) https://novascotia.ca/ecological-forestry/Triad-A-NewVision-for-NS-Forests.pdf. Dr. Forbes wrote this paper for the Department in the wake of the FPR. It is a useful
analysis of the recommendations of the FPR.
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the triad, or more specifically its high-production leg, part of the ecological forestry paradigm,
or is it separate from that paradigm?
The high-production leg of the triad is not part of ecological forestry in the sense that forestry
in this leg of the triad is itself ecological. Instead, this leg of the triad and its focus on growing of
commercial trees helps to enable the practice of ecological forestry where forestry is conducted
in the larger percentage of the working forest that is dedicated under the triad to ecological
forestry. It does this if the supply of wood from high-production zones underpins the economic
viability of industry even as the methods of intensive forestry are largely excluded from the
triad’s ecological forestry leg, and as both intensive and ecological forestry are excluded from
the triad’s conservation leg.
The triad is therefore unequivocally part of the ecological forestry paradigm in calling for
forestry in the ecological matrix leg that is designed and conducted to maintain and enhance
ecosystems. More broadly, it is ecological in that two of its three legs, and the majority of the
land base managed under the triad, give ecological objectives priority over production and
short-term economic objectives. The high-production leg enables the two legs that are directly
ecological, and is in that way also part of the shift to ecological forestry within a paradigm that
gives priority to ecosystems and biodiversity.51
The degree to which the production and ecological legs of the triad are integral to each other in
achieving the high-level outcomes of the report, and to each other’s success, means that
recommendations that are connected to specific legs of the triad are of equal importance to
the overall implementation of the FPR and to the adoption of the ecological paradigm.

Interconnections between Recommendations for Crown and Private Lands
The FPR made three categories of recommendations: for Crown lands, for private land, and for
both Crown and private lands. The recommendations were explicitly presented as falling into
these three categories. This created a danger of the recommendations for Crown lands and the
recommendations for private land as being viewed as two distinct sets of recommendations
calling for two distinct processes of implementation to achieve different objectives. It opened
the possibility that the common purpose of the two sets of recommendations would be
overlooked in the focus on which were for Crown lands and which were for private land.
It may therefore be useful to emphasize that the FPR did not make different recommendations
for Crown and private lands because the forest practice issues were different on Crown and
private lands. Rather, the report concluded that the questions about forestry practices were the
same on Crown and private lands. On both, too much of the harvesting within ecosystems of
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The efficacy of high-production zones in doing this depends on how they are managed and may also benefit
from the combined contribution that the ecological and conservations legs make to healthier and more productive
forests.
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mixed- and multi-aged forests is being conducted by clearcutting that violates the natural
disturbance regimes applicable to those ecosystems. The report concluded that this should be
addressed on both Crown and private lands, but in different ways with different kinds of
measures for pragmatic reasons. Most importantly, it was to respect landowner rights and to
prevent progress on forestry practices from becoming entangled in a debate over those rights
and government’s authority over them.
For that reason, the report emphasized recommendations for private land that would
encourage and support landowners to actively manage their lands within the triad model to
achieve similar outcomes as called for on Crown lands with more prescriptive
recommendations. But this in no way was meant to suggest that the recommendations for
private land were less important. It must instead be clearly understood that the
recommendations for private land are of equal importance as the Crown lands
recommendations, given these considerations: private land makes up roughly 70 per cent of
forested land, a higher percentage of harvesting on private land is by clearcutting, and a nonprescriptive approach can be expected to work more gradually than a prescriptive one.
In addition, the operational interconnectedness of the recommendations for Crown and private
lands needs to be stressed. Because ecosystems and the plant and animal life they support cut
across the boundaries between Crown and private lands, measures to protect and enhance
them on Crown lands will be less effective if they are not matched by comparable efforts on
private land. In particular, the health of the forest across the boundary between Crown and
private lands is crucial to the connectivity and continuity of the forests across the landscape
that is vital to wildlife. Also, if the recommendations for Crown lands are effectively
implemented, the health and productivity of forests on private land could become of crucial
importance to industry as the amount of Crown land it can manage intensively for high
production is reduced. To some extent, the long-term, sustainable opportunity available to
private landowners to benefit from the shift of forest management on Crown lands from
industrial production to ecological production and conservation will depend on the health and
productivity of the forests on their lands.
The different approach for implementing the FPR on Crown and private lands are
interconnected in another way that requires emphasis. Given the importance of protecting
ecosystems and biodiversity on private lands if they are to be the priority in forest practices at a
provincial scale, a non-prescriptive approach to their protection on private lands can be
acceptable only if the predominant objective in the management of Crown land is the
protection of ecosystems and biodiversity through rapid implementation of a triad on Crown
land that allocates a substantial majority of those lands to the two ecological legs of the triad.
There is no other way, as long as a non-prescriptive approach is taken to the triad’s
implementation on private lands, to achieve a substantial increase in the health of Nova
Scotia’s ecosystems and biodiversity on a provincial scale and in an acceptable time frame.
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In sum, the interconnection and interdependency of the recommendations for Crown and for
private land is not incidental or minor. It is integral to their mutual functionality and to the
successful implementation of the FPR on a provincial scale.

Visualizing the FPR as More Than the Sum of Its Parts
A difficulty facing implementation of the FPR, and therefore evaluation of its implementation, is
that the FPR is exclusively structured as a sequential list of conclusions and recommendations.
To some extent, this was a result of time constraints, but it was also intentional: the ecological
imperative for action on changing how forestry is conducted, especially on Crown lands, the
history of the Department’s response to the Natural Resources Strategy, and widespread lack of
trust in the Department, all pointed toward the need for and the value of a blunt directional,
“get on with it” approach. In addition, a directional approach aligned with an underlying
conclusion that, to a considerable extent, the Department needed to actually do what it said it
would do when it started down the path of “ecosystem-based forestry” roughly ten years
before I was asked to review forest practices. Rather than arguing for that approach, the FPR
asserted the need for it, identified an overall strategy for its implementation at a landscape
scale (the triad) and otherwise focused on the specific actions that should be taken to
implement it seriously.
The result was a report that gave more attention to what should be done than to why it should
be done. This leaves the FPR open to being read as a list of recommendations that is only, or
less than, the sum of its parts – especially without the background context of the Department’s
previously stated intention to move to ecosystems-based forestry and the Natural Resources
Strategy. I have seen evidence of this in how it is being implemented from the Department and
in how it is discussed by those concerned with its implementation. The FPR is not as helpful as it
could have been in avoiding this. Particularly, it does not provide extensive explanations of how
its 45 recommendations are connected to each other or how they are designed to work
together to create the overall change in forestry and forests the report endorses and says is
required.
This leaves room for uncertainty and debate about the future state that implementation of the
recommendations is intended to achieve, about the rationale for and relative importance of
various recommendations, and about how individual recommendations should be implemented
to accomplish not just their individual rationale but also to achieve the systemic changes called
for in the FPR. Among other things, this lends itself to an approach to implementation that
focuses on specific recommendations without a clear understanding of how each
recommendation is related to the larger paradigm shift called for in the report or an
appreciation for how the efficacy of the work done on any particular recommendation or group
of recommendations may depend on or be necessary to the effective implementation of other
recommendations.
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This situation also pertains to evaluation if the intent is to examine not only the implementation
of particular recommendations but also progress toward achievement of the report’s high-level
goals.
It is for the Department to develop and articulate its approach to implementation. My job is to
propose the evaluation framework that will be used to evaluate the adequacy and robustness
of the Department’s approach. At the same time, I realize that as the author of the FPR, I have
the opportunity, with the assistance of the evaluation team, to offer some of the further
guidance I might have provided in the original report on the overall outcomes that all of the
specific recommendations were designed to achieve through their cumulative effect and on
how the FPR should accordingly be implemented – not as a list of discrete recommendations,
but as parts of an integrated plan for changing forestry and improving forests.
Figure 1 is an effort to depict the overall outcome that implementation must strive for and how
it is connected to each of the three categories of recommendations set out in the FPR; i.e., for
Crown lands, for private land, and for both Crown and private lands. It illustrates how the
implementation of each of these separate but overlapping and interconnected categories of
recommendations, within the framework of the triad approach to forest management, is
intended over time to achieve an overall forest management outcome on a provincial scale.
In this outcome, a majority of Crown lands are managed for conservation or ecological
production through a rapid shift in emphasis in the management of Crown lands from industrial
production to conservation and ecological production. On private land, a growing percentage of
private land that is now passively managed becomes more actively managed for higher
production, ecological production, conservation, or for some combination of these objectives,
as decided by landowners.
The circle represents all the forested land in Nova Scotia and the percentage of that land owned
publicly and privately. The blue part of the circle represents the roughly 30 per cent of the
forested land that is Crown land. It is subdivided into the three legs of the triad in rough
proportion to their anticipated relative size. This shows public land being fully managed under
the triad, reflecting the ability of the Crown, as landholder on behalf of the public, to
implement the triad both comprehensively and rapidly. It also shows the expected allocation of
a high percentage of Crown lands to conservation or the ecological matrix, where forestry will
be limited largely to ecological forestry, which gives primacy to ecological and biodiversity
objectives. This allows Crown lands to act primarily as a reservoir of ecological protection while
ecological forestry and conservation are more incrementally advanced on private land and
while a large and potentially growing amount of private land is either managed for high
production or continues to be available for clearcut harvesting.
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Figure 1 Visualizing the FPR as an integrated whole

Figure 2 Achieving Ecological Forestry Outcome within the Triad Model
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The blue text box lists FPR recommendations for Crown lands that target implementation of
ecological forestry in the matrix, or aim to ensure that the intensive forestry that continues to
happen on Crown lands is subject to better accountability for ecological outcomes. These
recommendations include the recommendation to make environmental assessment part of the
forestry management process (20), proposed changes to the Crown Lands Act (19), proposed
review of the silviculture system for Crown lands (22), landscape-level forest planning that the
Department continues to work on (13), a revised Forest Management Guide (10), and the shift
to outcomes-based oversight of forestry activities (15, 21). These and other recommendations
for Crown lands have specific and disparate objectives. But they also have shared objectives.
One of them is greatly enhanced transparency and accountability, partly through expanded
opportunities for the public to participate in the forest management planning process through
a new EA process. This transparency and accountability, in turn, is intended to ensure that
Crown land is managed in accordance with a triad that gives priority to ecosystems and
biodiversity.
The orange part of the circle represents the roughly 70 per cent of the forested land that is
privately owned. It is shown as being divided between each of the triad zones in rough
approximation to what is known about how private land is currently managed. Roughly 15 per
cent of it is classified as “industrial,” meaning it is owned by licensed mill owners. For the
purposes of this illustration, we have equated these lands with the high-production leg of the
triad, recognizing that some of these lands may not be managed for high production and that
other lands not designated as industrial lands are under high-production management. We also
know that a small percentage of private land is being protected for conservation by its owners,
including the Nova Scotia Nature Trust and other conservation organizations. We further know
that private land is being managed in ways that would bring it within the ecological matrix leg
of the triad – but we have no way of knowing how much private land is being managed in this
way. In Figure 1, we assume that the amount of land that is being managed in this way is less
than the land being managed for high production and more than is being owned for
conservation.
This leaves a fourth “no category” zone on private land to reflect the reality that a large but
uncertain percentage of private land is currently not managed in ways that would bring it under
any of the three legs of the triad. The primary goal of the FPR recommendations for private land
is to increase the percentage of private land that is managed under the triad, while leaving this
– and the choice between the triad’s legs – to landowners.
In Figure 1, the arrows from the “no category” part of private land to each of the legs of the
triad on private land are intended to convey how implementation of the recommendations for
private land – and other measures – will result in a growing percentage of private land being
managed under one of the legs of the triad in a process that will be gradual and incremental,
given that its pace is decided by the decision making of thousands of landowners. The intent is
to reduce over time the amount of “no category” land and to maximize the amount of land
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managed in one of the legs of the triad, ultimately in proportions that result in a majority or a
large percentage of private land being managed under the triad. To ensure that forest practices
overall give priority to ecosystems and biodiversity, a significant percentage of private lands
managed under the triad should eventually be managed either in the triad’s ecological matrix
or conservation legs.
The orange text box for private land lists a number of recommendations that were made to
influence how private forested land is managed and how forestry is conducted on private land
to ensure that an increasing percentage of private land is effectively managed in one or more of
the legs of the triad. These recommendations rely to a large extent on creating incentives and
providing support, rather than regulation and include: a strategy and actions to achieve
widespread participation in ecological forestry and the triad (27, 31), review of the silvicultural
funding system for private land (30), creating a framework for maximizing access to carbon
credit trading opportunities (33), and supporting and enabling small-scale wood energy projects
(35). But these recommendations also address the need to ensure that all forestry on private
land addresses pressing ecological concerns, the leading example being recommendation 29,
which calls for implementation of the Endangered Species Act on private as well as Crown
lands.
The green text box at the bottom of the circle references the recommendations that apply to
both Crown and private lands. Some are intended to ensure that all forestry meets basic
ecological standards, which includes the recommendations to prohibit full-tree harvesting when
combined with clearcutting (24), to review and improve efficacy of riparian zone protection
regulations (25), and to review “wildlife clumps” regulations (26). Others are broader in focus
and relate to the effectiveness of forestry in both its productivity and ecological impacts,
including the recommendations for strengthening of state of the forest reporting (5),
development of a human resource strategy for forest professionals (43), and increasing reliance
on science, innovation, and sharing of data and technology (39, 40, 41).
Listed to the right of Figure 1 are central shared goals of all the FPR recommendations, which
we summarize as “Healthy, Resilient, and Productive Forests.” In contrast to the degraded
forests of today, a growing percentage of our forests, including those that are multi-aged and
mixed species in their natural state, would be more natural and diverse, older, and better
stocked with higher quality, larger trees. This is the holistic and overriding outcome that
implementation of the FPR and all of its recommendations, working in tandem, is intended to
move us toward. While this outcome depends most directly on how implementation of the FPR
will result in a much higher percentage of our forests being managed either solely for
conservation or for a combination of conservation and production objectives with ecological
forestry practices, it also depends on how the implementation of the FPR creates space in the
forest landscape for concentrated high-production forestry. And although the outcome is
primarily an ecological one, it also has important economic and social dimensions to the extent
that a healthy forestry sector depends in the long term on healthy forests.
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In sum, Figure 1 illustrates how various recommendations of the FPR collectively work together
to achieve the common overall outcome of healthy, resilient, and productive forests that
support a forestry sector of scale composed of diverse forest-related businesses. It is important
to emphasize that the Department must not rely solely on these recommendations alone to
achieve this outcome. There are many existing policies and practices that already support this
outcome, and they should continue and be administered and applied to ensure they optimally
contribute. Further, gaps may be identified in the FPR’s recommendations as implementation
proceeds, and new policies and practices that the FPR had not considered may need to be
developed.

The FPR’s Logic Model
When clarity on the intended outcomes of implementation is achieved, the question becomes
how the individual recommendations of the FPR, supplemented with other measures as
required, can be implemented to achieve those outcomes of healthy, resilient, and productive
forests. This raises the question of the FPR’s logic model.
According to Rob Assels,
Logic models are visual illustrations of a program’s resources (inputs), activities,
outputs, and outcomes. They help in showing how these often-complex
components lead to the eventual goal of the program. They tend to be based on
a Theory of Change, which is the narrative explanation of why the program is
necessary and how it will result in the desired change.
In our case the Theory of Change is your report.
Figure 2 depicts a logic model for implementing the FPR to achieve healthy, resilient, and
productive forests based on progressive changes in forest governance, planning, forest
practices, and the forest sector. Whether or not this model is used to guide implementation, it
is the model I recommend for use in future evaluations. The model illustrates the conceptual
implementation phases that implementation should follow to achieve the overall transition to
healthier, more resilient, and productive forests depicted in Figure 1.
In the FPR, systemic change in forest practices in the ecological matrix leg of the triad is posited
to be the crucial mechanism for changing Nova Scotia’s forests. Many FPR recommendations
are directed directly to these forest practices, the primary one being the new SGEM. The
question becomes how to ensure the success of these recommendations by creating the
conditions for their success. The core logic of the FPR is that for forest practices to be changed
systematically and on the scale called for, fundamental changes have to be immediately made
in how forestry is governed and how forestry planning happens on Crown lands and, over a
longer time frame, on a significant percentage of private land as well.
The logic model depicted in Figure 2 therefore starts with FPR recommendations that address
the governance of forestry to reflect their role in creating the conditions for a systematic
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change in forest practices within the matrix and for reducing the adverse ecological impact of
forestry outside the matrix. These are the recommendations that set the direction or objective
of policy on forests and forestry in Nova Scotia. They should be put into action in the early
stages of implementation. The core of these recommendations is the adoption of an ecological
paradigm for forestry that is implemented through the triad model of forest management in
which a majority of Crown lands are designated for either conservation or ecological forestry,
while the province supports landowners in managing their land under the leg of the triad of
their choice.
Many of the other recommendations for Crown lands are also situated at the governance end
of the logic model because they concern the legislative and policy changes that set the
parameters within which the detailed planning and conduct of forestry on Crown lands will
occur. For example, the recommendations for changes to the Crown Lands Act to make it an act
about Crown lands rather than about forestry is one of these recommendations. But these
recommendations also include recommendations that call for cultural change in the
Department, such as the multiple calls in the FPR for a culture of transparency and
accountability.
The primary mechanism by which changes in governance – the policy architecture for forestry –
are expected to affect forest practices is through forest planning processes. Recommendations
that are about forest planning – about how forestry is planned, organized, and conducted in
particular locations and time frames to advance provincial forest and forestry policy – are
therefore in the next phase or stage of the logic model. On Crown lands, the foundational one is
the application of the triad. Another is the process of land use planning proposed for western
Crown lands. A third is the alignment of forestry with the revised mapping of natural
disturbance regimes. A fourth is the environmental assessment process recommended for
forest management plans. The land use planning process for western Crown lands also fits into
this category of recommendations.
Changes in how forestry is governed and planned create the context for the operation of
recommendations that apply directly to forest practices. These are the next stage of the logic
model, called “forest practices change.” As mentioned above, the primary one is the
operationalization of the new SGEM. Another would be the proposed outcomes-based
regulatory framework for high-production zones. A third would be any changes made to
regulations protecting riparian zones and wildlife clumps after these regulations are
independently reviewed.
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Figure 2 Logic model for implementation of the FPR
Toward the right side of Figure 2 is the cell called “ecologically oriented forest sector.” This
refers to how the practice of forestry and the forestry industry is changed to operate profitably
using the methods of ecological forestry, as well as those of high-production forestry. This
includes the sector’s capability to conduct forestry ecologically, but also changes in its business
models that will allow it to operate profitably within a triad model of forest management,
which significantly restricts the use of clearcutting on Crown lands. The logic model assumes
that the forest sector becomes “ecologically oriented” through (a) the cumulative effect of the
adoption of ecological forestry practices, (b) implementation of recommendations that are
intended to incrementally change how private land is managed, and (c) how the industry
reorganizes itself to procure more wood from private land as ecological forestry is implemented
on the majority of Crown lands.
The cumulative outcome of the implementation of these overlapping but conceptually
sequential categories of recommendations is the change in the forests that must be the
overriding objective – the guiding star – of all work on implementation of the FPR. In the logic
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model, as in Figure 1, this change will mean an increase in forests that are, compared to those
of today, healthier and more resilient and productive as indicated by their greater naturalness,
diversity, age, stocking levels, and the increasing number of thriving multi-aged and mixedspecies forests where they naturally occur.
At the top of Figure 2 are our team’s estimates of how long it should reasonably take to see
substantial progress (measured in outputs and outcomes) in each of the stages of the logic
model. These are estimates of the time it will take, not recommendations of the amount of
time that can be taken to complete implementation activities. In other words, they do not
imply that change in forest practices either will not or cannot happen until the 10th year of
implementation. If left to the 10th year, changes in the forest sector within the first 15 years of
the process and changes in forest conditions at 15 years would both be delayed accordingly.
I should stress that achievement of meaningful change in forest conditions in a 15-year time
frame depends on the initiation of work on each of the categories of recommendations in year
1. This is because most recommendations will not operate alone but in combination with
others. That is why the expected time frame for each of the categories of recommendations
starts at year 1. They nevertheless can be said to work sequentially in the sense that the
operation and effectiveness of recommendations in each cell moving from left to right in the
logic model can be expected to depend on the extent to which recommendations in earlier cells
have been effectively implemented. In this sense, the relationship between recommendations
in different phases of the logic model is dynamic.
Several other points about Figure 2 must be emphasized. First, the indicated implementation
phases are not mutually exclusive but overlapping. This is why some recommendations will be
part of two or more phases of the implementation process. For example, the SGEM and any
changes to the laws or regulations that apply to forest practices are part of the governance
framework for forestry. The operationalization of the SGEM relates directly to changes in forest
practices that are enabled or required by the governance framework.
Second, while the logic model generally works from left to right in the diagram, it must also be
understood to include a feedback loop that operates in the other direction. For example,
lessons learned in changing forestry practices or creating an ecologically oriented forest sector,
may call for adjustments or additional measures in the governance or planning stages of the
process. Evaluation should be one of the primary elements of this feedback loop, especially as it
assesses whether action on recommendations is achieving intended outputs which are in turn
achieving intended outputs.
This will be discussed at greater length below. Here, it worth anticipating that discussion by
making the point that the time scales for action, outputs, and outcomes are not independent of
each other. It can be expected that the longer action takes, the longer the achievement of first
the outputs and then the outcomes from that action will take. To this extent, the estimates of
time presented in the logic model depend on the pace at which the FPR is implemented.
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Finally, the logic model is built on several crucial assumptions. The first is that implementation
of the FPR will receive sustained governmental effort over multiple political cycles. This is why
the recommendation to make implementation of the triad into a legislated goal
(recommendation 45), and government’s action on it, are so important.
The second assumption is that the process of change laid out in the logic model is, or can be
made to be, economically feasible for forest industries. The FPR strives to address this with the
provision it makes for high-production forestry, the adoption of outcomes-based oversight, and
the emphasis it places on the restoration and protection of forests that can support forestbased industries in the longer term. The FPR does not preclude other measures to address the
economics of the shift to ecological forestry but says they must be consistent with giving
priority to protecting and enhancing ecosystems and biodiversity.
In Table 2, I provide an approach to categorizing the 45 recommendations of the FPR
thematically (as in Table 1) and by their places in the different phases of the logic model. The
table also shows which recommendations pertain to Crown lands, private land, or to both
Crown and private lands. It shows that many recommendations have a role to play in multiple
stages of the logic model because many have components that pertain to one or more of the
logic-model stages of governance, planning, changing forest practices, and reorienting the
forest sector.

Concluding Observations on Holistic Evaluation
Future evaluations should consider whether the implementation of the FPR is being guided by
an overarching understanding of the FPR and its objectives that includes a logic model by which
these objectives can be achieved. It could be aversion of the logic model presented in the
previous section and Figure 2 and Table 2, or a better one.
Meanwhile, I hope the foregoing discussion and diagrams on the interconnectedness of the
recommendations, and how that interconnectedness is designed to achieve systemic change in
forestry and forests, will assist the Department in developing a more comprehensive, robust,
and integrated implementation strategy.
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Table 2 Summary of recommendations showing applicable logic model categories and
whether recommendations apply to Crown or private lands
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Levels of Evaluation
Future evaluation should include three levels of evaluation that correspond to the three
different dimensions of implementation:
•

evaluation of progress in doing what the FPR says should be done

•

evaluation of outputs from doing what the FPR says should be done

•

evaluation of the outcomes that are achieved from doing what the FPR says should be
done.

It should be remembered that what the FPR “says should be done” is more than the 45 listed
recommendations. Throughout the report, there are observations and conclusions that give
context and rationale for the recommendations and that may be independently relevant to the
FPR’s successful implementation. In addition, in its final paragraph, the FPR recognizes
alternative measures to those it recommends may be needed. It might have also said more
clearly that the need for additional or supplementary measures should be anticipated. All this is
intended to be captured by the words “what the FPR says should be done.”

Progress Evaluation
The evaluation outlined in Part 2 of this report was a progress evaluation on the level of
implementation achieved for each of the FPR recommendations. This level of evaluation work
should continue, using a methodology as followed in Part 2 to characterize the progress made
on each recommendation and to compare the progress made across recommendations.
This approach allows overall conclusions to be drawn as to where implementation is, between
its starting point and its overall completion, recognizing that many important recommendations
in the FPR are, by their nature, calls for permanent changes from “business as usual” that have
to be maintained indefinitely. The changes they call for not only have to be made, but also
maintained.
It is crucial that this level of basic evaluation should continue to include qualitative analysis as
well as quantitative analysis of the percentage of recommendations at each stage of
implementation. Qualitative analysis determines if the work on each recommendation
addresses and is in alignment with the spirit as well as the letter of that recommendation,
including its function in achievement of the FPR’s fundamental outcomes. Because the quality
as well as the quantity of implementation is to be assessed, the forestry expertise of the
evaluation team is really important.
A primary question for the next progress evaluation should be whether the Department has
developed and followed the stronger implementation strategy and plan that I have said is
needed. Evaluation at this level should also ask whether implementation is following the logic
model proposed above – or the alternative and better logic model articulated by the
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Department. Where there is deviation, evaluation should scrutinize the reasons for it, its
consequences, and the options for its remediation.

Outputs Evaluation
Outputs evaluation goes beyond the question of whether recommendations are being
implemented to address the question of whether implementation is achieving the outputs the
recommendation intended. For example, has work on recommendations that require a new
policy, process, or practice resulted in that policy, procedure, or practice, and is that policy,
procedure, or practice being followed?
The output in question includes the instrument recommended and the consequences of its
operationalization. For example, having determined that the SGEM is in substance the forest
management guide that was recommended, the next question for outputs evaluation will be
whether forestry in the ecological matrix is being practised in ways the SGEM says it should be.
More specifically, questions such as these would be asked at this level of evaluation:
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•

What percentage of prescriptions in the ecological matrix leg of the triad on Crown
lands follow the SGEM?

•

To what extent are forestry operations in the intensive forestry leg of the triad on
Crown lands, and on industrial lands, operating in conformity with the outcomes-based
regulations applicable to their operations?

•

What is the percentage of prescriptions within the ecological matrix of the triad on
Crown lands in each category of prescriptions provided for in the SGEM?

•

What changes in harvesting patterns, including both volume and kind of harvesting, are
happening on Crown and private lands?

•

What changes are happening in the availability of forest products and in the cost of
forest products?

•

How many private landowners manage their forested lands within one or more of the
legs of the triad, and what is the change in the number and percentage managing within
the triad and each of its legs?52

•

What is the amount and percentage of private forested land managed under the triad
and each leg of the triad and outside the triad, and how have these amounts and
percentages changed?

•

What is the percentage of forest management professionals and forestry workers who
have been trained in ecological forestry?

This question, and similar questions, could also be asked in terms of hectares.
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•

How many recovery plans are in place for designated species at risk, what progress is
being made in completing recovery plans for designated species, and what is the
evidence of whether recovery plans are being implemented and followed?

•

What amount and percentage of silviculture spending for Crown lands and for private
land is being spent on intensive and ecological silviculture respectively?

These questions are meant to be illustrative only. The list of possible questions about outputs is
much longer than this one. Much will depend on data that is available or that can be feasibly
generated to allow questions to be to answered empirically rather than impressionistically. It
will also depend on the cost and feasibility of the data gathering and empirical analysis relative
to the value the analysis will yield in understanding the outputs flowing from implementation of
the FPR.
Evaluation of outputs can be important in understanding whether change – or a lack of change
– is happening because of action on recommendations or, where there is a lack of change,
because of an inherent weakness or inadequacy in the recommendations. In the latter case, the
role of evaluation is to identify the measures that should be taken in addition to those
recommended in the FPR in order to achieve the FPR’s overall outcomes. This was
contemplated in the FPR at paragraph 163, as follows:
In reviewing the progress of DNR, the technical committee should recognize that
the experience of implementing this report may reveal that some of my
conclusions were mistaken or incomplete or that some of my recommendations
will not work or may not work as well as alternative measures. In those
scenarios, the role of the committee should be to evaluate and report on such
DNR determinations and to evaluate and report on the alternative measures that
DNR has taken, or proposes to take, to implement ecological forestry, including
the triad, in Nova Scotia.
This emphasizes that the value of future and recurring evaluations is not simply to evaluate the
work of the Department but also of the strengths and weaknesses of the FPR relative to the
outcomes it was designed to achieve.
A related point is that the outputs of implementation are the means by which outcomes are
achieved. It is therefore important for evaluation to assess whether intended outputs are
happening as well as the pace at which they are happening. This is particularly important given
how long-term most of the outcomes will be, due to the time inherent in changing either the
industry or the forests. Evaluating output In the meantime is therefore important in assessing
whether implementation is on track to achieve outcomes while we wait for the evidence
needed to evaluate whether they are being realized.
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Outcomes Evaluation
The third level of evaluation, and associated indicators, is about outcomes. The focus shifts
from the activity underway to implement the FPR and the outcomes produced by that activity,
to questions such as the condition of forests and the forest products available to industry
plausibly resulting from implementation. But there are also other kinds of relevant outcomes.
For example, what is the level of public awareness of and approval of changes happening in
how Crown lands are managed, and do the public believe that the condition of Nova Scotia’s
forests is healthy or unhealthy, improving or declining? It is also important to know the level of
public trust and confidence in the Department relative to forestry in general and on Crown
lands in particular, and with respect to the management of Crown lands more generally.
The indicators needed for this level of evaluation in relation to the condition of forests are
more challenging to identify because of the relative diffuseness of the outcomes – e.g.,
healthier ecosystems and biodiversity – and the complexity of attributing changes in observed
conditions to implementation of the FPR. There must be clarity on the required attributes of
indicators to ensure their quality and utility. Indicators must be developed in advance of their
application in evaluation to ensure not only the objectivity of evaluation – and therefore its
reliability – but also its feasibility and efficiency.
It is anticipated that a significant number of indicators currently not in use may have to be
tracked. This may mean collecting data that we do not currently collect. This raises issues about
establishing the benchmark from which measurement can begin.
Measuring the condition of the forests and of the wood supply should be among the purposes
of the Department’s State of the Forest report. The FPR included specific recommendations (5
and 6) for improving the report – and state of the forest reporting more broadly – to ensure
that it better achieves its intended purpose, as follows:
5. Whether the forests are in good, poor, improving, or declining condition – regionally
and provincially, both from an ecological perspective and as an economic resource –
should be the guiding question in discussions and decision making for forestry in
Nova Scotia. To that end:
A. The State of the Forest report should include the kind of comprehensive
information that is required to allow people to come to holistic conclusions on
the state of the forests and forestry and to put their personal observations and
opinions and those of others on the condition of the forests into a broad context
of objective data.
B. Specifically, the State of the Forest report should aim for comprehensiveness on
information that is useful in understanding and explaining the ecological
condition of the forests, the forests as an economic resource, and the condition,
functioning, and prospects of all forest-related industries.
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C. Tracking and reporting of the state of the forests and the forestry industry
should happen at multiple scales, including provincial, regional, and landscape
levels.
D. Nova Scotia should fully utilize Canada’s Sustainable Management Criteria and
Indicators (2003) and collaboratively adapt them to a Nova Scotia context.
E. Action must be taken to improve confidence levels in datasets about
ecosystems.
F. The metrics tracked and reported in the State of the Forest report should include
all those recommended by the Mersey Tobeatic Research Institute’s report,
“State of Nova Scotia Forest and Biodiversity Review,” prepared for this Review.
G. Measures should be taken to make information on the forests and forestryrelated industries easier to access and to understand, including profiling
information on the most important metrics in a smaller document that focuses
attention on those metrics.
6. DNR should work transparently and collaboratively with interested parties, including
representatives from the academic community, in making improvements to
reporting on forests and forestry, including in the State of the Forest report.
With the implementation of these recommendations, which is in early stages, State of the
Forest reports should become the major data source for future outcomes evaluations. To
ensure this happens, and to avoid the risk of having to create a separate process for creating
indicators and gathering the data needed for outcomes evaluation, state of the forest reporting
should be not only improved in accordance with recommendations 5 and 6 but also developed
to address the needs of future outcomes evaluations to the extent that they go beyond the
matters covered in these recommendations. Development of outcomes indicators for future
evaluations should therefore be incorporated into the work on recommendations 5 and 6 of the
FPR.
In doing this work, the Department and the process it creates under recommendation 6 should
tap into the significant work done in multiple jurisdictions on indicators and evaluation or
certification systems for sustainable forest management.53 A cost-effective way for the
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Examples include the following: Canadian Council of Forest Ministers (1997), Criteria and Indicators of
Sustainable Forest Management in Canada: Technical Report cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/pubwarehouse/pdfs/10350.pdf; The
Montréal Process (2014) The Montreal Process Criteria and Indicators for the Conservation and Sustainable
Management of Temperate and Boreal Forests; Forest Europe (2015), Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and
Indicators foresteurope.org/sfm-criteria-indicators/.
There is also a large academic literature: J. Peter Hall, “Criteria and Indicators of Sustainable Forest Management,”
Environmental Monitoring and Assessment 67 (2001): 109–19; Wiktor Adamowicz, “Economic indicators of
sustainable forest management: Theory versus practice,” Journal of Forest Economics 9(1) (2003): 27–40; Melanie
K. Karjala, Erin E. Sherry, Stephen M. Dewhurst, “Criteria and indicators for sustainable forest planning: A
framework for recording Aboriginal resource and social values,” Forest Policy and Economics 6(2) (2004): 95–110;
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Department to do this would be to retain external consulting support from experts familiar with
these resources to work with staff of the Department and other participants in the process to
develop indicators at all relevant scales that are appropriate for Nova Scotia and responsive to
the needs of future evaluations. The supporting expertise would ideally include those with
evaluation science expertise – such as the expertise received from Malatest & Associates Ltd.
for this evaluation – and those with forest and forestry evaluation expertise – such as the
expertise received by this evaluation from Jane Barker, Peter Duinker, Laura Kenefic, Al Gorley,
and Malcolm Hunter. More broadly, experience in conducting audits under forest certification
programs would be highly relevant.
The process should also include Mi’kmaq representatives, stakeholders, and independent
experts from across the full range of relevant disciplines. Ideally, at least some of those likely to
be involved in conducting the next evaluation should also be involved.
One of the benefits of this approach, as opposed to having the outcomes indicators developed
by the next independent evaluation team, is that it is the people in the Department who have
the most detailed knowledge of the data sets that are available or that could be most costeffectively created to make alternative indicators feasible. The deeper benefit is that it could
help to ensure that the outcomes indicators chosen for evaluation are incorporated proactively
into how the Department proceeds with FPR implementation and, more broadly, into all of its
forest related activities and its organizational culture. This is because it generally is true that
organizations manage what they measure. The goal of evaluation – and of state of the forest
reporting – must therefore be to encourage and enable the Department to measure the
transition to ecological forestry and the widespread adoption of the triad model of forest
management and its impact on forests and the forest industry. Developing and selecting
indicators for evaluation through a process like the one outlined here would help to ensure that
this happens and that it becomes a driving force behind the FPR’s successful implementation.
Criteria for Outcomes Indicators
Evaluating outcomes requires indicators that have certain attributes. Based on the work of Dr.
Peter Duinker for the evaluation team, I propose that potential indicators be chosen or
developed based on the following criteria:

S.R.J. Bridge, D. Coolican, D. Dye, L. Moores, T. Nieman, R. Thompson, “Reviewing Canada’s National Framework of
Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Management,” The Forestry Chronicle 81(1) (2005): 2–5; Gordon M.
Hickey, John L. Innes, “Indicators for demonstrating sustainable forest management in British Columbia, Canada:
An international review,” Ecological Indicators 8(2) (2008): 131–40; Angeline D. Gough, John L. Innes, S. Denise
Allen, “Development of common indicators of sustainable forest management,” Ecological Indicators 8(5) (2002):
425–30; James W.N. Steenberg, Peter N. Duinker, Laird Van Damme, Ken Zielke, “Indicators of Sustainable Forest
Management in a Changing Climate: An Evaluation of Canada’s National Framework,” Journal of Sustainable
Development 6(1) (2013): 32–64.
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•

Feasibility — The process of monitoring indicators should be practical, cost-effective,
and efficient.

•

Measurability — Targets can only be set for indicators that can be measured.

•

Predictability — Indicators whose future levels can be predicted with reasonable
accuracy should be used.

•

Relevance — Indicators should be clearly applicable to their associated values.

•

Understandability — Indicators should be simple, clear, and easy to understand.

•

Validity — Indicators should be consistent with the scientific understanding of the value
they measure and should be technically valid (objectively obtained, documented,
comparable, and reproducible).

Measurability by Ecodistricts and Ownership
In general, indicators should be measurable by ecodistrict and by ownership (Crown or private)
to enable comparisons of the efficacy of implementation across and within ecodistricts and
between Crown lands (where ecological forestry is used on the majority of the working forest)
and private land, where it is not. The indicators should also allow comparisons to be made
between Crown lands zoned for ecological and high-production forestry54 and between private
land that is classified as industrial and other private land. In time, there may be a need to
differentiate private land that is managed under ecological forestry and private land that is not,
assuming such a differentiation proves feasible and worthwhile.
Indicators of Forest and Ecosystem Health
At a macro level, there are two outcomes promised by the FPR and the changes in forest
practices it calls for. One is protected and enhanced ecosystems and biodiversity, and the other
is maintained or improved wood supply, measured by quantity, quality, availability, and
diversity of timber and other forest products. The emphasis is on the former – hence, the call
for an ecological paradigm for forestry.
The premise of the FPR is that ecological forestry will maintain and increase the representation
of mixed-species, multi-aged stands across the landscape on which it is applied and that this
will make a significant systemic contribution to the protection and enhancement of ecosystems
and biodiversity within and beyond the area of application. The first part of the premise
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Several questions require further consideration. One is whether the indicators should either compare forested
land within the ecological matrix that is or is not subject to frequent stand-replacing disturbances or exclude
matrix land that is subject to these disturbances from the analysis. The issue is the inability of forest management
to achieve the objectives of ecological forestry on land subject to frequent stand-replacing disturbances. I am not
sure at this stage if ecological forestry can be said to be without any ecosystem-enhancing impact on lands subject
to frequent stand-replacing disturbances. The other question is whether lands in the conservation leg of the triad
should be set aside from the analysis. I am not clear on whether this would prevent evaluation of the benefit that
replacing high-production forestry with ecological forestry may have on health of conserved forests.
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requires comparative tracking of the representation of the stands that are mixed-species, multiaged, and both mixed-species and multi-aged across ecodistricts in which the natural forests
are mixed-species and multi-aged. As per the discussion of indicators above, this tracking
should be by ecodistrict, by classes of ownership, and to the extent possible, by approach to
forest management. Workable definitions of forests that are mixed-species and multi-aged will
be needed to make this tracking possible.
In addition to tracking representation of mixed-species and multi-aged stands, evaluation
should also track other indicators of forest health and vigour. It should track the representation
of old forests and the extent of connectivity (or fragmentation) to the extent that it is related to
forestry and how it is conducted. Evaluation should, for Crown lands, track forest conditions
connected to any criteria used to allocate forests to each of the legs of the triad.
The second part of the premise is that maintaining and increasing the representation of mixedspecies multi-aged stands will lead to improvements in more-specific ecological conditions,
including habitat for wild species (at risk and otherwise), soil health and productivity, regulation
of water yield, and carbon sequestration and storage capacity. These and other similar
conditions need to be tracked to determine if they are improved through ecological forestry,
whether or not ecological forestry changes the representation on the landscape of stands that
are mixed-species and multi-aged. Again, the tracking needs to be across ecosystems, kinds of
ownership, and forest management approach to allow the conditions in the ecological forestry
leg of the triad to be compared to the conditions in the high-production leg and on lands that
are managed outside of the triad.
Mi’kmaw Biocultural Indicators
Evaluation of outcomes should include biocultural outcomes that are important to the cultural
identity and well-being of the Mi’kmaq, as determined through consultations with them. On
June 15, 2020, I met with representatives of the Mi’kmaw Forestry Initiative, the Unama’ki
Institute of Natural Resources, and the Mi’kmaw Conservation Group.55 They explained the
importance of ecological forestry to their holistic relationship with the forests and the
importance of forest animals and plants to their traditional diet, medicines, material life,
spiritual practices, and cultural identity. They also shared information about research on
biocultural indicators based at the University of Guelph, and they related discussions underway
in Newfoundland and Labrador on a project called the Indigenous Biocultural Indicators
Project.56 It is exploring “the application of Indigenous knowledge in the development of
appropriate biocultural indicators to tracking and measuring progress in the qualitative
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The meeting included Lisa Young, Jason MacLean, Ashley Childs, Troy Robichaud, and Eric Zscheile.
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This research is being conducted by Jessica Lukawiecki under the supervision of Drs. Faisal Moola and Robin
Roth: https://geg.uoguelph.ca/.
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elements of Pathway to Canada Target 1.”57 This project is guided by science and Indigenous
knowledge holders in a broader initiative called the Conservation as Reconciliation Partnership,
or CRP. This is led by Indigenous thought leaders and knowledge holders in collaboration with
researchers at Guelph, York, McGill, and Concordia Universities.58
The Indigenous Biocultural Indicators Project aims to co-create the knowledge, tools, and
processes that will help to operationalize the concept of “two-eyed seeing” originated by
Mi’kmaw elder Albert Marshall. It seeks to build the evidence case for the incorporation of
Indigenous knowledge in delivering on the goals of the Pathway to Canada Target 1, as well as
contributing “to the monitoring, tracking and reporting on its outcomes through the use of
appropriate biocultural indicators.” Most fundamentally, it is intended to “move forward
reconciliation in the conservation sector in that it directly addresses one of the main
shortcomings of past conservation practice which is criticized for excluding Indigenous people
and knowledge in conservation decision-making.”
There should be engagement with the Mi’kmaq about how this approach can be incorporated
into evaluation of outcomes from implementation of the FPR. This would give concrete
substance, like the Mi’kmaw Forestry Initiative, to the inspiration the FPR took from the
Mi’kmaw wisdom that forest management should be guided by “listening to the forests” to
learn what forests tell us about what they can and cannot provide and about what they need to
support human and other life. It would also recognize that aligning more of forestry with the
natural condition of Nova Scotia forests could contribute to, and benefit from, reconciliation
with the Mi’kmaq.
It is noted that the Indigenous Biocultural Indicators Project, and the CRP, relate to indicators
for conservation in conservation areas. This might be interpreted to mean its relevance is
limited to tracking and evaluating forest well-being in the conservation leg of the triad.
Conservation is, however, an objective not only of that leg of the triad: within the triad,
conservation is a continuum across its ecological forestry and its conservation legs. It is
important that Mi’kmaw knowledge be incorporated into both legs of the triad concerned
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Canada Target 1 is one of the 2020 Biodiversity Goals and Targets for Canada. It states: “By 2020, at least 17% of
terrestrial areas and inland water, and 10% of marine and coastal areas of Canada are conserved through networks
of protected areas and other effective area-based measures.”
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https://conservation-reconciliation.ca/. “The Conservation through Reconciliation Partnership is a seven-year
initiative that aims to critically investigate the state of conservation practice in Canada and support efforts to
advance Indigenous-led conservation in the spirit of reconciliation and decolonization. The project is establishing a
Canada-wide network to catalyze communication, coordination and reciprocal knowledge sharing amongst diverse
partners, including Indigenous communities and environmental organizations working to support Indigenous-led
conservation. Our collective work seeks to meet emerging research needs and build capacity to support the
establishment of Indigenous Protected and Conserved Areas and the transformation of existing protected areas to
better align with Indigenous governance, knowledge systems and law. This initiative builds on foundations laid by
the Indigenous Circle of Experts in their 2018 report We Rise Together.”
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immediately and directly with conservation and to the evaluation of their respective efficacy
and well-being.59
Wood Supply Outcomes
There should also be tracking of wood supply consequences of implementing the FPR. These
would cover topics such as
•

wood supply available from Crown lands and private land

•

diversity of forest products produced

•

tree- growing productivity in the ecological and high-production legs of the triad and on
land managed outside of the triad

•

quality and density of merchantable trees in the ecological and high-production legs of
the triad and on land managed outside of the triad

Evaluation and the Logic Model
Figure 3 reintroduces the logic model to show some of the illustrative indicators grouped with
the recommendations that apply in each stage of the logic model. It depicts an expected
growing focus over time on the achievement of forest outcomes as opposed to a current focus
on implementation progress and an intermediate focus on outputs.
Figure 3 shows that, as we evaluate over time, we should primarily expect outputs in the first
fifteen years of evaluation. This is because changes in the forest in response to changes in how
forestry is conducted will take time. But even so, evaluation should, from the beginning, look
for forest condition indicators because we need to better understand current conditions to
understand and evaluate changes in the condition of the forest further down the road.
As implementation, guided by evaluation, progresses and is sustained, we should expect
subsequent evaluation to show a growing proportion of outcomes to outputs. There will
continue to be outputs to be evaluated, however, because some of the recommendations –
such as those intended to bring a higher percentage of private land under active management
under the triad – will only be achieved over a longer time frame.
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The conservation leg of the triad predates the proposed adoption of the full triad model but it is part of the triad
recommended by the FPR just the same. Outcomes evaluation should therefore include indicators that permit
evaluation of the health of wilderness areas and of other kinds of conservation areas, and of their contribution to
the well-being of ecosystems and biodiversity, if this is no otherwise being done in state of the forest reporting.
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Figure 3 Logic model for the FPR, showing preliminary evaluation indicators
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Frequency of Evaluations
The FPR contemplates annual evaluations by an independent committee. While I continue to
think that an annual evaluation of progress makes sense and can be valuable, I believe that
evaluations by an independent committee should happen less regularly. Given the time and
resources inherently required for an independent evaluation if it is to be of value, I recommend
the next independent evaluation of progress and outputs should be conducted to be completed
three years from the completion of this evaluation. Subsequent independent evaluations of
progress and outputs should be conducted every three years after that.
In the intervening years, the Department should provide an annual progress report to the
public, on which the public is given the opportunity to comment. The Department should
publish the comments it receives on its annual progress reports. One of the matters to be
evaluated in each independent evaluation will be the conduct of the Department in providing
annual progress reports.
Evaluations of outcomes are only possible when enough time has passed from implementation
to when outcomes can reasonably be expected to have happened to a measurable extent. The
time required varies from one kind of outcome to another. Changes in public awareness and
attitudes, for example, can happen more quickly than basic changes in the conditions of the
forests. But generally, the kinds of outcomes of most relevance to independent evaluation of
implementation of the FPR happen over decades.
I therefore recommend that the independent evaluation of outcomes, particularly of changes in
the condition of the forests, should happen on a six-year cycle, starting with the next
independent evaluation, which will happen roughly six years after the completion of the FPR.
The next evaluation, three years later, would focus on evaluation of further progress and
outputs, and only on those outcome measures on which meaningful change in a three-year
time period could be expected to be cost-effectively measured. The subsequent evaluation, in
six years from the completion of this evaluation, would then deal holistically with progress,
outputs, and outcomes. The next evaluation, nine years from this evaluation, would deal with
progress and outcomes. The following evaluation, twelve years from this evaluation, would
consider outcomes as well as progress and outputs.
This cycle of evaluations should be revisited when implementation reaches a level of substantial
completion, or when the evaluation of outcomes can be fully merged in the revised process of
reporting on the state of the forests, whichever comes first.

∞
[Note: Find Attachments referred to in this report in the pdf file
Attachments_FPR_Evaluation(2021).pdf]
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Attachment A: Mandate

Attachment 1. Mandate
Evaluation of Forest Practices Review Implementation
Statement of Work

In 2018 William Lahey, President of University of King’s College, completed an independent review of
forest practices in Nova Scotia (“the Review”).
The Review included a recommendation to establish an independent committee of technical experts to
annually evaluate and public report on the progress in implementing the recommendations and
embracing and achieving an ecological model of forestry management in Nova Scotia.
William Lahey has agreed to lead an independent committee of experts to provide the first annual
evaluation of the Review’s implementation, and to recommend an evaluation framework for future years.
Scope
The evaluation report will include the following components:
1) An assessment of the Province’s progress on implementing the recommendations of the Review.
2) A recommended framework to guide the preparation of annual evaluations to assess progress
towards achieving the ecological model of forestry management in Nova Scotia as envisioned in
the Review.
Technical Experts
Under the direction of Professor Lahey, Lands and Forestry will retain experts to advise on technical
aspects of the evaluation. This may include experts in evaluation, various aspects of ecological forestry
and forest policy.
Stakeholder, Mi’kmaq and Public Input
In conducting the evaluation, Professor Lahey may at his discretion seek input from various stakeholders,
the Mi’kmaq and the public.
Support
The review will receive secretariat support from staff within the Department of Lands and Forestry Policy
Planning and Support Services Branch. This will include retaining technical experts as needed, general
administrative and logistical support, and assisting and coordinating additional public, stakeholder and
Mi’kmaq input that maybe required. Wherever possible, and consistent with the effective discharge of the
mandate, Professor Lahey will make use of the available support resources of the Department.

Delivery of Report
Professor Lahey will deliver a final report to the Minister of Lands and Forestry. The report will be public.
Time Frame
The final report will be delivered no later than March 31, 2020.

Attachment B: Department’s Progress Report
and Executive Summary on Implementation of
the Forest Practices Report

Executive Summary for Progress Report

Overall Intent
The overall vision to the Government of Nova Scotia’s commitment to transition to the ecological
forestry paradigm is to have healthy diverse multi-aged forests that support the naturally occurring
biodiversity and ecosystems in our province while will still allowing its sustainable use for social, cultural
and economic benefits.
The Province is committed to adopting a model that protects ecosystems and biodiversity, supports
economic growth, and keeps our forests healthy and sustainable. A healthy forest is foundational to
supporting sustainable use of our forests, including supporting a healthy forest sector. To achieve a
healthy forest, we will ensure diversity of biology, choices and perspectives.
Biological diversity is critical. We are committed to conserve and restore ecosystem diversity, including
conserving species and genetic diversity. To achieve this, we need to ensure we maintain species’
habitats and the genetic variation within species in how we manage our forests.
We are committed to maintaining diversity of choices for human and social economic uses of our
forests. This includes supporting traditional and emerging industries like sustainable forestry and
biological resource businesses, but it also requires ensuring tourism and recreational use of Crown land
can thrive.
To achieve these goals, we are ensuring that diverse perspectives are incorporated into our forest
stewardship and management. We are providing opportunities for participation in the development of
new and/or amended policies, practices, legislation and regulations and are building a forest
management system that involves ongoing stakeholder and public participation. Effective engagement
takes time, and so our consultation processes must be robust and take the time necessary to both hear
from different voices, and to incorporate what we hear and learn.

Approach
In its response to Professor Lahey’s Report, “An Independent Review of Forest Practices in Nova Scotia”,
Government committed to focus on implementing recommendations related to Crown land first,
particularly those under the authority of the Department of Lands and Forestry (the Department). This
will allow Government to lead by example, after which, recommendations related to private land
management will be considered.
Government accepted and is making changes to adopt the new paradigm of ecological forestry,
including the commitment to protect and enhance ecosystems and biodiversity as the overarching policy
priority. As recognized in the Lahey Report, the Department had already started to slowly move towards
ecosystem-based management, however, the Lahey Report has accelerated that shift. Government
decided to use its resources to move forward with implementing the Lahey Report recommendations, as
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recommendation 23b laid out, rather than using those same resources to conduct further cost/benefit
analyses of accepting the recommendations (#23b).
Government clearly heard from the public a strong desire to see changes on the ground, particularly a
decrease in clear cutting. While one implementation option was to “start at the beginning” and look at
the strategic level work first, then proceed to tactical and then operational implementation, using this
option would have meant a significant amount of time would pass prior to being in a position to
implement visible changes to forestry practices, including reducing clearcutting. As a result, priority
was placed on implementing a number of recommendations, in parallel with strategic work, that would
support relatively quick operational changes in forestry practices. The operational changes are intended
to be adaptive in nature so that adjustments can be made as science develops and needs change. The
prioritized work included:
(1) Revisions to the Forest Management Guide (FMG) and Pre-Treatment Assessment(PTA): The
Forest Management Guide has a direct impact on the types of treatments that are used on
Crown land, including clear cutting. In the interim, while the Guide was/is being revised, an
interim retention guide was put in place. This interim guide, which puts a greater focus on
multi-aged management practices, continues to be in place and has resulted in less clearcutting
on Crown land. The new Forest Management Guide (now called the Silviculture Guide to the
Ecological Matrix), once finalized, will further reduce clear cutting in the matrix. The Guide will
be adaptative in nature so that as new science and experience is gained, adjustments can be
made to the Guide to reflect new thinking and to help the Department achieve its outcomes
related to the long term vision for Nova Scotia forests.
(2) High Production Forestry: Identification of High Production Forestry Areas has been prioritized
for action in order to offset the decrease in harvesting that will take place in the matrix once the
Forest Management Guide is revised.
(3) Natural Disturbance Regimes(NDR): The review of NDR was initiated as a priority action as the
understanding of how natural disturbances impact forests in the province is key to various
pieces of work such as the Forest Management Guide, and landscape level planning. While only
one paper on mapping and methodology was originally anticipated, based on the expert advice
received by the project team leading this work, it was determined that two separate papers
would be required – one on natural disturbance agents and then a second paper on the
application of NDR. While this new approach has extended the time period to complete the
recommended work, this two-step approach will assist in confirming the accuracy of the science
that is being relied on.
(4) Species at Risk: The Department has renewed its focus on wildlife and species at risk. Priority
work includes establishing new policies and updating existing ones to better govern the
implementation of the Endangered Species Act. Focus was also placed on completing
outstanding recovery plans for species solely listed in Nova Scotia and increasing engagement
with practitioners and others interested in assisting in protecting species at risk through
Recovery Action Forums.
(5) Old Forest Policy: Work on a revised Old Forest Policy has been prioritized in order to improve
the abundance and conservation of Old Forests. This work is also linked to the development of
the Forest Management Guide, Pre-Treatment Assessment, and landscape level planning.
(6) Outcomes Based Forest Management: Outcomes Based Forest Management will take some time
to develop, so it was determined that the development of a framework should be prioritized.
The Department recognizes that Lahey recommendation 21 indicates that a number of other
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conditions should be in place prior to implementing an Outcomes Based model. Work on these
conditions are at different stages of development but are underway.
(7) Small Scale Wood Energy: After the Lahey Report was issued, Government quickly put together
a team of representatives from within and external to provincial departments to move the wood
heat initiative forward. This project was intended, as recommended, to help to create new
markets for low grade wood fibre. Phase One sites are anticipated to be operational for the
upcoming heating season.
(8) Environmental Assessments (EA): The legal framework for the introduction of an Environmental
Assessment process for forest management planning is required prior to the negotiation of new
or renegotiation of existing FULAs. Effectively this requires the completion of the legal
framework (legislation/regulation) by the end of 2020, which necessitated prioritizing this
recommendation. Work to this end is underway.
While the above represents the initial work underway, the Department has added other pieces of work
to support the implementation of ecological forestry, including:
•
•
•
•
•

The introduction of a Biodiversity Act
Initial work on a review of the Crown Lands Act
Work to improve transparency and accountability
The creation of two more project teams: State of the Forest Reporting and a Silviculture Review
team
Developing a multi-year Research Strategy

Consultation processes and the approach to transparency
In the Government’s response to the Lahey Report, the Department committed to improve and
demonstrate a culture of openness, transparency, collaboration and accountability.
It was clear that more and earlier engagement with stakeholders and the public would be required as
the Department moved ahead with transitioning to the ecological forestry paradigm. Improvements to
transparency and the use of collaborative approaches has resulted in a broad range of input into
decision making and appears to be well received by stakeholders. However, this approach has required
more time than anticipated and has impacted planned timelines. The Department has made a number
of changes in order to begin to be more transparent and accountable:
•

As a first step, the Department engaged a consultant to seek advice on how it could achieve
more meaningful stakeholder and public engagement. The consultant provided eight
recommendations, which included the creation of a stakeholder advisory committee to provide
input into the Department’s work to implement Professor Lahey’s recommendations, including
how it engages and communicates with stakeholders to enhance transparency, consultation,
and collaboration.

•

Each project team is required to develop a consultation plan for their projects that should
include staff, stakeholders, Mi’kmaw, and the general public. While each plan may look different
due to the varying nature of each project, we are trying to engage earlier and differently than
we have in the past. This includes proactively engaging stakeholders prior to the development of
3

a “product” where possible and designing consultation sessions that encourage face-to-face
discussions with stakeholders. For example, the FMG consultation process was designed to
have three stages of consultation, the first of which was to seek feedback on the policy
framework for the FMG, and the second and third stages to seek feedback on draft versions of
the revised Guide. The first and second stages involved a targeted group of rights holders and
stakeholders that represented various positions (industry, conservation interests, Mi’kmaw,
landowners, etc). The third stage is being designed to seek feedback from the general public, as
well as stakeholders. Other examples of proactive engagement include an upcoming public
survey on the State of the Forest Report, which is intended to solicit feedback on the current
Report and seek input on the desired use and format of a new report.
The Project Teams are also seeking feedback on the consultation sessions from the participants
and adapting approaches, as necessary. For example, the first stage of the FMG consultation
involved bringing all of the targeted stakeholders together at the same time for discussions.
This resulted in having 25 + people in one room. The feedback that we received was that this
too many for true participation in discussions, and that the stakeholders wanted to be able to
send additional representatives to consultation sessions. As a result, during the second stage of
consultation, which included the same stakeholders as the first stage, the process was
redesigned, and multiple sessions were held with 10-12 people in each. This allowed for a larger
number of participants overall, while keeping the numbers in each session small enough to
encourage active discussions with everyone present. Feedback on this change in design has
been very positive.
Project Teams are sharing their best practices and lessons learned with each other so that future
consultations will benefit.
•

The Department has created a new website dedicated to providing routine and timely updates
and information on implementing ecological forestry. The website includes a dedicated email
address that the public can use to sent questions/comments related to ecological forestry work.
In addition, Communications Nova Scotia staff work with Department staff to create videos and
other products that will support information sharing and education related to implementing
ecological forestry.

•

In addition to the website, when significant changes occur and/or are proposed, the Deputy
Minister has been sending information emails to our broad list of stakeholders.

•

The Department management is working to ensure staff are engaged in and informed of
progress. This includes: providing regular updates to staff on implementation progress; seeking
feedback on issues/ proposed actions; and ensuring the right supports are in place for staff who
engage in discussions with the public. Various communications methods are being used,
including: Deputy Minister videos and webinars, newsletters, emails and a in-person meetings
(between staff and Project Teams, and via a Deputy Minister office tour).

•

A new position (Senior Strategist, Stakeholder Relations and Issues Management) focussed on
stakeholder engagement and issues identification has been created. Specifically, this individual
plays an instrumental role in shaping how the Department communicates and engages with
stakeholders to ensure: alignment with and the Department’s priorities and mandate, relevant
information is proactively shared, and that the Department’s strategic direction and priorities
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are well-understood and incorporated into meaningful and coordinated stakeholder
participation. This role has been active since January 2020.
•

At Government’s request, and with Professor Lahey’s agreement, an evaluation of the
Department’s progress on implementation to-date is being conducted. Professor Lahey has also
agreed to provide the Department with an evaluation framework to measure success of
implementation in future.

Governance
In order to ensure accountability and a structured implementation of the Lahey Report, the Department
created a governance structure specific to this work. In addition to regular briefings with the Deputy
Minister and Minister, the governance structure includes a Steering Committee. which is made up of
three Executive Directors and a dedicated Project Manager for implementation. The Steering Committee
normally meets weekly and is responsible to: ensure alignment with Minister and government
expectations, respond to issues/request for direction; consider recommendations and advances for
decisions by the Department’s Executive Team, Deputy Minister and Minister as appropriate; and
ensure Department resources are allocated to support project implementation.
The Department is taking a project management approach to implementing the Lahey
recommendations. To support this approach, a dedicated Strategic Lead was hired to support the
overall coordination of the implementation work. This role includes: overall coordination of the Projects
and the Project Teams; tracking and reporting to the Steering Committee and Directors team; bringing
issues and recommendations to the Steering Committee; proactively identifying and addressing barriers
to project progress; and, supporting change management, internal communications, and public
participation processes.
As part of the project management approach, the Department has organized the work to-date into
Project Teams. Each team includes representation from most of the Department’s divisions (which
draws on the diversity of perspectives and expertise, and increases collaboration in the Department)
and each team includes at least one biologist (to ensure that the team has the expertise to give priority
to biodiversity). Many of the teams also include external experts (to draw on the expertise of external
academics and experienced experts) and two teams include members from other government
departments (where cross-government cooperation/coordination is required and desired).
Each Project Team is required to follow project management best practices including creating a project
charter, project workplan, and a communications plan (developed in cooperation with the
communications staff). Team leads have also taken training in change management.
As part of the Department’s commitment to increase transparency and accountability, a Minister’s
Advisory Committee (MAC) was created in the fall of 2019. The role of the MAC is to advise the
Minister on the implementation of ecological forestry and to advise Professor Lahey on his evaluation.
The MAC provides advice to the Minister on strategic decisions, policy and priorities relevant to
implementing ecological forestry on Crown land as recommended in Professor Lahey’s report. This
includes providing advice to the Minister on: transparency and accountability; the overall framework for
implementing ecological forestry; the Triad model of forestry; specific recommendations; research;
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support for the sector; governance; and, other related issues. The MAC will also advise Professor Lahey
on his independent evaluation of the Department’s progress implementing his recommendations and on
a longer-term framework to assess progress towards an ecological forestry paradigm.

Challenges
Shift in Approach
One challenge has been in adjusting mindset and culture with respect to how the Department
approaches implementing ecological forestry. The Forestry Review identified the need to shift to
prioritizing biodiversity – a notable difference in the way the Department has worked in the past. While
the Department was in the midst of a shift to more ecosystem-based management, the Lahey Report
accelerated this shift, which has also accelerated the approach required to have successful outcomes.
This shift includes having a more intense focus on the work and on increased use of the expertise of the
Department’s biologists and ecologists.
Implementing new stakeholder engagement approaches has also created some new challenges for the
Department but we are addressing them head on. As noted above, it was clear that more and earlier
engagement with stakeholders and the public was and is required. Taking new approaches to
stakeholder engagement required that we identify staff that had, and/or could develop, expertise in
engagement. As noted, the Department also hired a new staff member whose focus is on stakeholder
engagement and issues identification. One of the biggest challenges with engagement has been the
increased amount of time required to effectively design and carry out these processes. This has resulted
in the timelines for projects being extended beyond originally identified timelines. Based on the
feedback we have received from stakeholders, our efforts in this area have been acknowledged and
positive, and the input that the Department is receiving is having a direct and positive impact on the
work of the project teams. However, this positive is contrasted by the perspectives of some
stakeholders that we are “taking too long” to make changes.
While we are facing some challenges, we are still in the early stages of this shift. We acknowledge more
work is needed and are confident that with this commitment, the Department, and the province at
large, will reap the benefits of these efforts.

Northern Pulp closure
The closure of the Northern Pulp mill in January 2020 resulted in an immediate need to shift some
resources and priorities in the Department. While implementation of ecological forestry continued, and
the Project Teams continued to move ahead with their work plans, some Department staff were
required to shift some of their work in order to respond to the closure. This shift included supporting
the work of the newly created Forestry Transition Team, whose role it is to address the challenges to the
industry as a result of the closure.
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COVID-19
The unexpected outbreak of COVID-19 across the globe created novel challenges for everyone, including
Government, and the Department. Most staff were required to work from home as of March 23, 2020.
The initial weeks of working from home resulted in a slight slow down in progress as the Department
shifted to a new way of working amid ever changing circumstances. For example, in-person
consultations on High Production Forestry originally scheduled for April 2020 were cancelled as a result
of public health directives. However, overall progress was made. The Department, and Project Teams,
came up with new ways of moving their projects forward. This included rescheduling the High
Production Forestry consultations, and instead holding them online using networking software. While
the pandemic continues, productivity within the Department is high; work has and will continue.

General summary of accomplishments
As noted in the December 3, 2018 Government response to the Lahey Report, many of Professor Lahey’s
recommendations are interconnected and their implementation will be phased-in over time. It is
anticipated that the actions required to fully implement ecological forestry will take years to accomplish.
The Department’s implementation is moving forward and has progressed, although not as quickly as
originally hoped. For example, the FMG has taken longer than expected to develop, however this is
partially due to the robust consultation process that was added to the process. Stakeholders feedback
has been very valuable, and the latest draft reflects the feedback received.
Delays have also been related to the Northern Pulp closure and COVID-19, discussed above.
Despite these challenges, the Department has been able to achieve a number of successes, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The introduction of a governance model for the implementation of the Lahey Report to ensure
accountability.
Engagement of, and partnerships with, external experts to support and further the work of the
Department in implementing ecological forestry.
The development of seven principles to guide Department staff and the culture shift required to
prioritize biodiversity and ecosystems.
The implementation of interim retention guide to put a greater emphasis on multi-aged
management practices, and which has started the shift to more ecological forestry practices on
Crown land.
The adoption of proactive, robust and adaptive consultation processes and practices, which
have resulted in positive feedback from stakeholders that indicate that the Department is on the
right path.
The acceptance and implementation of the recommendations of a consultant which are
enhancing the Departments’ communication and engagement with staff, stakeholders and the
public.
The creation of a Minister’s Advisory Committee to advise the Minister on the implementation
of ecological forestry.
A renewed focus on transforming the species at risk program, including the addition of two new
biologist positions. This includes the appointment of 12 new multi-species Recovery Teams; the
drafting of recovering plans for all remaining species that fall under provincial responsibility; a
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•
•
•
•
•
•

new Critical Habitat Policy; and three regional Recovery Action Forums which engaged
practitioners and stakeholders and offered public forums.
The development of a new old forest/growth assessment process that is more efficient and
effective in identifying old forest/growth; and the completion of the identification of 8% old
forest targets under the current Old Forest Policy.
The acceptance of a peer-reviewed NDR agents paper for publication in the journal
“Environmental Reviews” in fall of 2020.
The development of a new Nutrient Budget Model that will be used as part of the PTA process;
Progress under the Small Wood Energy Initiative anticipating completion of its first phase with
the development of 6 sites in the fall 2020/winter 2021. Work on phase 2 is already underway.
A continued relationship between the Department and the Medway Community Forest,
including through the provision of additional operating funding.
The launch of a three-year pilot project with the Mi’kmaw (Mi’kmaw Forestry Initiative) in
March 2019.

Overall, the current work underway in the Department is in the process of addressing approximately
65% of the recommendations in the Lahey Report.

New Information/Updates since the submission of the Departmental Progress Report
•

The project team working on the Forest Management Guide (now the Silviculture Guide to the
Ecological Matrix) is close to completing the next draft version of the Guide and are currently
planning the next phase of consultations.

•

The Natural Disturbance Regimes project team has completed its research paper, A review of
natural disturbances to inform implementation of ecological forestry in Nova Scotia, Canada,
which is now available online on the Environmental Reviews Journal website.
(https://www.nrcresearchpress.com/doi/10.1139/er-2020-0015#.X0fhd8vsb1V) This research
provides a foundation that will inform the team’s second paper on how we adapt or integrate
natural disturbance regimes into Nova Scotia’s existing ecosystem mapping framework, and
application to ecological forestry. The team is currently working on developing this next
scientific paper and is targeting submission for publication in 2021.

•

The Old Forest Policy project team has recently completed an initial GIS layer of scored
stands. The team is also about to engage in some proactive consultations with stakeholders to
solicit feedback and input on what revisions should be considered for the Old Forest Policy. This
input will then be used to develop a new revised Old Forest Policy which will also be subject to
consultation targeted for later this year.

•

The Environmental Assessment project team continues to work with Northwinds Consulting to
develop a draft Forest Stewardship Planning (FSP) Guide, which will assist licensees in
developing their 20 Year Forest Stewardship Plans which will be subject to the Environmental
Assessment process. Once complete, the team will engage in stakeholder consultations to seek
input on the draft Guide. The Environmental Assessment project team and the Outcomes
Based Forestry (OBF) project team have recognized the valuable connection between their
work. The OBF team has identified the forest management (stewardship) plan as a key
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component of an OBF system and is exploring a framework using values, objectives, indicators
and targets (VOITS) for designing and monitoring forest outcomes. As a result, these teams are
working collaboratively, along with others (State of Forest, landscape level pilot) to ensure
alignment and to avoid duplication in effort.
•

Silviculture Project Team: A new project team has been formed to tackle the recommendations
pertaining to reviewing the existing private and Crown silviculture programs. To date, this team
has met five times and is currently focussed on developing a Project Charter and work plan to
guide their work.

•

Research Strategy: The Department is currently in the process of developing a multi-year
Research Strategy recognising that research provides the foundation to evidence-based
decisions for the stewardship of natural resources.
The purpose of the Strategy is to:
•
•
•
•

provide internal guidance to improve research co-ordination, reduce knowledge gaps, and
improve forest management and biodiversity stewardship in the province
articulate what research we are doing and how it is communicated
support outward communication with research partners and the public on the Department’s
research priorities
Leverage additional research collaborations

The scope of the Strategy will include Department-wide research (biodiversity, forests,
ecosystem management) and will include pure and applied research.
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Department of Lands and Forestry
Progress on Implementation of Lahey Report
Submission to Evaluation Committee
Professor William Lahey’s Independent Review of Forest Practices in Nova Scotia (the Review) provides 45 recommendations for forest management in the province. His recommendations focus on adoption of an ecological forestry paradigm
using a triad model to protect and enhance ecosystems and biodiversity as the foundation for sustainable environmental, social, and economic benefits for Nova Scotians.
In December 2018, the Government of Nova Scotia committed to priority actions to achieve ecological forestry, including a commitment to first consider the protection and enhancement of biodiversity and ecosystems in decision-making.
Implementation would be phased in over time, with priority placed on actions pertaining to forest management on Crown land.
At the same time, the Department of Lands and Forestry (the Department) implemented an interim retention guide to put greater focus on multi-aged forest management practices and begin the shift towards ecological forestry in Crown
forests. Since the adoption of this guides, there has been a significant reduction of harvest area approved for overstory removals, as it has been replaced by variable retention. Changes in harvests resulting from the interim retention guide will
assist the Department in testing ecological and economic outcomes of different levels of retention and, in turn, inform how ecological forestry is implemented going forward.
Government has also invested an additional $5.413 million over three years to support implementation of ecological forestry. The majority of these funds were allotted for silviculture funding to increase the number of partial harvests and
decrease clearcutting to move towards ecological forestry. The additional investment combined with existing resources has allowed the Department to make tangible progress on this multi-year initiative.
The Department has taken a collaborative approach to implementation to ensure multiple values and perspectives are considered when designing and developing projects to implement Professor Lahey’s recommendations. Project teams made
up of both internal and external members representing multiple perspectives and areas of expertise were established. Stakeholder and public participation has also been incorporated into each of the projects to provide additional opportunities
for input into how Crown forests are managed. This has resulted in significant changes to how the Department conducts work internally and with external partners and the public more broadly to support a culture of openness, transparency,
collaboration and accountability.
As outlined on the newly created Ecological Forestry website, the Department’s work initially focused on the following priority projects:
1. A Revised Forest Management Guide and Pre-Treatment Assessment Process
2. Old Forest Policy
3. Natural Disturbance Regimes
4. Outcomes-Based Forest Management
5. Reporting on the State of the Forest
6. Species at Risk Program Renewal
7. High-Production Forestry
8. Small Scale Wood Energy Initiative
9. Environmental Assessment
Planning for other areas of project work, such as but not limited to a silviculture review and accelerated landscape level planning, is underway.
At the Department’s request, Professor Lahey agreed to lead an evaluation of the Province’s implementation of his recommendations, including a one-year assessment of progress, and a longer-term framework to guide the preparation of
ongoing evaluations to assess progress towards achieving the ecological model of forestry management in Nova Scotia as envisioned in the Review.
The following is a progress report to inform Professor Lahey’s one-year assessment of progress. It provides detailed information on actions taken and planned in response to each of his 45 recommendations, broken down into four themes
identified by Professor Lahey’s evaluation team including: overarching recommendations, and recommendations pertaining to ecological values, economic values, and organizational approach.
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Theme: Overarching
Sub-Themes
Priority to
Ecosystems and
Biodiversity

Ecological
Forestry
Ecological
Forestry-Overall
Approach

Recommendation
1

2

Completed Activities

In respect to forestry practices and
In December 2018, Government committed to protecting and enhancing ecosystems and biodiversity as the
related forestry policy, economic, social, overarching policy priority. This provided an opportunity for the department to accelerate work underway to
and environmental values and
achieve this goal, while guiding new projects established in response to Professor Lahey’s recommendations.
objectives must be balanced within a
policy and operational framework that During Spring 2019, the Department developed seven principles to guide the culture shift required to put this policy
gives priority to the conservation and
priority into practice:
sustainable management of ecosystems
and biodiversity.
1) Lands and Forestry needs to demonstrate a culture and philosophical orientation towards maintaining
and restoring biodiversity and ecosystems in our policies, procedures, decision-making and operations.
2) Landscape level planning is critical and includes Crown land and incorporates conditions on private land.
3) Biodiversity and ecosystems must be maintained and restored to ensure continued system function at
To align forestry with the priority to be
medium to large level and over long time periods.
given to ecological protection and
4) Planning, decision-making and operations, (collectively “activities”) on Crown land are guided by
enhancement, policy and operational
biodiversity and ecosystem functions at the site, system, and landscape level, including cumulative
decision making relating to forestry
effects.
practices should be guided by an overall
5) For activities on Crown land, Lands and Forestry must first consider ecosystems and biodiversity before
approach to forestry called “ecological
identifying elements available for any use.
forestry,” which seeks to:
6) Economic and social impacts will be considered only after considerations related to biodiversity and
ecosystems. Options and recommendations should be presented in this way.
7) Extraction of resources from Crown land cannot compromise continued biodiversity and ecosystem
functions.

These principles provide a focal point for work underway to shift towards an ecological forestry approach in Nova
Scotia. They were shared by senior leaders with staff across the department through formal/informal meetings,
webinars, and emails to ensure a solid understanding of what it means to give priority to biodiversity and
ecosystems and how it impacts day to day work and decision-making processes.
Government has demonstrated its commitment to these principles, including passing the Sustainable Development
Goals Act which includes the “conservation and sustainable use of natural assets and support for biodiversity” as
one of its focus areas. S.6 (f).
The department’s planning and decision-making is reflecting the guiding principles, for example the approach to
implementation of the Forest Practices Review recommendations includes the formation of multi-disciplinary
teams, with both internal and external experts in conservation and sustainable management of ecosystems.
In addition, the department’s 2020-2023 strategy map provides a strategic planning framework that integrates
overarching themes from Forest Practices Review and includes the strategic objective ”Give priority to
ecosystems and biodiversity in the conservation and sustainable use of our natural resources.”
In December 2018, the Department committed to implementing ecological forestry via a triad model and identified
priority actions foundational to adopting ecological forestry in Nova Scotia that combines the societal mandate
to protect ecosystems and biodiversity while sustaining a productive and profitable forest industry.
Nine projects have been established to begin the shift towards ecological forestry, including:
• A Revised Forest Management Guide and Pre-Treatment Assessment Process
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Planned Activities
As stated in the Department’s FY 2020 Business Plan,
Government remains committed to passing a Biodiversity
Act.
Further, the department will continue to apply these
guiding principles in its planning and decision-making.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a. align forestry with ecological
considerations and with ecological
protection and enhancement by
integrating ecological knowledge,
principles, and concepts, including
traditional knowledge, into how
forestry is conducted.

Multi-aged,
Mixed-species
Forests

3

b. combine the societal mandate to
both protect ecological systems and
biodiversity while sustaining a
productive and profitable forestry
sector by aligning forestry practices
with natural processes, including
disturbance regimes, that ecological
forestry emulates.
Consistent with the ecological forestry
paradigm, the objective of forestry
practices in Nova Scotia should be,
wherever appropriate, to maintain or
restore multi‐aged and mixed‐species
forests in which late‐successional
species have the opportunity to grow
and mature where they represent the
forest’s natural condition. Practices that
do otherwise in those forests should be
curtailed.

Old Forest Policy
Natural Disturbance Regimes
Outcomes-Based Forest Management
Reporting on the State of the Forest
Species at Risk Program Renewal
High-Production Forestry
Small Scale Wood Energy Initiative
Environmental Assessment

See Appendix for project objectives.
All projects are, or will be, engaging with Mi’kmaq peoples through the established process with the Office of
Aboriginal Affairs.
An agreement has been put in place for the Mi’kmaq Forestry Initiative; see recommendation 37 for more
information.
The department is also engaging with landowners with a history of traditional land management.
Work is currently underway to accelerate landscape level planning and integrate it into forest management
practices, including a dedicated project team. See recommendation 13 for additional information.

In 2020, the NDR project team will be doing further work
on mapping and methodology and how it informs
operational application. See details in Recommendation 7.

To support the move to ecological forestry, the department has developed an interim retention guide
(https://novascotia.ca/natr/forestry/forest_review/Retention-Guide-NS-Crown-Land.pdf) that will put greater
focus on multi-aged management practices. The Interim retention guide is in place to begin the shift to more
ecological forestry practices on the ground, and to provide direction and clarity to licensees while the longerterm work on the Forest Management Guides is underway. This will provide an opportunity to conduct
operational trials to test the ecological and economic outcomes of different levels of retention. The area of
harvest by clearcutting in Nova Scotia has been steadily declining since its peak in 1997 as shown in the 2018
State of Forest Update. However, the implementation of the Interim Retention Guide in 2019 represented a
significant single year change in the approval of harvesting plans on Crown land which will be reflected on the
ground.

As stated in the FY 2020 Business Plan, the department
plans to finalize and implement the Silviculture Guide for
the Ecological Matrix. Planning for implementation will
involve external expert advisors and input from
stakeholders.

The table and chart below show approved Crown lands plans and retention levels for calendar 2018 (no Interim
Retention Guide) and for calendar 2019 (Interim Retention Guide required). It shows the dramatic change from
63% under 5% retention in 2018 to only 10% under 5% retention in 2019.
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Retention level
2018 ha
up to 5%
7,204
10%
186
20%
0
30%
0
40%
0
60%
3,474
70%
517
Totals
11,380

2019 ha
1,029
2,295
1,327
1,422
79
3,347
1,103
10,602

2018%
63%
2%
0%
0%
0%
31%
5%
100%

2019%
10%
22%
13%
13%
1%
32%
10%
100%

The Department of Lands and Forestry has developed a revised draft of its Forest Management Guide to place
more emphasis on ecological values. The Forest Management Guide dictates the types of forest practices that
can be used on Crown land. As revisions are implemented, this will have the effect of further reductions in
clearcutting on Crown land, particularly where multi-aged and mixed species forests in which late successional
species would naturally occur.
The Department, with the help of external experts, has developed a draft Silviculture Guide for the Ecological
Matrix (to replace the Forest Management Guide) that aims to facilitate the practice of ecological forestry on
Crown land by promoting multi-aged, multi-species forests to maintain and enhance biodiversity and reduce
clearcutting on Crown land, including the introduction of irregular shelterwood treatments. It does so through
increased retention requirements on stands that would have been prescribed clearcut treatments in previous
versions of the Forest Management Guide, and enhanced requirements for ecological values in Pre-Treatment
Assessment data collection.
For more information see recommendations 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.
Clearcutting
Inappropriate

8

In general, those responsible for forestry
practices, including the Department and

The activities completed or underway in year 1, as reported here in response to recommendation 8, are also
applicable to recommendation 9, unless otherwise noted.
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A draft SGEM is targeted for release for public
consultation in Spring 2020. A final version of SGEM will be
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licensees on Crown land, should make
decisions that favour uneven‐aged
management, and which recognize that
clearcutting is inappropriate in the
following circumstances:

The Forest Management Guide has been revised to focus on long-lived, uneven-aged management species, in
support of the conservation and sustainable use of Nova Scotia’s natural resources. It favors uneven-aged
management and limits circumstances in which clearcutting for the Ecological Matrix would be appropriate,
according to recommendations 8a - 8h. Within the matrix there are no overstory prescriptions. It has been
renamed the Silviculture Guide for the Ecological Matrix (SGEM).
The revision process for SGEM includes the following activities:
•
•
•
•

a. In natural stands that are governed
by gap dynamics and infrequent
stand initiating regimes

•
•
•
•

Consulted with stakeholders on what they would like to see in the revised Forest Management Guide
(now SGEM) and how they would want to be involved in its development, Summer 2019.
Prepared a discussion paper on proposed policy direction for the revised Forest Management Guide
(now SGEM) and consulted with a group of targeted technical experts and other interested stakeholders
for feedback.
Consulted with the group of targeted stakeholders on the draft SGEM in March 2020.
The project team is currently reviewing all targeted stakeholder comments in preparation for a next
draft.
Shifted emphasis from overstory removal to irregular shelterwood resulting in significantly less
clearcutting, and creation of multi-aged stands.
Multi-aged treatments including irregular shelterwood described in pages 28-36 of the guide; and
prescribed in regenerate silviculture keys for various forest groups found on pages 56, 70, 80, 96, 106,
122, 138, 152 and 164.
Team is currently reviewing retention levels that may result in clear cuts in some stands governed by gap
dynamics.
Given that the current condition of the forest may not align directly to late successional forest types
related to an appropriate NDR for a specific site, the team is considering appropriate restoration
pathways which will allow forests to succeed to NDR appropriate future forest types.

b. In young stands that are still
exhibiting rapid growth in volume
and/or value

•
•

The current draft guide does not prescribe clearcutting immature stands.
The current draft guide has a “let it grow” and pre-commercial thinning prescriptions that addresses
young and rapidly growing stands.

c. In forests with high recreational or
social value

•
•

Guide cannot address these values.
IRM process is designed to address these values at the harvest planning and approval stage.

d. Where ecological values are likely to
be impaired at a landscape level

•
•

The guide is a stand level tool that informs but cannot address landscape level concerns per se.
Landscape level planning is a separate process that is currently under development.

e. In areas characterized by sensitive or
thin soils or on steep slopes
f. In situations that may cause
deterioration of aquatic values
through processes such as erosion
and siltation of runoff of surface
water
g. In municipal watersheds (subject to
research under way in Pockwock
Watershed) or when a high

•

•

The revised draft guide contains new provisions for Nutrient Budget Modeling which prescribes no
harvesting or reduced harvesting in areas with thin or nutrient poor soils.
Guide does not specifically address how to harvest near watercourses.
The department uses other best management practices, policy and regulations through the Wildlife
Habitat and Watercourse Protection Regulations to protect water quality.
Regional IRM planning process is also used to evaluate the impact of harvest proposals on water quality.

•

This is outside the scope of the guide.

•
•
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Clearcutting
Acceptable

9

proportion of any watershed area
has already been clearcut or
otherwise disturbed
h. Adjacent to the boundaries of parks,
nature reserves, wilderness areas, or
other
ecological reserves
In general, subject to limitations that
should be placed on the overall amount
of clearcutting to protect and enhance
ecosystems and biodiversity at the
landscape level, those responsible for
forestry practices, including the
Department and licensees on Crown
land, should limit clearcutting to the
following situations:

a. In vegetation types that are naturally
subject to frequent stand‐replacing
disturbance regimes (subject to
appropriate retention)

•

These are landscape planning issues that will be addressed through other Independent Review projects
related to landscape planning and environmental impact assessments; or are currently being addressed
through local regional planning initiatives.
• This is outside the scope of the guide
• Policy is currently in place that prohibits clearcutting within 100 m of parks, wilderness areas and nature
reserves
• IRM planning and harvest reviews are designed to address this concern
The activities completed or underway in year 1, as reported here in response to recommendation 9, are also applicable to recommendation 8, unless otherwise noted.
The current draft guide does not prescribe overstory removal, seed tree harvest, or regular shelterwood harvest which formerly resulted in clearcut conditions; however, the
guide does prescribe a low retention irregular shelterwood option for situations such as these listed below.

•
•

The guide provides a low retention irregular shelterwood option for situations such as this in silviculture retention keys for various forest groups, including Coastal (p.
56), Highland (p. 70), Intolerant Hardwood (p. 80), Mixedwood (p. 96), Old Field (p. 106), Spruce Hemlock (p. 122), Spruce Pine (p. 138), Tolerant Hardwood (p. 152),
and Wet Deciduous (p. 164)
Forest groups not naturally subject to frequent stand-initiating disturbance regimes such as Mixedwood, Spruce Hemlock, and Tolerant Hardwood currently have a
low retention irregular shelterwood treatment option that in some cases may result in a clearcut condition because of current on-site conditions.

b. In stands in which shade‐intolerant,
early successional species are to be
perpetuated
c. As part of well‐considered
restoration activities intended to
address degraded conditions caused
by anthropogenic influences (e.g.,
poor regeneration, infestation by
alien species)
d. In extraordinary circumstances, such
as salvage cutting after intensive
natural disturbance

The guide does provide a low retention irregular shelterwood option for situations such as this, e.g. Intolerant Hardwood silviculture regenerate key on page 80.

e. To create areas for plantations
managed intensively to provide long‐
term stable sources of industrial
fibre, especially within an overall
triad approach to the

The Department has begun work to develop a process for identifying appropriate areas for high production
forestry on Crown land. High production areas will be managed to maximize timber production but will still be
subject to environmental protection for values like watercourses and species at risk. Once identified, government
will allow the regulated use of herbicides in areas identified for high production forestry but will not use public
funds to pay for herbicide treatments.

•
•

The guide does provide a low retention irregular shelterwood option for situations such as this if approved by local IRM planning staff (p. 37).
The guide provides a “salvage with retention” option (currently under review) for most forest types within keys, including Coastal (p. 56), Highland (p.68, 70),
Intolerant Hardwood (p. 78, 80), Mixedwood (p. 88, 94, 96), Old Field (p. 104, 106), Spruce Hemlock (p. 114, 120, 122), Spruce Pine (p. 128, 130, 132, 138), Tolerant
Hardwood (p. 144, 150, 152) and Wet Coniferous (p. 158, 164).

•
•

The guide does provide a low retention irregular shelterwood option for situations such as this if approved by local IRM planning staff (p. 37).
The guide provides a “salvage with retention” option (currently under review) for most forest types within keys, including Coastal (p. 56), Highland (p.68, 70),
Intolerant Hardwood (p. 78, 80), Mixedwood (p. 88, 94, 96), Old Field (p. 104, 106), Spruce Hemlock (p. 114, 120, 122), Spruce Pine (p. 128, 130, 132, 138), Tolerant
Hardwood (p. 144, 150, 152) and Wet Coniferous (p. 158, 164).
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A final version of the definition of High Production
Forestry and selection criteria will be released in Spring
2020. Selection of initial HPF sites will follow later in 2020.
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implementation of ecological
forestry

Triad Model

Transparency
and
Accountability
Open Culture
and Processes

4

38

A discussion paper for public consultation was released on February 20, 2020. The department is consulting on
the definition of high production forestry (HPF) in the Nova Scotia context and the criteria that should be used to
identify areas for HPF sites. Following public consultation, the department will consult with a group of targeted
stakeholders in Spring 2020. (https://novascotia.ca/ecological-forestry/high-production-forestry/ )

Nova Scotia should explicitly and
strongly embrace and robustly
implement the triad model of ecological
forestry and seriously develop each of
its three legs: the conservation leg, the
high‐production leg, and the intervening
landscape (or matrix) where
conservation and production objectives
are both applicable and combined.

Nova Scotia government is committed to implementing the triad model. As noted above in the year 1-progress
update from the Department, work is underway on the matrix (draft SGEM) and high production zone of the
triad. With respect to the conservation zone, in September 2019, the Government designated 17 new or
expanded areas https://novascotia.ca/nse/protectedareas/map.asp. These 17 new areas bring us to about
12.6% (697,000 hectares) of Nova Scotia under legal protection. Government continues to remain committed to
reaching 13% protection.

The Department must deeply and
pervasively embrace a culture of
transparency and accountability.

In its December 2018 response, Government committed to improving and demonstrating a culture of openness,
transparency and accountability. In Spring 2019, the Department engaged a consultant to develop a strategy to
enhance communication and engagement with stakeholders and the public to eliminate barriers to information
sharing and encourage the cultural shift within the Department required to do so. The DG Communications
“Strategy for Improving Openness, Transparency, Collaboration and Accountability at the Department of Lands
and Forestry” is available online at
https://novascotia.ca/natr/forestry/Forest_Review/final_dg_communications_and_engagement_strategy.pdf

It must institute the information
management, sharing, and distribution
systems needed to put that culture into
routine operational practice, including
(a) adopting a practice of giving written
reasons for decisions on matters of
public interest wherever practicable,
and (b) measures to prevent the
protection of privacy provisions of the
Freedom of Information and Protection
of Privacy Act, as well as bureaucratic
systems or resistance to disclosure, from
inappropriately limiting the operation of
the freedom of information provisions
of the same legislation as it relates to
public policy on forestry or the
management of Crown lands.

The government is currently consulting on 6 new
proposed protected sites. Once the proposed sites are
protected, NS will have 12.75% protected land. Of this,
approximately 9.9% is provincial lands.

Dr. Graham Forbes produced a paper on the Triad in the Nova Scotian context that has been shared on the
Department’s website on ecological forestry.( https://novascotia.ca/ecological-forestry/Triad-A-New-Vision-forNS-Forests.pdf )

In response to the strategy, work completed or underway by the department includes:
•
•

•

•

•

Created and filled a position dedicated to stakeholder relations to support the Department’s
communications and engagement with stakeholders and the public.
Formed the Minister’s Advisory Group. This committee includes the Deputy Minister of Lands and
Forestry as Chair, and 14 individuals that represent diverse perspectives and areas of expertise related to
environmental, economic, and social values of our forests. The committee will advise the Minister on the
policies and priorities related to implementing the model recommended in Professor Lahey’s
independent review of forestry practices.
Working with CNS to develop communications materials to raise awareness and understanding of
ecological forestry and the triad model. This includes plain language editing of technical documents to
help ease of use and understanding. Another recent example for the general public is an animated video
that gives an overview of the triad model and how its three legs work together to achieve ecological
forestry which was released in February 2020,
https://vimeo.com/user63591273/review/392541699/45c6449925
Developed a microsite to increase accessibility and visibility of information and progress updates
associated with implementing ecological forestry. The site provides a public hub for sharing information
to update the public and stakeholders regarding project progress, and engagement sessions (including
what we’re hearing from stakeholders).
Developing a social media strategy to be more proactive in sharing information with the public through
various social media channels including Twitter.
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The Department will continue its work to improve and
demonstrate a culture of openness, transparency and
accountability, including:
• Continued support for the Ministers’ Advisory
Committee and public/targeted engagement,
including Spring 2020 consultations related to the
proposed Silviculture Guide for the Ecological
Matrix, State of Forest Report, High Production
Forestry, Outcomes-based Forest Management
• Keeping the public and stakeholders informed
about the process of implementing priority actions
in the Government Response and progress towards
implementing ecological forestry, including
integrating Professor Lahey’s anticipated
evaluation framework (ongoing)
• Developing and implementing an internal
communications plan to ensure staff understand
how decisions are made and are enabled to
communicate these with stakeholders, the public,
and media (Spring 2020) While planning is
underway, the department has already actioned
improved internal communication, for example by
ensuring regular two-way communication updates
on the implementation of ecological forestry via
DM hosted webinars.
• The new Senior Strategist, Stakeholder Relations
and Issues Management will continue working to
build relationships with stakeholders to better
understand their priority issues and provide a

May 6, 2020
•

Since last September, around 60 staff, from a wide range of positions and locations, have received
training on how to conduct media interviews. This will ensure department subject matter experts are
available and prepared to respond to media requests. This work continues across the province.

Building trust and changing culture takes both time and resources and will not happen overnight. However,
taking actions to demonstrate the department is committed to both in the short, medium and long term is also
part of the strategic approach.
On June 25, 2019, the Department hosted a stakeholder engagement session to provide an opportunity for forest
policy stakeholders to learn about progress on, and provide feedback related to, implementing ecological
forestry in Nova Scotia. Both Minister Rankin and Deputy Minister Towers provided information and updates on
the progress to date to implement ecological forestry, including an open question and answer period for
participants to explore topics of interest further. This was followed by interactive sessions to seek stakeholder
input on the Department’s plans to implement recommendations from the Independent Review of Forest
Practices. The Department produced a What We Heard report to outline the feedback and cross-cutting themes
that emerged throughout these discussions, https://novascotia.ca/natr/forestry/Forest_Review/What-WeHeard-Ecological-Forestry-Forum-June-2019.pdf.

consistent and responsive channel for the public
and other stakeholders to interact with the
Department.
• Continue to develop communications products
tailored to needs of our various audiences and
leverage the channels available to us (e.g.
Provincial Parks, Department offices, social and
traditional media) to help all Nova Scotians
understand the work of the department.
• Initiate the development of a long-term public and
stakeholder engagement plan that ensures
stakeholder and public consultation are
operationalized in how the Department conducts
its work.

The Department is demonstrating this commitment by engaging stakeholders in decision-making on each of the
projects to implement the recommendations. Engagement plans are being customized and/or implemented for
each of the projects, for example:
•

•
•

A targeted consultation session was held in August 2019 to provide information and gather input and
feedback on the overall policy direction of a revised Forest Management Guide and suggested revisions
proposed by the project team. Feedback from this session was incorporated into a draft guide which was
shared in March 2020 for further input/feedback from the targeted stakeholders and will be followed by
public consultation (Spring 2020) (see Rec 10)
Using a discussion paper and inviting written comments, there was broad public online consultation
related to potential criteria for use in selecting High Production Forestry sites (Winter 2020) (see Rec 15)
The Species at Risk Program Renewal team hosted Recovery Action Forums, which will have components
for both Species at Risk practitioners and the general public in late February and early March 2020 (see
Rec 18)

The specifics of completed and planned public/targeted engagement activities are detailed this report, see
Recommendations 5, 10, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 43

Theme: Ecological
Sub-Theme
Legislation
Crown Lands
Act

Recommendation
19

The Crown Lands Act should be
amended to ensure that its purpose
clause encompasses and gives equal
weight to the full range of the values
(and uses) relevant to the
management of Crown land, thereby

Completed Activities
With Government’s commitment to review the Crown Lands Act, the department commenced work in 2019 on
amendments which will help lead to a more efficient and effective Act. Legislative changes for the management
and administration of the province’s Crown lands are to be in the best interest of the public and long-term
stewardship of our natural resources.
Currently, the scope of review includes the Act’s purpose and known gaps department staff have previously
17

Planned Activities
The department plans to hire a consultant and carry out
consultation in Spring/Summer 2020.
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EGSPA

Natural
Disturbance
Regime(NDR)
Mapping and
methodology of
NDR

eliminating the statutory preference
the statement of purpose currently
found in the act gives to timber
production objectives.

identified. A jurisdictional scan was completed in relation to these issues and it is anticipated the scan will be
updated if additional issues identified in consultation are scoped into the review.

45

Goals for the implementation of the
triad model of ecological forestry
should be added to the Environmental
Goals and Sustainable Prosperity Act.

The new Sustainable Development Goals Act
(https://nslegislature.ca/sites/default/files/legc/PDFs/annual%20statutes/2019%20Fall/c026.pdf) put in place by
Nova Scotia Environment (NSE) sets ambitious new goals to fight climate change, with other goals to be set out
in regulations to continue advancing Nova Scotia’s economic, social, and environmental well being. The
Department is represented on NSE’s interdepartmental executive committee tasked with developing goals and
actions for the climate change plan that is committed to in the new Act.
While the triad is not explicitly mentioned in the new legislation, it requires that goals and initiatives must align
with a number of focus areas, including “the conservation and sustainable use of natural assets and support for
biodiversity (s. 6(f)).

7a

The Department should transparently
acknowledge and address, with peer‐
reviewed science, the concerns and
critiques that have been raised with
the Department’s mapping of natural
disturbance regimes in Nova Scotia and
align its ecosystem‐based management
framework for forestry on Crown lands
with its revised and peer‐reviewed
mapping of Nova Scotia’s natural
disturbance regimes
The Department should align its
ecosystem‐based management
framework for forestry on Crown lands
with its revised and peer‐reviewed
mapping of Nova Scotia’s natural
disturbance regimes

7b

Several steps in consultation planning were completed the Fall 2019/Winter 2020.

•

A foundational research paper on NDR agents in NS has been developed and submitted by external
experts for peer review to inform additional work that will advance the science of NDR in the province.

•

This foundational paper was submitted in February 2020 to a scientific journal for peer review (Ecological
Review) and was approved for publication on April 28, 2020. The anticipated date of publication is in
either the spring or fall 2020 editions of the journal.

•

To prepare this foundational paper, the Department gathered historical data, then digitized and mapped
the data in order to describe and validate disturbance agents (fire, insects, wind) in Nova Scotia.

To date no specific steps have been taken regarding this recommendation as further work is required on
mapping and methodology.

Forestry in
Matrix
18

Goals relating to implementing ecological forestry, in
addition to other programs and initiatives under Lands and
Forestry’s mandate that support sustainable development,
will be considered as a next step as NSE develops
regulations under the new Act. Development of
regulations and identification of goals will be determined
as NSE works with implicated departments and leads steps
to implement the new Act (Fall 2020).

The NDR Project Team will be proceeding with advancing
work on NDR, including determining additional research
that may be required. This work may, but is not limited to,
a research publication on methodology and mapping, and
application of current NDR science for management.

Results of work on natural disturbance regimes will inform
and guide ecosystem-based forestry management
practices at strategic and tactical planning levels, including
operational planning. For example, NDR can be used to
• create zones for strategic forest planning that
control development class targets, for example,
the amount of mature forest in an ecodistrict.
• During tactical planning the application of NDR to
the Ecological Land Classification will inform
spatial arrangements of forest ecosystems and
development classes.
• Incorporating NDR in strategic and tactical
planning will influence targets at the operational
level that are subsequently validated with the
Forest Ecosystem Classification.
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Amend Forest
Management
Guide

10

The Department should continue to
develop and implement its ecosystem‐
based forestry management
framework to manage forestry on
Crown land, specifically as mandated in
the Forest Management Guide. For
application to Crown lands that are
part of the intervening matrix between
protected areas and high‐production
areas, amendments should be made to
remove features that unduly favour
even‐aged silviculture in natural forests
and to strengthen the support the
framework provides for multi‐aged
silviculture prescriptions. These
amendments should be developed
with input from an advisory group with
membership from industry, technical
and academic experts, representatives
from forestry policy stakeholders, and
foresters. This advisory group should
also include representation from this
Review.

The activities completed or underway in year 1 as reported here in response to recommendation 10 are also
applicable to recommendations 3, 8, 8, 10, 11, 12, 22a, and 26a, unless otherwise noted.
To support Government commitment to ecological forestry on Crown land, the Department has focused on the
revision of the Forest Management Guide (it has been renamed the Silviculture Guide for the Ecological Matrix
or SGEM) which includes the following activities:
• Stakeholder engagement conducted to review and provide input into Forest Management Guide draft.
• FMG Project Team consisting of departmental staff, technical expert and academics visited three field sites
in Nova Scotia (Western Region – April 2019, Central Region – June and Nov 2019). Team members went to
Maine in May 2019, and to Quebec in July 2019 to look at irregular shelterwood harvests and talk with local
professionals.
• Developed a draft revised SGEM and PTA to place a greater emphasis and consideration on biodiversity:
o Draft calls for a minimum of 20% retention for all harvests, expands biodiversity criteria within PTA,
significantly reduces amount of clearcutting, and includes a new section on forest health.
o Emphasizing irregular shelterwood systems which favours multi-aged, mixed-wood species using an
uneven aged management system.
o Even-aged prescriptions eliminated in most situations by removing overstory removal, variable
retention, seed tree and traditional shelterwood harvest systems from the revised guide intended for
use in the ecological matrix. There will still be circumstances under which a clearcut (by definition)
will still occur. However, these instances will be significantly reduced. Salvage harvesting will require
a minimum level of retention.
o Includes higher levels of dispersed retention to partially address 26a – some proposed retention
levels meet or exceed 30% level. (Wildlife clumps cannot be eliminated without a change in
regulation)
• Conducted a literature review on the value of retention for biodiversity to provide science-based rationale
to support proposed retention levels with new harvesting systems. Also examined literature on silviculture,
especially irregular shelterwoods and retention silviculture.
• Targeted stakeholder consultation sessions including members from industry, technical and academic
experts, foresters and project team. This was important for gauging stakeholder reaction to the process and
soliciting advice and comments on the proposed recommendations.
• Established retention demonstration trial site at Latties Brook, Hants County to test implementation and
provide discussion points for various retention levels. This helps to understand both the potential impact
on biodiversity and implementation challenges.
To satisfy the recommendation for an Advisory Group, the team includes two external experts, one of which was
from Professor Lahey’s advisory group (Drs. Graham Forbes and Robert Seymour). In addition, the team
designed its stakeholder consultation process with three phases. Two of these phases were directly with a
targeted stakeholder group that included industry, technical and academic experts, representatives from
forestry policy stakeholders and foresters. Using the targeted stakeholder group approach also allowed for the
involvement of a larger number of stakeholders than may have been feasible in an advisory group.
Dr. Robert Seymour is an expert advisor to the project team and has been actively engaged in the development
of the draft SGEM, including developing, reviewing and supporting the version of the draft Guide provided to a
group of targeted stakeholders in February 2020. Dr. Seymour continues to play an active role and is currently
working with the project team to review all of the stakeholder feedback to date and to make revisions to the
next version of the draft Guide for public consultation later in 2020.
19

•

A draft SGEM is targeted for release for public
consultation in Spring 2020. A final version of
SGEM will be completed and released in 2020
followed by planning for implementation.

In the context of the SGEM revision, the key planned
activities for 2020-21 are as follows:
• Team is discussing options for the distribution of
retention. One option is to make wildlife clumps
larger, theoretically making them more useful to
biodiversity.
• Conduct wood supply analysis for various levels of
retention to understand the economic impacts of
increased retention levels of wood supply.
• Conduct biodiversity research trials to test efficacy
of various retention levels which is important to
understanding how biodiversity responds to
different levels and patterns of retention, likely
carried out over the next 10 years.
• Conduct forest research trials which are important
to understand the impacts of different levels and
patterns of retention on tree regeneration,
economics and implementation, likely to be
carried out over the next 10 years.
• The Department will seek advice from the newly
formed Minister’s Advisory Group in developing
revisions for the SGEM and the PTA process.
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Amend PTA
Process

Post-harvest
Retention

Planning Tools
State of the
Forest Report

11

12

5

The pre‐treatment assessment process
• The Project Team working on the Forest Management Guide (now SGEM) is also working concurrently on
under the ecosystem‐based forestry
reviewing and revising- pre-treatment assessments (PTA). The team has completed a jurisdictional review
management process should be
and agreed that a revised PTA will include new requirement for assessment of key biodiversity and forest
expanded to encompass and address
structural components, including super-canopy trees, legacy trees, cavity trees, snag trees, and mast trees.
relevant wildlife issues, and the harvest
Once retention levels are determined, the number and distribution of these legacy structures will be coded
planning process should more
into the new PTA program.
generally be designed to ensure that
wildlife issues are considered earlier in Work is underway to complete building a geospatial web application for PTA collection and reporting by the end
harvest planning and design.
of March 2020.

In deciding the percentage of post‐
harvest retention required on Crown
lands under the revised ecosystem‐
based forestry management
framework, the Department should:
a. conduct a range of wood supply
scenarios to determine the impact
that different ranges of retention
would have on wood supply in the
short, medium, and longer terms
b. conduct operational trials or other
applied research to test the
ecological and economic outcomes
of different levels of retention
under various ecosystem
conditions

The Department has conducted a literature review relating to the value of retention forestry for biodiversity.
(attached)

Whether the forests are in good, poor,
improving, or declining condition –
regionally and provincially, both from
an ecological perspective and as an
economic resource – should be the
guiding question in discussions and
decision making for forestry in Nova
Scotia. To that end:

In response to the Forest Practices Review recommendations and the associated Addendum Appendix D, State
of Nova Scotia Forest and Biodiversity Review (2017) produced by Mersey Tobeatic Research Institute,
Government committed to improving the department’s State of the Forest Report, with input from the academic
community.
The department conducted a gap analysis to identify information or data related to Canada’s Sustainable
Management Criteria (CCFM) criteria that is not available within the department and will need external sources.
The department initiated consultation planning and began working with Communications Nova Scotia to start
work on improving the report design, transforming what has been very technical report into a publicly accessible

•

•

The PTA revision will begin in 2020, after the
introduction of the revised Forest Management
Guide (now SGEM). A greater emphasis will be
placed on biodiversity features, specifically to
recognize important wildlife features at the stand
level prior to harvest planning.
Training for PTA practitioners and contractors, and
update of PTA tools such as data collection,
compilation, and summary tools are anticipated to
begin in summer/fall 2020. Some training can only
start when the PTA software is updated at the end
of October 2020.

Early work is underway to develop wood supply scenarios.

The Department is working on developing wood supply
scenarios, including assumptions around triad zoning, to
determine economic impact of different levels of
retention. Work anticipated to be complete in Spring 2020.

Have established retention demonstration trial sites in each region – western, central, and eastern to test
implementation and provide discussion points for various retention levels. This helps to understand both the
potential impact on biodiversity and implementation challenges.

Operational trials will be ongoing.
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• It is planned the CCFM criteria will be the basis of future
state of forest reporting, although provincial-specific
considerations will also be taken into account pending
the outcome of consultations. The department will seek
input from academics on recommended
experts/sources and then engage experts /sources to
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a. The State of the Forest Report
should include the kind of
comprehensive information that is
required to allow people to come
to holistic conclusions on the state
of the forests and forestry and to
put their personal observations and
opinions and those of others on the
condition of the forests into a
broad context of objective data.
b. Specifically, the State of the Forest
Report should aim for
comprehensiveness on information
that is useful in understanding and
explaining the ecological condition
of the forests, the forests as an
economic resource, and the
condition, functioning, and
prospects of all forest‐related
industries.
c. Tracking and reporting of the state
of the forests and the forestry
industry should happen at multiple
scales, including provincial,
regional, and landscape levels.
d. Nova Scotia should fully utilize
Canada’s Sustainable Management
Criteria and Indicators (2003) and
collaboratively adapt them to a
Nova Scotia context.
e. Action must be taken to improve
confidence levels in datasets about
ecosystems.
f. The metrics tracked and reported
in the State of the Forest Report
should include all those
recommended by the Mersey
Tobeatic Research Institute’s
report, “State of Nova Scotia Forest
and Biodiversity Review,” prepared
for this Review.
g. Measures should be taken to make
information on the forests and
forestry‐related industries easier to
access and to understand, including
profiling information on the most
important metrics in a smaller

and understandable source of forest information.

provide missing information or data identified in the
gap analysis.
• Commencing Spring 2020, the department will seek
input from the public, stakeholders and the Mi’kmaq to
determine how the department can make the report
and the information within it more useful and
meaningful to them. Additional consultation may be
planned as required.
• During FY 2020, the department will consider
integration of state of forest reporting with state of
biodiversity reporting and continue work with CNS on
the format for the next report. It is planned a new state
of forest report will be published by the end of FY 2020,
noting timing must take into account the need to
source new information or data. The department will
continue to update the current state of forest report as
required until a new report is in place.
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document that focuses attention
on those metrics.

Landscape Level
Planning

6

The Department should work
transparently and collaboratively with
interested parties, including
representatives from the academic
community, in making improvements
to reporting on forests and forestry,
including in the State of the Forest
Report.

Please see response above for Recommendation 5.

Please see response above for Recommendation 5.

13

The Department should work with
interested parties, including
representatives from the academic
community, to assess the work that is
underway for landscape‐level planning,
including:
a. the implications of changes to
forest practices as a result of this
Review on the objectives and
methodology for landscape‐level
planning

Landscape level planning activities are dependent on or connected to activities on other recommendations,
including those related to EA process (Rec 20), triad (Rec 4), high production forestry (Rec 15), and Forest
Management Guide (Rec 10), NDR (Rec 7), Old Growth (Rec 17) all of which have been given priority in the first
year of implementing Forest Practices review recommendations.

A project team for landscape level planning is being
established in early 2020 which will include
representatives of the academic community.

The department purchased and staff were trained on the use of Patchworks, a spatial modelling software
specifically to support landscape level planning. This software provides an important link between strategic and
tactical (landscape) level planning.

NDR mapping and modelling is necessary to set objectives
for Strategic and Landscape level forest composition – i.e.
maturity and Vegetation Community distributions. The
current mapping and targets may change as a result of the
NDR project.

b. to the extent that landscape‐level
planning will rely on mapping of
natural disturbance regimes,
aligning it with its revised and peer‐
reviewed mapping of Nova Scotia’s
natural disturbance regimes

Landscape level planning is a fundamental component of
EA Based planning. That project will help determine how
landscape planning fits and shape the methodology in the
Landscape Planning Guide.

c. reviewing the methodology and
basis for setting forest condition
targets at the landscape scale (e.g.,
what percentage of a landscape
should have old forest)
Environmental
Assessment

20

The forestry management planning
process for Crown lands should be
conducted under a legislated
environmental assessment process,
either as a Class II environmental
assessment under the Environment Act
or in a process that emulates the Class
II process under the supervision of an
independent third party (or panel)
under the authority of the Minister of
Natural Resources or the Ministers of

A landscape planning pilot project was undertaken with
Port Hawkesbury Paper to develop and test methods.
Results of this project are currently being compiled into a
report, and will lead to the next phase of planning,
including development of a Landscape Planning
Guidebook.

Government has committed to implementing this recommendation, and in its December 2018, response
indicated: “Within the next year, establish options for an independent process for environmental reviews for
proposed long term forest management licenses that includes the opportunity for public involvement”.
Lands and Forestry is working with Nova Scotia Environment to have a process in place in 2020. The departments
are considering options for a policy/legislative/regulatory framework to implement an environmental
assessment program under the Environment Act.
The Department has retained, as of April 2020, a forest management planning expert to assist in developing the
content requirements for “20-year forest stewardship plans” which is envisioned to be the submission document
for the EA Process.
22

The departments will carry out stakeholder/public
engagement and Mi’kmaq consultation, to be followed by
making the required policy and regulation changes for
completion in 2020.
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Western Crown
Land Use
Planning

Regulation
Change
Full-tree
harvesting

Riparian Zones

Natural Resources and Environment.
This process should be required before
the issuing or renewal of forest
utilization agreements. One of the
objectives of this assessment will be to
ensure that forestry on Crown land will
adhere to the principles of, and
contribute to the objectives of,
ecological forestry, as embodied in the
strengthened framework for
ecosystem‐based forestry and the
outcome based accountability to be
applicable to areas of Crown land
managed for high‐production forestry.

Government continues to postpone entering into any long-term Forest Utilization License Agreements under
the Crown Lands Act while the process is under development.

36

A land use planning process to be
conducted by an independent person
or panel should be established for the
western Crown lands.

The department held a facilitated workshop with the Western Region Stakeholder Interaction Committee
(WRSIC) on January 27, 2020. The WRSIC was established to advise the department on matters relating to the
sustainable management of all Crown forest land in the Western Region. Members on the WRSIC represent a
broad range of interests throughout Western Nova Scotia, including the Mi’kmaq, recreation, municipalities,
research, and the forestry sector.
The purpose of January’s meeting was to get the committee’s input on priority issues for implementing this
recommendation.

24

Full‐tree harvesting combined with
clearcutting (i.e., as a method of
clearcutting) should be prohibited by
regulations made under the Forests Act
on Crown and private lands, with
limited exceptions, if any, such as to
permit use in salvage operations.

Government noted in its December 2018 response that full and whole tree harvesting combined with
clearcutting are prohibited practice on Crown land and committed to formalizing this practice into policy. While
this work on implementation of the forest practices review is underway, the prohibition continues to be
reflected through provisions within timber licences and forest utilization license agreements with Crown
licensees.

The efficacy and adequacy of a 20
metre riparian zone that is only varied
on the basis of slope conditions,
currently required by the Wildlife
Habitat and Watercourse Protection
Regulations, should be independently
studied with a view to determining (a)
if it should be changed and (b) how it
should be changed to better address
the ecological rationale for riparian
buffer zones.

Initial research/jurisdictional scan completed.
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The department is in the process of developing options for
addressing this recommendation.

The final draft of a formal policy was provided to the Ministerial Advisory Committee on 2 April 2020. Whole tree
harvesting is prohibited in all situations; and full tree harvesting is prohibited in association with clearcutting. No
amendments to the Forests Act are planned at this time as results achieved through policy. (Copy of policy
available upon request)
Riparian Zones research to continue in 2020.
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Wildlife Clumps

Endangered
Species
Crown Land

26a

The “wildlife clumps” currently
required by the Wildlife Habitat and
Watercourse Protection Regulation
should be inapplicable on Crown land
subject to the amended ecosystem‐
based forestry management
framework requiring higher and more
dispersed levels of retention up to 30
per cent.

We have increased retention on all harvests using the interim retention guide which supplements the wildlife
clumps required by the regulation.

26b

The “wildlife clumps” currently
required by the Wildlife Habitat and
Watercourse Protection Regulation
should continue to apply to plantations
and other areas of high‐production
forestry on Crown land and to private
land, including industrial lands
managed under the outcomes‐based
regulatory framework recommended
below for private lands classified as
industrial lands.

The wildlife clumps still apply to all Crown and private land in the province. As we develop high production
forestry, consideration will be given to how wildlife clumps will be addressed.

26c

The “wildlife clumps” currently
required by the Wildlife Habitat and
Watercourse Protection Regulation
should be independently reviewed to
determine their efficacy and adequacy
relative to their intended purpose and
amended in accordance with the
outcome of that review.

The review of wildlife clumps will begin in 2020.

18

The Department must ensure, as an
immediate priority, that the
Endangered Species Act is fully
implemented on Crown land, including
the completion of recovery plans that
identify and make provision for
protection of core habitat for species
at risk located on Crown lands.

The Department is establishing a foundation for full implementation by transforming its species at risk program,
including refreshing its recovery teams and advancing its recovery planning activities. Improvements will support
fulfillment of requirements in the Endangered Species Act, increasing efficiency and effectiveness on both Crown
and Private land. This work is being supported by two new permanent Species at Risk biologists.
Changes include refreshing all Recovery Teams in NS; with 100% (46) species being addressed by 12 newly
appointed multi-species teams.
Draft recovery plans have been completed for all remaining species that fall under the N.S. provincial
government’s responsibility and are awaiting finalization and approval by Recovery Teams (Rams Head Lady
Slipper, Hoary Willow and Rockrose). All others approved. NS is actively working with the federal government on
reports for those species that fall under their joint responsibility.
The new Critical Habitat Policy is complete. (available upon request)
A guidance document “The Recovery of Species at Risk in Nova Scotia: Terms of Reference and Process under
the Nova Scotia Endangered Species Act” has been completed and released to all new recovery teams as they
are appointed.
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Research and policy work on “wildlife clumps” will begin in
early 2020.

The findings of the Recovery Action Forums and the review
of recovery action inventories will inform implementation
priorities on both Crown and private land.
The department plans to have all outstanding draft
recovery plans completed and all recovery plans approved
in FY 2020. For all recovery plans/strategies that older
than 5 years, the department plans to finalize recovery
action inventories and complete recovery plan reviews.
In addition, the department plans to update a number of
policy/guidance documents, including the special
management practices for Wood Turtles.
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In order to better implement priority recovery actions and identify implementation gaps, the department hosted
three regional inaugural Recovery Action Forums to engage with conservation practitioners and stakeholders,
encouraging partnerships to address recovery priorities and threats to species attended by over 200
practitioners and members of the public. Findings of the forums will be published, and the results will be used to
inform implementation priorities including departmental action, government and academic research, and to
enable 3rd party implementation of actions.
Private Land

29

Working with landowners, the
Department must, as an immediate
priority, develop and implement a plan
of action for fully and effectively
implementing the Endangered Species
Act on private lands.

In order to better implement priority recovery actions and identify implementation gaps, the department hosted
three regional inaugural Recovery Action Forums to engage with conservation practitioners and stakeholders,
encouraging partnerships to address recovery priorities and threats to species. Findings of the forums will be
published, and the results will be used to inform implementation priorities including departmental action,
government and academic research, and to enable 3rd party implementation of actions.

Old Forest
Policy
Old Forests

17

Steps should be taken to improve the
abundance and conservation of old
forests, including the following:
a. Implementation of ecological
forestry, with emphasis on long‐
rotation stand development and
multi‐aged stand structures.
b. Accelerated and improved data
collection on the existence of old
forests across all unprotected
Crown lands. This could include
improvements to the pre‐
treatment assessment process,
targeted field assessments, and
advanced applications of spatial
modelling (GIS) and data capture
technology such as LiDAR.
c. Reconsideration of the area‐
proportion targets in the Old Forest
Policy, as well as potential inclusion
of other tree species in the climax
group (e.g., red oak, red maple).
This will require a targeted
research program that, like other
Department initiatives, should
become an inclusive process with
participation of a suitable range of
scholars and experts from various
walks of life.

The Department has taken the steps described below to address recommendations 17 a-e to improve the
restoration and conservation of old growth forests in NS.

Long Rotations

Data Collection

Targets

• The revised FMG (now SGEM) will promote the establishment of long-lived multi-aged stand development in
ecological matrix. New silviculture treatments such as irregular shelterwood will lead to long(er) rotation
stand development and multi-aged structure.
• Developed new old forest/growth assessment process for use by the Department staff and industry to
provide a more efficient and effective assessment process that will help identify old forest/growth with
greater confidence.
o Eastern and Central Regions have identified more than 2000 ha of old growth over the past 18 months.
• Completed 8% old forest targets by eco-district to meet the current provincial policy commitment.
• Updated Old Forest Layer in the Provincial Landscape Viewer to promote transparency and public confidence
in our identification process, and ability to meet targets.
• Improved identification of potential old forest using GIS which is important as a first filter for selecting stands
to be ground-truthed, Winter 2020.
Reconsideration of area-proportion targets are part of the overall Old Forest Policy review and revision aspect of
this larger project. Stakeholders (L and F staff, industry, academics, ENGOs) will be asked for their input into area
target reviews. The Project team has completed five L and F staff sessions to date with Regional Services and
Renewable Resources Branches.
Targeted research on potential climax species such as red maple and black spruce is currently underway. St.
Mary’s University undergrad research project on red maple finished in April 2020, and University of New
Brunswick graduate research on black spruce to be finished in December 2020.
The Old Forest Project Team is currently in discussions with the Forest Management Guide Revision Team about
old forest restoration. At this point the combined teams have not arrived at a common understanding of what is
meant by restoration, the process required to achieve it, or specific targets.
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Planning is also underway to begin development of core
habitat definitions for select species, ensuring recovery
plans are finalized accordingly, and initiate associated legal
process for core habitat designation.
The department plans to also complete Species at Risk
Assessments and initiate updating associated regulations.
The findings of the Recovery Action Forums and the
review of recovery action inventories will inform
implementation priorities on both Crown and private land.

The Department will continue to focus on old growth
forests work, including the following planned activities for
2020-21.
Planning for implementation of the new Guide (SGEM) to
begin in 2020

• Refine Old Growth trigger in pre-treatment assessment
to help with early detection of potential old
forest/growth stands.
• Improve identification using LiDAR in Spring 2022.

Complete research to define and describe old growth
conditions for vegetation communities (including nontraditional climax species) to provide better information to
contribute to the recognition and delineation for
conservation of old stands in forest communities that
currently do not receive a lot of attention. (Undergraduate
research on red maple to be finished by April 2020, and
graduate work on black spruce to be finished by December
2020)
• Revise Old Forest Policy, including restoration targets,
old forest protection targets, and area proportion
targets which are important considerations for the
revised policy and will contribute to management and
conservation targets, Fall 2020.
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Restoration

d. Addition of old‐forest restoration
targets alongside the old‐forest
protection targets in the policy.

Silviculture
Manual

e. Development of a silvicultural
manual for old‐forest restoration.

• Revise Old Forest Policy, including restoration targets,
old forest protection targets, and area proportion
targets which are important considerations for the
revised policy and will contribute to management and
conservation targets, Fall 2020.
• Develop an old forest restoration pathway for the
Forest Management Guide (now SGEM) to promote
ecological forestry, long-rotation stand developments,
and multi-aged stand structure, Fall 2020

Strategies for
Other Values

Strategies for
Other Values

16

The Department, with Crown licensees,
must take immediate and sustained
action – including by conducting or
commissioning appropriate scientific
research, engaging interested parties
in collaborative problem‐solving
forums, and adopting precautionary
measures – to be responsive to
concerns about the potential adverse
impact of forestry on Crown lands on
the following interests:
a. Sensitive soils, particularly on
Crown lands in the western region

The Department has begun to take actions pertaining to recommendations 16 a-e to demonstrate
responsiveness to potential adverse impacts of forestry on Crown lands.

Planned activities in 2020-21 for this work are listed below.

A Nutrient Budget Model has been developed by the Department and will be used as part of the PTA process.
Specifically, the department has developed a protocol for generating Sustainable Mean Annual Increment
(SusMAI) reference tables related to harvest nutrient sustainability. The generated SusMAI reference tables are
for vegetation and soil type combinations found in four western region ecodistricts. Department staff gave a
public presentation on “Forest Soil Chemistry in Western Nova Scotia” at MTRI sponsored event.

Finish generating SusMAI reference tables for western
Nova Scotia (Summer 2020) and begin work on other
ecoregions (2021). Work with staff to integrate SusMAI
output with the revised SGEM to assist with decision
making in ecosystem-based forestry management.
Continue collecting soil and tree tissue chemistry samples
and updating the Nutrient Budget Model database.

b. Bird populations

The department is taking action on bird population values, including for the breeding season by actively
avoiding/not approving harvests where Species at Risk birds are known to be present. The department is also
conducting research to establish certain forest/bird habitat associations, as well as looking at how forest
harvesting adjacent to protected areas affects bird abundance within the protected areas.

In FY 2020, the department plans to review the results of
the of research related to bird populations to determine
next steps.

c. Tourism operations and
developmental plans

To date the department has not taken any specific steps regarding this recommendation, except on Professor
Lahey’s recommendation to include Mary Tulle as a member of the Minister’s Advisory Committee. Ms. Tulle
brings tourism experience and expertise to the Committee.

Planning will commence in FY2020.

d. Outdoor recreation activities,
including established trails

To date no specific steps have been taken regarding this recommendation.

Planning will commence in FY2020, taking into account the
four shared goals of the “Shared Strategy for Trails in NS”:
strengthening alignment, leadership and collaboration,
trail development; expanding supports for trail
development and management; improving planning for
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e. Protected Areas

With respect to the conservation zone, in September 2019, the Province announced 17 new protected areas and
the intention to designate 10 more once survey and/or consultation work is complete.
https://novascotia.ca/news/release/?id=20190930007. An 11th site was added to the proposed site list in
January 2020.
The department directs all Crown licensees that a clearcut harvest will not be approved on Crown lands within
100m of parks, nature reserves, wilderness areas or land trust conservation easements.

trails; increasing trail use.
The Province is currently consulting on 6 of the proposed
protected area sites.
https://novascotia.ca/parksandprotectedareas
Once all proposed sites totalling more than 8,000 hectares
are protected, Nova Scotia will have 12.75% protected
land. The Province has committed to protecting 13% of
Nova Scotia’s landmass.
The Department will continue to consult with NSE
regarding forestry setback distances associated with
wilderness area and nature reserves.

Theme: Economic
Sub-Theme
High Production

Recommendation
14 To ensure the productivity of
plantations and high‐production
forestry where it is conducted in
accordance with ecological forestry,
licensees on Crown land should
have access to public funding for
the use of herbicides to control
competing species and as a density
control measure within plantations.

Outcome Based
Management

High Production
Areas

Completed Activities and Outcomes
•

High Production Forestry (HPF) project has identified the use of herbicides as a tool to successfully
implement HPF.
In December 2018, Government announced that it would allow the regulated use of herbicides in areas
identified for high production forestry but would not use public fund to pay for these herbicides.

•

The Outcomes Management project team has:
• Completed a base-line review of outcomes-based systems in other jurisdictions (Maine, NB, Ontario,
Sask, BC, AB) and made site visits in NB.

15 The Department should require
areas of high‐production forestry on
Crown land, including plantations,
to be managed to achieve
outcomes such as those required
under the State of Maine’s
Outcome‐Based Forestry Policy.

•

•

Established a set of draft Principles for an outcomes based system for forest management in Nova
Scotia

•

Drafted a list of values, objectives, indicators, and targets (VOITs) for forest management planning.
The Department has begun focusing on outcome-based forestry on Crown land, including:
o Conducted field investigations/research into high production forestry (HPF) style models in
several jurisdictions (NS, NB, Sweden) to ensure a solid understanding of the tools relied upon,
to successfully implement HPF to inform inputs into a proposed HPF model for NS Crown lands.
o Developed a definition of HPF in NS context to define the parameters of what an HPF model
could look like, including key assumptions regarding tools to be used, timing and methods of
silviculture interventions, and predicted timber yields.
o Developed selection criteria to be used in identifying areas where HPF could be implemented.
Criteria helps first identify the amount of suitable area across the province which could be
considered for HPF, which can then be further refined at the landscape and operational
planning scales to determine actual sites to implement HPF.
▪ Field visits to review assumptions are in progress to further refine initial estimates and
better predict amount of available area to be considered for HPF on NS Crown land.
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Planned Activities and Outcomes
See Recommendation 15 below.

Planned next steps for the project is to move forward with
consultation on the draft values, objectives, indicators, and
targets (VOITs) for forest management planning.

Planned activities in 2020 for this work to include:
Hold in-person targeted stakeholder engagement sessions for
feedback/input on the Triad model, definition and criteria for
proposed HPF zones, and/or opportunities for improvement
in the HPF consideration process.
• Incorporate public/stakeholder feedback to further refine
HPF selection process and begin identifying potential
locations to implement HPF, in 2020.
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o

o

Crown Land

21 The Department should develop
and implement an outcomes‐based
approach to management of Crown
land under which operational
decision making on Crown land,
governed by the amended
ecosystem‐based management
framework, will be the
responsibility of licensees, subject
to the following conditions‐
precedent being satisfied:

Discussion Paper explaining key assumptions, selection criteria, etc. developed for
public/stakeholder input/feedback. It was released on February 19 for stakeholder engagement,
including aboriginal consultations; written comments were due March 31.
▪ Paper includes preliminary estimates for area expected to be classified within each of
the 3 zones of the Triad.
Developing updated growth and yield models to predict wood supply impacts to HPF.
▪ Yield curves are being updated based on findings throughout this project to predict the
wood supply impacts of a high-yielding HPF zone using intensive silviculture methods
and tools.
▪ Updated yield curves will also allow for inclusion of carbon yield estimates and an
economic analysis including predicted silviculture costs and future revenues from the
HPF zone.

In December 2018 Government committed to developing and implementing an outcomes-based approach to
forestry management of Crown land. The department has initiated this work, completing research on use of
outcomes-based systems in other jurisdictions (Maine, NB, Ontario, Sask, BC, AB) and making site visits in NB.
The department also prepared draft principles for an outcomes-based system for forest management in Nova
Scotia and a draft list of values for forest management planning.

a. The Crown Lands Act is
amended as recommended.
b. The legislated forestry
management process, with
strategic environmental
assessment conducted by an
independent third party, is
implemented.
c. Measures have been taken to
ensure full and effective
implementation of the
Endangered Species Act.
d. The Department has developed
and implemented a
comprehensive and rigorous
monitoring, oversight, and
accountability system that fully
addresses the
recommendations made by the
Auditor General in his 2015
report on his review of the
Departments activities in Forest
Management and Protection.

In the Spring/Summer 2020 the department plans to carry
out consultation on the draft principles and forest
management planning values.
The department will also design a framework of the
Outcomes Based Forest Management System (OBFMS)
(March-April 2020), which will include identifying the
different parts of the system, i.e. enabling legislation/policy,
forest management planning, monitoring, auditing, review,
etc. Designing the overall framework will demonstrate how
the OBFMS will meet the set of principles. It is planned the
system framework will be the subject of consultation in
Winter 2021.
Further activities in 2021 will include a gap analysis to
determine necessary system requirements, including the
necessary tools to support implementation.
The department recognizes the conditions precedent that
Professor Lahey recommended be addressed before
Outcomes Based Management is implemented. Work is
underway on several of these conditions’ precedent which
are noted in column three.
More details on actions and planned activities under
condition a (Crown Lands Act) can be found under
recommendation 19.; condition b,(Environmental Reviews)
can be found under recommendation 20; and condition c
(Endangered Species) can be found under recommendations
18 and 29.
With respect to condition d, (fully addressing the 2015 AG
recommendations), in response to the 2015 AG report, the
department did a comprehensive risk assessment and put a
monitoring program in place. The department will review and
make any necessary changes to its monitoring program prior
to implementing a new outcomes based forest management
system,

28
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e. The Department, licensees, and
their forestry professionals have
demonstrated that they are
committed to an approach to
forestry on Crown lands
consistent with modern
principles of ecological forestry.

Private Industrial
Lands

Silviculture
Crown Lands
Silviculture
Review

With respect to condition e, (commitment to ecological
forestry), in its response in December 2018, government
committed to implementing ecological forestry and
prioritized actions to move forward. The department is, and
will continue to, work with and involve licenses and other
stakeholders in the ongoing implementation of ecological
forestry.
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The department has initiated work on outcomes-based forestry, with the initial focus on Crown land (Rec 21).

In the near term (FY 2020) the department’s priority
continues to be to proceed initially with implementation of
recommendations that pertain to Crown land. While
generally policy changes pertaining to private forest land will
be considered when implementation of recommendations on
Crown land are more advanced, it is noted that a private land
silviculture review will commence in 2020 (Rec 30) The
silviculture review will cover both industrial and nonindustrial private.

22 The system of silviculture on Crown
lands, as part of a larger review of
silvicultural programs in Nova
Scotia, should be reviewed with a
view to improvements that ensure
its alignment with and support for
the implementation of ecosystem‐
based forestry on Crown lands,
including in the following respects:
a. Ensuring it enables a broader
range of silvicultural options to
protect and promote uneven‐
aged management, including
irregular shelterwood
harvesting.
b. Ensuring it enables silvicultural
practices that can improve the
yield obtained from high‐
production forestry, including
planting and the use of
herbicides to discourage
competing species.

To date no specific steps have been taken regarding this recommendation.

The Department plans to start a review of private and Crown
silviculture programs in 2020, including the establishment of
a project team.
The Forestry Transition Team has also provided funding of
$4.5 million for Crown silviculture programs in order to
preserve employment in the wake of the Northern Pulp
closure.
(https://novascotia.ca/news/release/?id=20200204005 )

To date, Lands & Forestry has negotiated an agreement for private silviculture with ASF which enables a
broader range of silviculture options.
These options will be built into the silviculture review.

The silviculture methods applicable to high production forestry are under consideration as part of the High
Production Forestry (HPF) project.
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Private Land
Silviculture
Review

c. Ensuring accountability for the
effectiveness of silviculture
applied to Crown lands,
including the effectiveness of
silviculture for high‐production
forestry.
d. Improving and strengthening
transparency and accountability
for management of silviculture‐
funding trust accounts.
30 The Department, in collaboration
with Registered Buyers, private
landowner groups, silviculture
contractors, and others, including
technical experts, should initiate a
review of the private land
silviculture system, to be conducted
in conjunction with the review of
silviculture programs on Crown
land. The scope of the review
should address, but not be limited
to, the following matters:

The High Production Forestry team is highlighting key growth and yield expectations and outcomes for
plantations in high production forestry areas.

To date no specific steps have been taken regarding this recommendation. However, the department is
actioning the Auditor General’s recommendations with respect to third party funding agreements.

Department staff held a meeting with a group of private landowners/managers in January 2020 to discuss
private silviculture treatments to be funded through the Transition Team funding, which included a discussion
of a broader range of options including irregular shelterwood.

The Department plans to start a review of private and Crown
silviculture programs in 2020, including the establishment of
a review team.
The Forestry Transition Team has also provided funding of
$4.5 million for private woodland silviculture programs in
order to preserve employment in the wake of the Northern
Pulp closure.
(https://novascotia.ca/news/release/?id=20200204005 )

a. The system’s alignment with the
effective implementation of the
triad model of ecological
forestry on private land,
including appropriate support
and incentives for intensive
forestry and management of
forests in accordance with the
tenets of the ecosystem‐based
framework being implemented
on Crown land.
b. Mechanisms for assisting
landowners in making informed
choices about how they want
their management of their land
to contribute to the triad model
of ecological forestry.
c. Options for ensuring that at
least basic reforestation
activities are more consistently
conducted on harvested lands,
while prioritizing silviculture on
a variety of optimization criteria
that will contribute to long‐term
forest management objectives.
30
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d. The appropriate mechanisms to
encourage a range of partial
harvesting techniques
associated with developing and
maintaining multi‐aged forests,
including irregular shelterwood
systems.
e. Updating the credit rates for the
various silviculture activities and
the range of silvicultural
activities for inclusion in the
program.
f. Public reporting, auditing, and
effectiveness monitoring.
g. The understandability of the
program.
Projects/Initiatives
Carbon Credits
32 The Department should commission
an independent study on
opportunities and options for
enabling owners of forested land to
earn and trade in carbon credits for
storing and sequestering carbon,
particularly when they manage
their lands in accordance with
ecological forestry (or ecosystem‐
based forestry management).
Carbon Trading

33 Working with the Departments of
Environment and Energy and other
relevant departments as well as
with interested stakeholders, the
Department should develop, or
oversee the development of, a
framework for maximizing the
access of Nova Scotia landowners,
including woodlot owners, to
carbon credit trading opportunities
in and beyond Nova Scotia.

NS Environment has hired a consulting firm to look at potential opportunities for carbon offsets in NS, including
forests. The Department will work with NSE pending the outcome of this work.

The Department will be working with Nova Scotia
Environment and other relevant departments to plan and
implement the Nova Scotia’s Cap and Trade Program
according to its regulatory framework shown from the link
below
https://climatechange.novascotia.ca/sites/default/files/NovaScotia-Cap-and-Trade-Regulatory-Framework.pdf

To date no specific steps have been taken regarding this recommendation.

Department Lands and Forestry will be working with
Department of Environment and other relevant departments
to plan and implement the Nova Scotia’s Cap and Trade
Program according to its regulatory framework shown from
the link below
https://climatechange.novascotia.ca/sites/default/files/NovaScotia-Cap-and-Trade-Regulatory-Framework.pdf
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Small-scale Wood
Energy

Medway
Community Forest
and Mi'kmaq
Forestry Initiative

Private Land
Triad

35 The Department and other relevant
agencies of the provincial
government, along with municipal
governments and regional
development agencies, should work
together with project developers to
support and enable small‐scale
wood‐energy projects that will
allow low quality wood to be used
in heating hospitals, schools,
government office buildings,
correctional facilities, and other
public buildings.

The Small Scale Wood Energy initiative is a multi-year partnership to demonstrate efficient, low carbon,
renewable heating solutions for medium to large scale public buildings utilizing wood chips, and to serve as a
model for private businesses. It is an economically viable wood heating model for commercial buildings in Nova
Scotia. Lead by Lands and Forestry, this initiative involves liaising with multiple provincial departments, federal
and municipal governments, schools, regional organizations, and industry stakeholders. This project is also part
of the Government’s forestry sector transition work.
The design, construction and operation of new, efficient wood chip heating systems that use wood chips from
private woodlots or sawmill residues will be completed for six public buildings. Suitability of the initial six
potential public facilities for construction of the external structure housing the wood chip boiler systems was
confirmed by performing Geotech site assessments in the Fall 2020. After a successful Request for Statements
of Qualifications (RFSQ) process in the Fall 2020, the prequalified bidders were selected and contacted. A
Request for Proposal (RFP) for the six initial sites was open from January 31 – March 5, 2020 and, at the request
of proponents, extended to April 3.

The wood heat systems at the initial six sites are expected to
be operating by the end of Fall 2020, in time for the high
demand heating season; additional sites will be assessed and
added in the future (planned FY 2020 through FY 2021).

37 The community forest should be
given a licence with a term and for
an area of Crown land that will
provide the community forest the
opportunity to be viable and self‐
sustaining. The Mi’kmaq Forestry
Initiative should proceed as quickly
as possible.

Community Forest
As with other Crown land licensees, the community forest’s existing agreement was initially extended for one
year to allow time for the implementation of forest practice review recommendations germane to the
negotiation of a long-term agreement (e.g. Environmental Assessment (EA) process (Rec 20) and Western
Crown Land Use planning (Rec 36). A further extension of the existing agreement to March 2023 has recently
been completed.
Since the pilot commenced in January 2015, government has provided operational funding to the community
forest of $486,800.
In addition, the community forest and the department continue to meet to discuss the negotiation, the evolving
policy context and what could be done to further their mutual interests, including activities undertaken in
support of five jointly agreed upon provincial learning objectives: landscape planning, other forest products,
species at risk, matrix forest management, and eco-tourism.
Mi’kmaq Forestry Initiative
Government and the Mi’kmaq of Nova Scotia launched the Mi’kmaq Forestry Initiative (MFI) on March 15,
2019. MFI is a three-year forestry pilot project that is intended to form the basis of a long-term
agreement. The Mi’kmaq have begun management planning and intend to apply Mi’kmaq stewardship
principles that will provide an example how forestry can be conducted in the ecological forestry zone (matrix) of
the triad. The MFI gives the Mi’kmaq forest planning and management responsibility on two blocks of Crown
totalling about 20,000 hectares. The province has committed $600,000 to the initiative over the three years.
The Mi’kmaq have secured $873,600 from the Government of Canada to support forest planning for the
initiative. Copies of the MFI agreement can be made available on request.

Community Forest
The department will continue to work with the community
forest to identify activities supporting the five learning
objectives. The department will also seek input from the
community forest regarding operational planning, harvest
projections, and other relevant information to support an
analysis about how additional land would impact their
financial projections and activities. Current land allocation is
approximately 15,000 hectares.

In its December 2018 response to the Lahey Report, the Department committed to working with private
landowner organizations to encourage adoption of Professor Lahey’s recommendations, particularly with
respect to implementing ecological forestry through a triad model. However, its immediate priority is to
proceed with implementation of recommendations that pertain to Crown land. Policy changes pertaining
to private forest land will be considered when implementation of recommendations on Crown land are
more advanced.

Promote the triad model of ecological forestry to private
landowners through the continuation of the Outreach
Renewal initiative, Spring/Summer 2020. Opportunities for
promotion will be leveraged through the annual Woodlands
Conferences (one per region) and the private land
Mentorship program (six workshops, two per region:
collaborators are Lands and Forestry, MTRI and FNSWO)

27 The objective of provincial forestry
policy in relation to private lands
should be to achieve widespread
participation in ecological forestry –
and the associated forestry
practices – by the owners of
privately owned forests, recognizing
that landowners can participate in

32

The department will continue to explore emerging funding,
education and policy opportunities to advance the Wood
Heat initiative in Nova Scotia, including larger scale clustered
and district heat options with communities, municipalities,
and federal assets.

Mi’kmaq Forestry Initiative
The department will continue to work with the Mi’kmaq to
implement the MFI, including providing support for
management planning, silviculture, harvest planning, and a
strategy for non-timber forest products.
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any of the three branches of the
triad, or in a combination of them,
by:
a. adding some or all of their
forested land to the land that is
privately conserved in Nova
Scotia under the Conservation
Easements Act.
b. managing their forested land in
accordance with the
stewardship principles – and
associated forestry practices,
such as partial harvesting – that
would apply to lands that
are part of the ecological matrix
in which a balance between
conservation and harvesting
objectives is expected to prevail.
c. managing their forested land in
accordance with the forestry
practices used to conduct high‐
production forestry, adhering to
the limits and constraints on
clearcutting that apply even in
the high‐production branch of
the triad in an ecological
forestry paradigm.
Strategy for
Participation in
Triad

Demonstrate Triad
on Crown Land

31 A comprehensive, multi‐faceted
and integrated strategy should be
developed for encouraging and
enabling private landowners,
including woodlot owners, to
engage in forestry management in
accordance with the triad model of
ecological forestry, to include
a. accentuated efforts by the
Department to model ecological
forestry practices for private
landowners – and those who
buy wood from them – by
making its ecosystem‐based
management system more
restrictive of clearcutting and

The activities completed or underway in year 1, as reported here in response to recommendation 31, are also
applicable to recommendation 27.

The Department of Lands and Forestry is committed to modelling ecological forestry practices to private
landowners; particularly once the revised SGEM is issued and applied to Crown land.

The Department continues to consult with the woodlot
owner membership-based organizations to develop forest
management plans that incorporate sustainable forest
practices.
Criteria will be developed to monitor the level of
implementation of these practices on private land and assess
the outcomes.

33
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Woodlot
Organizations

Management
Tools for Private
Woodlot Owners

Financing for New
Woodlot Owners

Association for
Sustainable
Forestry

Diversifying
Markets

more enabling of multi‐aged
management, in line with the
recommendations of this
Review, any by more generally
moving clearly to develop and
effectively implement the triad
model of ecological forestry on
Crown land.
b. continued support for the
efforts of woodlot owner
membership‐based
organizations, including
regionally based woodlot
service organizations, to
support and promote
responsible forestry
management among their
members. The condition and
accountability for this support
should be demonstrated
organizational commitment to a
triad model of ecological
forestry.
c. actions to ensure private
landowners have better access
to the tools, information, and
assistance needed to engage in
effective and responsible forest
management.
d. consideration of the feasibility
and utility of a financing
program for those who want to
buy woodlots to manage them
in accordance with the triad
model of ecological forestry.
e. identification of options for
making greater use and
achieving higher value for
private landowners from the
credibility and capabilities of the
Association for Sustainable
Forestry.

f.

concerted work on growing and
diversifying markets for a

Reporting criteria will be developed that reflects the
ecological values utilized in management plans, outcomes
and practices on private land.

The Department completed a 5-year review of the Service Area agreements with woodlot owner membershipbased organizations. The Department also consulted with these organizations on criteria to adopt that reflects
the ecological and biodiversity objectives and the Triad Model approach, as outlined in the Forestry
Recommendations Report.

The Department has initiated the outreach program renewal and is working to align outreach programs with
ecological forestry objectives. Current contracts with Private landowners are being reviewed and ecological and
biodiversity-based measures and targets have been developed for inclusion in 2021/22 contracts.
The Forest Biodiversity Stewardship Guide developed by the department is popular with woodlot owners and
we continue to provide it on demand. The department has had two print runs of the Guide which has resulted
in 5000 copies being printed to share with private landowners.
To date no specific steps have been taken regarding this recommendation.

Nova Scotia Government created a forestry transition team in January 2020 to provide supports and services for
the forestry sector and workers affected by the closure of the Northern Pulp mill.
https://novascotia.ca/news/release/?id=20200103002

The Forestry Transition Team is working to identify both short
and longer-term and innovative approaches for Nova Scotia
forestry industry while ensuring an ecologically sustainable
and globally competitive forestry sector for the province.

Through the recommendations of the Forestry Transition Team, the Province has recently invested $3.5 million
to the Association for Sustainable Forestry and $1 million to Forest Nova Scotia to support silviculture and
roadwork on private lands.
https://novascotia.ca/news/release/?id=20200204005
Nova Scotia Government created a Forestry Transition Team in January 2020 to provide supports and services
for the forestry sector and workers affected by the closure of the Northern Pulp mill.
34

The department will continue to work with organizations
such as Nova Scotia Innovation Hub, FP Innovations and
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broader range of forest
products, including local
markets.

Crown/Private
Harvest in
Western Region

34 The Department should be aware of
the percentages of wood acquired
in the western region from Crown
and private lands to ensure that
western Crown lands, including the
part of them under licence to
WestFor, are managed in
accordance with the stated purpose
of the Forests Act: to encourage the
development and management of
private forest lands as the primary
source of timber in Nova Scotia.

Atlantic Woodworks, on innovation and research.
The department is working with several organizations regarding innovation and research including providing
financial support to the Nova Scotia Innovation Hub. Innovations being explored include potential wood
(including residuals) use to replace salt in road/trail treatments, biofuels, heating greenhouses, and pellet
production.
The department monitors wood supply in the western region on an annual basis and meets regularly through
the year with Westfor to discuss Crown land operations and the state of wood supply to shareholder mills.
Department data confirms that the primary source of wood in all regions is from private land and that on
average for the three years 2016 -2018 the annual percentages of wood acquired in the western region were
30% from Crown and 70% from private (including 3% of which was industrial private).
General information about wood harvested is reported in the annual Registered Buyer reports published on the
department’s website, https://novascotia.ca/natr/forestry/registry/.
In the annual reports, all of the individual data, by county, by tenure class, and by species group is presented,
and selected information is presented in table and/or graph format. Some of the information is reported on a
provincial basis, and not on a regional basis.

The department plans to continue to monitor wood supply in
the western region.

Theme: Organizational
Sub-Theme
Science

Recommendation
39 The Department must dramatically
increase its reliance on science and its
role in conducting, enabling, and
applying the scientific research that is
needed to move Nova Scotia in the
direction of ecological forestry with
healthy forests and thriving forestry‐
based industries. Within reasonable
limits, the instinctive approach of the
department in the face of scientific
uncertainty should be to enable its
own excellent scientists to undertake
the necessary research or to work
with the broader scientific community
to address or understand that
uncertainty.

Completed Activities and Outcomes
In its December 2018 response, government committed to increasing the use of academic partnerships, peerreview, and external scientific expertise in research and program development.
This approach is reflected in the department’s ongoing work and has been enhanced over the last year. For
example, the inclusion of subject matter experts in the various projects initiated to implement
recommendations from the Forest Practices Review.
Further, the department has been actively involved leading a number of research projects on various topics
including site productivity, tree improvement, old forest, ecosystems, bioenergy modelling, and resource
analysis related to carbon and climate change. This work includes partnerships with universities and other
organizations.

Planned Activities and Outcomes
Working with recommendations from the Forest Biodiversity
Science Advisory Committee and the Forest Practices Review,
the department is developing a research strategy which will
articulate its approach to cooperating with its partners to
expand knowledge, influence and involvement and gain a
greater understanding of our forest ecosystems and the
impacts human intervention has on them (Spring 2020).
Major areas of interest include: Ecosystems Management and
Landscape Planning; Carbon Management and Climate
Change Adaptation; Biodiversity, Populations and Habitats;
Protecting Species at Risk; Forest Operations Management;
Market and Product Development; Promoting Social
Development.
FY 2020 the department will initiate/ continue a number of
research projects, for example:
• In partnership with University of New Brunswick, Industry
Partners, Canadian Wood Fiber Center, Province of New
Brunswick, develop an advanced understanding of the

35
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•

•

•
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effects of climate change on our Acadian Forests and
understanding how our forests species may adapt.
Working with Dr. Graham Forbes, University of New
Brunswick, research on the age and structural
characteristics of Maritime Boreal ecotypes and
edaphically limited site old growth forests in Nova Scotia
In cooperation with Dalhousie University and Nova Scotia
Salmon Association, this multi-year project will research
the effects of liming upland forest catchments areas as
part of forest soil and stream restoration research and
will involve focused soil and plant tissue chemistry
responses. Plots will be set up for long-term monitoring
In the summer of 2016, the New England Governors and
Eastern Canadian Premiers (NEG/ECP) signed Resolution
40-3 agreeing that ecological connectivity was an
important part of climate change adaptation and
convened a working group to create an implementation
plan on how to advance this work. Central to the
resolution is that “maintaining and restoring ecological
connectivity is an important strategy for boosting the
resilience of the region's native ecosystems and
biodiversity, as well as its economy and human
communities. Connected habitats provide the natural
pathways necessary for fish, wildlife, and plants to move
to meet their life needs and to find suitable habitat as
climate conditions change. The Department, along with
the Department of Environment, is currently working with
Dr. Karen Beazley, Dalhousie University to document the
state of forest and habitat connectedness using structural
connectivity indicators.

•

Working with North Carolina State University, UNB,
Province of New Brunswick, Industry partners and The
Canadian Wood Fiber Center on advancing our tree
improvement programs. We have been able to identify
keys traits and develop tree breeding programs to
produce superior seedlings for re-forestation

•

In cooperation with Dr. Elena Ponomarenko, University of
Ottawa, determining natural disturbance history of forest
stands in Nova Scotia using ecosystem archaeology

•

Partnering with the Clean Annapolis River Project to
process, compile and present results of daily monitoring
of chimney swifts at roosting sites in Bridgetown

•

Using results from 2017 and 2018 mainland moose
survey, carry out landscape planning for mainland moose,
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examining occurrence of moose in relation to white tailed
deer and land use /land cover

37

•

Initiate project to use 30+ years of woodcock survey data
and Forest Resource Inventory to assess how forest and
land use changes have affected probability of woodcock
occurrence (Woodcock Landscape Model)

•

Preparation of report and paper for publication for
Canada Lynx study 2013-2015

•

Continue research related to Ecosystem Response to
Land-Use and Climate Change

•

Working with Atlantic Canada Conservation Data Center,
comprehensively describe and rank the conservation
status of Nova Scotia forest ecosystems contributing to
our understanding of provincial forest ecosystem rarity,
threats, and trends (Forest Ecosystem Status Ranking)

•

Initiate a graduate level study for a Forested Wetland
Hydrology Project to analyse hydrology data in shrub and
forested wetlands collected 2014-2017

•

Work with Jake Walker, Acadia University for analysis and
publication preparation of data collected to assess the
distribution, composition, and abundance of songbirds in
forest and harvested areas within and adjacent to
Wilderness Areas

•

Publish field studies conducted 2014-2016 and increasing
sample size of 2017 study re: Using Bird Communities to
Assess the Ecological Integrity of Forested Wetlands and
adjacent upland sites

•

For American Marten, prepare report on results of
camera placement Feb / March 2018 and
recommendations for fall / winter 2018 / 2019

•

Working with Dr. Don Stewart and Brittini Scott (MSc.),
Acadia University, complete Mainland Moose genetic
analysis and write-up of genetic study to estimate the
effective population size, undertake a genetic structure
analysis, estimate gene flow to and from different
regions, and look for evidence of bottlenecking in
mainland moose

•

Initiation into distribution of American Marten in
Southwest Nova Scotia using trail cameras in winter.
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Innovation and
Research

Adaptive
Management

Forest
Professionals

40 The department should more
aggressively encourage and support
research and innovation by Nova
Scotia’s forestry sector, including
partnering with the sector on its
research endeavours, to improve how
forestry is managed and practised in
Nova Scotia within an ecological
forestry paradigm. This should include
true support for experimentation by
the community forest and support for
research on innovation opportunities
for woodlot owners.

41 The department should work with
industry, landowners, researchers,
and other stakeholders to make data
and technology systems, including
LiDAR, available for the purposes of
research and innovation such as
virtual markets, planning templates
for private landowners, better
management of the forest products
supply chain, and improved and more
cost‐effective conservation measures
and activities.
42 The department should formally and
systematically adopt an adaptive
management framework for directing
its own and Nova Scotia’s transition to
the triad model of ecological forestry.
43 An overall strategy for attracting and
retaining forestry professionals to
Nova Scotia and for attending to their
professional development – including
in the mechanics, principles, and
science of ecological forestry and of

The department is working with several organizations regarding innovation and research:
• advice and financial support to the Nova Scotia Innovation Hub by working on several projects.
Innovations being explored include potential wood (including residuals) use to replace salt in road/trail
treatments, biofuels, heating greenhouses, and pellet production
• seeking opportunities to support adoption of best practices within the sector by collaborating with FP
Innovations and exploring funding opportunities with Natural Resources Canada, Investments in Forest
Industry Transformation (IFIT) program
• Atlantic Woodworks to promote the use of wood as a climate friendly building solution in such projects
as mass timber. The department is strongly supporting building with mass timber products and wood
construction in buildings up to 12 stories
• championing efforts to create a Province of NS “wood charter,” including procurement guidelines
requiring wood use and climate impact in building designs and materials
• Actively networking with industry and trade groups, putting organizations like Nova Scotia Business Inc
(NSBI), Verschuren Centre, Innovacorp in touch with both domestic and foreign companies looking to
adopt or bring new investment and technologies to NS
• increasing collaboration and outreach to other research organizations, including joining the Atlantic
Forest Research Collaboration (AFRC). Housed at University of New Brunswick, the AFRC is a not-forprofit, science-based, consensus-driven organization with members from the academic, Indigenous,
government, industry, small business, and conservationist communities; it helps Canadian forest
managers and stewards find knowledge-based solutions to today’s forest management challenges,
supporting the provision of objective and scientifically-sound advice and information
• Specific examples of research projects are listed above in Recommendation 39.
For specific information related to the community forest, see Recommendation 37 above.
LiDAR has been flown across 88% of Nova Scotia. Approximately 12% of the province remains to be flown or
has not met our specifications and must be re-flown. Depending on the results of the quality control review,
additional area may be added.
Approximately 35% of the province has been delivered to the Provincial government by the vendor for quality
control review. The province has reviewed all data provided and has identified deficiencies. We are awaiting
corrections. LiDAR data for around 13% of the province is currently available online through the Elevation
Explorer (https://nsgi.novascotia.ca/datalocator/elevation/). Additional data will be uploaded once it passes
quality control review.

The department will continue the work listed above with the
industry, trade groups and the several organizations to foster
research and innovation in the forestry sector. See also
Recommendation 39.
For specific information related to the community forest, see
Recommendation 37 above.

LiDAR will be flown across the remaining portions of the
province in 2020. Work with UNB researchers is continued to
create Enhanced Forest Inventory (EFR) from LiDAR data.
The department will continue to perform quality control
reviews of the data as it comes back from the vendor and will
update the online data as quality control reviews are
completed.

To date, government has invested $3.65M in LiDar.

The department is committed using adaptive management in its forest management practices.

Develop and integrate a formal adaptive management
framework to support implementation of the triad model
(timing TBD).

The department will be addressing issues related to this recommendation, with planning underway for FY 2020

In FY 2020, the department plans to
• continue liaising with LAE, including related to labour
mobility issues
• complete the right to practice jurisdictional review

Initial steps related to forest professionals have been taken. In September 2019 the department began work to
look at Professional Reliance and right-to-practice legislation as one option to support the implementation of
ecological forestry within an outcomes-based forest management model. Liaising with Department of Labour
and Advanced Education, a jurisdictional review, and development of an options paper have commenced.
38
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Education and
Training

Human Resources
Strategy

Right to Practice
Legislation

Other

•

the department’s ecosystem‐based
forestry framework – should be
developed and implemented.
Elements to be considered should
include:
a. Education and training on
ecosystem‐based forestry and the
social and communicative
dimensions of forestry and its
relation to society.

•

stakeholder engagement, including with professional
associations
finalize options paper including analysis of public benefits
and risks of self-regulation and due diligence to the
corporate “Self-regulated Professions Policy (3.10 in
Management Guide 100) and alternatives to right to
practice

b. a sector‐wide human resources
strategy for forestry professionals,
with attention to the profession’s
generational and gender diversity.
c. right‐to‐practice legislation for
forestry professionals on a
legislative model that (i) applies to
registered foresters and forestry
technicians, (ii) recognizes and
protects the competency of
forestry technicians to play an
independent role in providing
professional advice on forestry
matters, (iii) authorizes broad
delegation of authority to well‐
trained paraprofessionals and
non-professionals, and (iv)
provides for and encourages
associate membership in the
professional body by those in
other disciplines or professions
that play an important role in
forestry.
23 The department should either: A.
through an open and transparent
process, conduct a study of the costs
to the forest industry, including the
transition costs, and of the socio‐
economic and ecological costs and
benefits of accepting and
implementing the recommendations
of this Review and a study of the
socio‐economic and ecological costs
and benefits of current forest
practices (i.e., the status quo),
particularly on Crown land; OR, B.

With the release of its response in December 2018, Government announced its decision made to move forward
with Option B and dedicate resources to review and implement the recommendations provided.

39

The department will continue its review and implementation
activities as described in this report.
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dedicate the resources required to
complete these studies to the
implementation of the
recommendations contained in this
report, including by identifying,
designing, and testing options for
making the change to ecological
forestry that is right for Nova Scotia.
Transparency
Accountability

44 Establish an independent committee
of technical experts, including
members of the Review team, to
annually evaluate and publicly report
on the progress of the department in
implementing these
recommendations and otherwise
embracing and achieving an ecological
model of forestry management in
Nova Scotia.

At the Department’s request Professor Lahey has agreed to lead an evaluation of the Province’s
implementation efforts and put in place a team of experts to advise him.
The evaluation was to have two components: 1) A one-year assessment of the Province’s progress; 2) A longerterm framework to guide the preparation of on-going evaluations to assess progress towards achieving the
ecological model of forestry management in Nova Scotia as envisioned in the Review.

40

Both reports will be provided in 2020.
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Appendix “A” - Project Objectives
• A Revised Forest Management Guide and Pre-Treatment Assessment Process
1. Manage our natural resources for public benefit; and to give priority to ecosystems and biodiversity in the conservation and sustainable use of our natural resources
2. To respond to specific recommendations in the Forest Practices Review; specifically, 3, 10, 11, 22a, 26a
•

Old Forest Policy
1. Accelerate old forest assessments and complete 8% targets for each ecodistrict
2. Improving the identification of potential old forest using Geographic Information System [GIS] spatial modeling, including Light Detection and Ranging [LiDAR].
3. Further refine the old growth trigger in Pre-Treatment Assessment [PTA].
4. Release an updated Old Forest Layer (GIS Layer on Provincial Landscape Viewer) and status report
5. Develop and maintain an GIS layer of forest stands that have been evaluated with the old forest scoring system that is available to the public
6. Re-examine area-proportion targets and add restoration targets in the Old Forest Policy.
7. Complete research to describe and define old growth conditions for vegetation communities (including role of non-traditional climax species like red maple, red oak, black spruce).
8. Develop an old forest restoration pathway for the provincial forest management guide.
9. Develop public communication products for the Old Forest Policy.
10. Make recommendations on training needs and timing.
11. Revise Old Forest Policy.

•

Natural Disturbance Regimes
1. Manage our natural resources for public benefit; and to give priority to ecosystems and biodiversity in the conservation and sustainable use of our natural resources
2. To respond to specific recommendations in the Forest Practices Review; specifically review recommendation 7.

•

Outcomes-Based Forest Management
1. To develop a framework for Outcomes Based Forestry that is adapted specifically to Nova Scotia with a focus on managing natural resources for public benefit; and to give priority to ecosystems and biodiversity in the
conservation and sustainable use of our natural resources
2. To respond all or portions of recommendations in the Forest Practices Review; specifically, recommendations 21, 30, 31, 42 & 43.

•

Reporting on the State of the Forest
1. Respond to specific recommendations from Lahey Report (5 a- g, 6) - identify the gaps in the current report
2. Improve the State of the Forest Report by making it more accessible for the general public (symbology could be used) while maintaining the integrity of the data;
3. To be used as a guide for decisions being made on the stewardship of the forest in the future - key linkage to other projects

•

Species at Risk Program Renewal
1. Establish and/or update priority policy and procedures that govern the implementation of the Endangered Species Act to form a Species at Risk Policy Manual.
2. Recovery Plans: Complete outstanding Provincial Recovery Plans for species solely listed in Nova Scotia (and are not listed under SARA). In some cases, Updated Status Reports will need to be prepared as part of this process.
3. Recovery Action: Organize and convene the first Recovery Action Forums in 2019.

•

High-Production Forestry
1. To respond to all or portions of recommendations in the Forest Practices Review related to the High Production (Intensive) leg of the Triad model, specifically, recommendations #4, 9e, 14, 15, 22b, 22c & 27c
2. Develop methods/procedures for identifying, ranking and selecting sites to be considered as candidates for High Production forest management

•

Small Scale Wood Energy Initiative
1. Create a new market for lower grade wood fibre from Nova Scotia with a focus on small private woodlands for heating public buildings.
2. Substitute fuel oil imports with local renewable fuels and decrease GHG.
3. Support sustainable forest management and strengthen the provincial wood supply chain, especially for private woodlot owners.
4. Long-term reliable and stable heating costs for public buildings.

41
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•

Environmental Assessments
1. To develop a proposed regulatory framework, for government’s consideration, to review Crown land forest management plans by applicable Crown forest agreement holders (i.e. FULAs) under an Environmental Assessment (EA)
Process. The regulatory framework needs to be completed in 2020 before negotiations begin for new or the extension of existing FULAs, and needs to address the following elements as recommended in the Independent Review
of Forest Practices in Nova Scotia report by Bill Lahey:
▪ The process must be legislated
▪ It must include an independent third party or panel
▪ the process must provide the public a meaningful opportunity for input

42
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1.0. SUMMARY
Following the Lahey report of 2018, the Department of Lands and Forestry was tasked with

3

implementing a new approach to forest management on Provincial lands in Nova Scotia using the Triad

4

model proposed by Seymour and Hunter (1992). The Silviculture Guide for the Ecological Matrix is part

5

of the Department’s response to this mandate. The goal of the Guide is to shift silvicultural practice in

6

what is now called the Ecological Matrix on Provincial forestland away from a primarily commodity-

7

production focus to ecological forestry. For the purpose of this work, the Department defined ecological

8

forestry as “management of the forest based on maintaining or restoring the ecological functions in an

9

ecosystem in which biodiversity is one of the most important considerations” (p. 168). Specifically,

10

“biodiversity priorities and timber objectives are both applicable and combined” (title page).

11

Preparation of the Guide required description of underlying principles, conceptualization of

12

silvicultural systems (series of treatments), and specification of individual treatments for the broad

13

range of forest groups and site types in the Province. The document is highly complex with multiple

14

cross references between sections. The authors are to be commended for compiling this information

15

and for both delving into fundamentals and developing myriad prescriptions in the form of decision keys

16

and sub-keys. Nevertheless, there are a number of inconsistencies and technical errors in the Guide

17

that require resolution before it can be applied. These are described to the best of my ability in this

18

review, but I suggest that someone test the decision keys for each forest group with existing stand or

19

other inventory data to ensure they function as intended and reach logical outcomes.

20

Furthermore, some important concepts related to successful application of ecological forestry

21

are not covered in the Guide, e.g., the need to distinguish between retention and reserve trees in multi-

22

aged stands, the role of gaps for release of advance regeneration in irregular shelterwood systems, and

23

the importance of adjusting removal percentage as needed to avoid premature liquidation of growing

24

stock. In addition, while the decision keys are an acceptable means of prescribing one-time treatments

25

in even-aged stands, they are a poor fit for structurally complex and spatially variable stands where an

26

irregular shelterwood sequence was previously initiated. For this reason, it is not clear that they are

27

useful after the first treatment of a multi-aged silvicultural system. Also, the highly prescriptive nature of

28

the keys and similarity in treatments across different forest groups represent a lost opportunity to

29

manage the forest in a manner that reflects the natural variability they presume to emulate. For these

30

reasons, the keys as presented seem a poor fit for ecological forestry as envisioned in the Province.

31

Finally, terminology used in the Guide equates silviculture with harvesting in a manner that

32

suggests a timber production mindset rather than a shift of focus to structure and function of residual
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33

stands. Furthermore, while some recommended silvicultural systems seem well-suited to ecological

34

forestry, others are similar to those deemed “traditional” and “not recommended” in the Guide. In

35

particular, ecological justification is not well articulated for “salvage with retention” (80% removal

36

where damage from disturbance exceeds 25%) or for some applications of “low-retention irregular

37

shelterwood” (80% removal where stocking of long-lived intermediate-tolerant species is low). It is

38

unclear whether applying these treatments in all instances for which they are recommended will

39

represent a meaningful advance toward achieving an ecological forestry paradigm.

40

I recommend major revisions to the Guide in light of the concerns summarized here and

41

articulated in detail on the following pages. If applied as written, it seems unlikely that outcomes will

42

consistently align with the objective of creating a multi-aged forest in which biodiversity maintenance

43

and timber production are well integrated and mutually achieved. I am aware that major revision is not

44

a welcome task at this late stage, but hope the detailed comments provided in this review will facilitate

45

that work.
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46
47

2.0. APPROACH TO REVIEW
The Guide is presented in four primary sections: Background, Inventory Requirements (aka Pre-

48

Treatment Assessment, PTA), Silviculture Prescriptions, and keys in which PTA data are input and

49

decision pathways followed. The keys bring the user to a specific treatment (e.g. commercial thinning,

50

selection cutting, irregular shelterwood) based on composition, stocking, tree size, windthrow hazard,

51

presence or absence of regeneration, etc. These keys are the mechanism by which the management

52

objectives (i.e., biodiversity and timber) are achieved. They draw upon silviculture treatment

53

descriptions presented in the Silviculture Prescriptions section. The success of ecological forestry as a

54

management paradigm in the ecological matrix rests fully upon the effectiveness of the keys in bringing

55

users to suitable treatments. This success depends on 1. Whether the silvicultural prescriptions are

56

correctly interpreted and presented in the Guide and 2. Whether the decision pathways in the keys

57

bring the user to an appropriate treatment.

58

For these reasons, I approached this review in three parts. First, I reviewed the silvicultural

59

prescriptions with regard to consistency with foundational knowledge, known definitions, and potential

60

to achieve desired outcomes with regard to both biodiversity and timber outcomes. Second, I evaluated

61

the decision keys for each forest type. The fact that PTA data from Nova Scotia were not used in my

62

assessment means that my review sometimes resulted in questions for further clarification rather than a

63

definitive conclusion about the merits of a specific key. Finally, I undertook a line-by-line review of the

64

entire document and listed questions and concerns for consideration by the Department of Lands and

65

Forestry in further revision. This list includes both minor corrections and substantive concerns about

66

content.

67

The review is lengthy and includes comments of both an overarching nature and specific

68

technical details. Highlights are presented in the Summary and topics of particular concern are

69

designated in the text by asterisks (**) to help the reader identify important issues.
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70

3.0. REVIEW: SILVICULTURAL PRESCRIPTIONS

71

3.1. Silviculture: Terminology

72

Key Points

73

•

74

Some of the terminology in the Guide is used in a manner that is inconsistent with long-standing
definitions. This has the potential to cause confusion.

75
76
77

Explanation
Proper use of silvicultural terminology is important to ensure that users understand the intent of

78

prescriptions and technical aspects of their application. The following terms are used in the Guide in a

79

manner that is inconsistent with either textbooks or the foundations of silvicultural practice:

80

All-aged stand (p. 27): defined as 4 or more cohorts in the Guide. See comments below re: multi-aged

81
82

vs. all-aged. This distinction is not necessary.
Harvest, harvest system, harvesting practices:

83

Selection harvest system (p. 27 and elsewhere): the term harvesting (taking wood from the

84

forest for use) should be avoided unless discussing the operational aspects of a prescription

85

(which are outside the scope of this Guide, i.e., whole-tree or stem-only harvest, harvesting

86

equipment etc.). Appropriate terminology is selection system. See usage by Nyland and others.

87

Seed tree harvest (p. 27): as above, this is a silvicultural treatment and the emphasis on harvest

88

is misplaced. I suggest seed tree method.

89

Multi-aged harvesting practices (p. 28): as above, this should be multi-aged silvicultural systems.

90

**A shift in terminology from “harvest practices” to “silvicultural systems” is not only consistent with

91

generally recognized usage but supports the shift in management paradigm from timber production to

92

management for multi-aged structures. Silviculture is about what one creates in the forest, not what

93

one harvests.

94

Traditional shelterwood (p. 27 and elsewhere, especially p. 30): this is unclear, and is not a silvicultural

95

term. I believe that uniform or regular shelterwood is meant here (see Raymond et al.). In

96

addition, uniform shelterwood (specifically: what I would call overstory removal or one-cut

97

shelterwood) with retention (a practice that the Guide states is not prescribed for the ecological

98

matrix, p. 37) is the same as low-retention continuous cover irregular shelterwood (ISW). I am

99

concerned that the desire to emphasize “out with the old and in with the new” has added

100

confusion by failing to equate these practices. Furthermore, the use of this terminology implies

101

(or explicitly states) that “traditional” silvicultural practice will not occur in the ecological matrix.
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102

ISW is defined as distinct from “traditional shelterwood” on p. 30. In fact, if traditional means

103

“has been around for a long time,” treatments in the Guide are variants of those described in

104

European texts since the 1800s.

105

Group selection as “appropriate when a stand is patchy, with trees that are not seed-bearing age, that

106

have not reached their full economic potential in one area, while in other areas, patches of

107

senescent or low-quality trees occur” (p. 29): this description of areas where group selection

108

(GSC) should be applied sounds like the situation in which ISW is ideal. Clarification of the

109

differences between these practices that does not rely on the arbitrary 3- or 4-cohort rule is

110

needed.

111

Harvest (p. 28, under first photo and elsewhere): consider using the word entry instead.

112

Partially live snag trees (p. 28): inconsistent with common definition of a snag as a dead tree (the latter

113
114

definition is used on p. 170).
Leave strips (p. 28 two lines above Figure 4 and elsewhere): by convention, a leave strip is an

115

unharvested strip of forest retained in a stand (e.g. as in a strip clearcut or strip shelterwood). I

116

was confused by the use of this term for selection stands (and elsewhere) until I realized that

117

the term “leave strips” in the Guide refers to the portion of the stand not occupied by skid trails.

118

This is potentially confusing because it suggests that these are retention strips. I suggest not

119

calling the managed portion of a stand “leave strips.” I suggest “area not occupied by machinery

120

trails.” I hope that this is the majority of the stand, and not just strips.

121

Growing stock of advance regeneration (p. 34, 36) is listed as an objective of retention. Growing stock

122

refers to the trees in a stand, usually those which are of merchantable size (expressed in volume

123

or biomass). Advance regeneration refers to regeneration (seedlings and saplings) which is

124

present before a silvicultural treatment. Advance regeneration is not growing stock, and should

125

not be counted as retention trees. It is unclear what is meant by this statement.
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126

3.2. Multi-Aged Silvicultural Systems2

127

Key Points

128

•

Some aspects of the presentation of multi-aged silviculture in the Guide are confusing and

129

inconsistent with published literature, particularly with regard to the distinction between

130

irregular shelterwood and selection cutting (p. 27).
•

131
132

The importance of converting an even-aged stand to a multi-aged structure before applying the
selection system is not addressed.

•

133

Timelines for selection cutting removal percentages and cutting cycles (p. 28-29, Figures 4-5)

134

suggest that treatments might not result in the numbers of cohorts desired and/or leave

135

permanent retention. Similar issues appear in some of the ISW timelines (e.g. gap ISW p. 33,

136

Figure 6).

137
138

Explanation

139

Irregular Shelterwood v. Selection Cutting

140

Silvicultural systems are described in the Guide as creating even- or multi-aged stands, with the

141

latter referring to 2 or more cohorts. All-aged stands are described as a special case of multi-aged stands

142

in which there are 4 or more cohorts. This distinction sets the stage for later differentiation between the

143

multi-aged treatments irregular shelterwood (ISW) and selection cutting (SC), in that SC is said to lead to

144

an all-aged structure. This focus on number of cohorts (2-3 or 4+) introduces unnecessary complication

145

and detracts from important differences between these two treatments. The requirement that selection

146

stands have at least 4 cohorts (p. 28, 30) is not based on definitions in silviculture textbooks. It is not

147

apparent that a new definition is warranted for this Guide. A distinction between ISW and SC based on 3

148

versus 4 cohorts has little ecological meaning.

149

The emphasis on number of cohorts obscures more meaningful differences between ISW and

150

SC. ISW uses even-aged silvicultural treatments (e.g., harvest of mature trees, tending, and

151

regeneration accomplished via treatments such as overstory removal, thinning, and retention) at

152

different places in the same stand or at different times in order to create a multi-aged stand. Such a

153

stand does not have an equal distribution of growing space among cohorts, a fixed re-entry (cutting)

154

cycle, or a guarantee of stand-level sustained yield consistent over time (such a guarantee is not usually

2

See also: Technical Comments about Shelterwood Systems
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155

required at the stand level when part of a managed forest). It can be applied in stands which are even

156

or multi aged.

157

SC, on the other hand, involves harvesting mature trees, tending, and regenerating uniformly

158

across a stand at the same time. It has the objective of creating and maintaining an even distribution of

159

growing space among age classes using a target diameter distribution and fixed cutting cycle with the

160

goal of consistent stand-level sustained yield. It can only be applied in stands that are multi-aged (see

161

discussion of Conversion below) and volume removed at each entry (i.e., the allowable cut) should not

162

exceed net growth since the previous entry.

163

While ISW is a flexible treatment suitable for a wide range of species, shade tolerances and site

164

conditions, SC is a fairly inflexible treatment aimed at creating a specific allocation of tree sizes with little

165

relevance to natural variability. While SC, particularly if a small-group variant is used, is appropriate for

166

stands of late-successional, long-lived, and shade-tolerant to mid-tolerant species, it is less easily

167

modified for biodiversity values. Of note, application of the single-tree variant throughout much of the

168

Lake States of the U.S. resulted in important losses of tree species diversity (see papers by Kern,

169

Webster, Nagel, and others); in the Northeast U.S. it has driven stands to dominance by beech unless

170

ambitious beech control (usually by chemical means) is practiced (see Bohn, Nyland), even in small

171

groups (see D’Amato, Rogers). Additional consideration of SC and how it can be modified for ecological

172

forestry is warranted.

173

There is a place for SC and GSC in the ecological matrix if adjustments are made for permanent

174

retention of biodiversity trees (i.e., reserve trees) and trees beyond economic maturity. However, this

175

would be done within the context of the desire for control of diameter distribution, to ensure close

176

intermingling of trees of various ages and sizes.

177
178
179

**Conversion
Related to the differences between even- and multi-aged treatments, the Guide does not

180

specify that SC should only be applied to stands that are already multi-aged (in fact, Figure 4 on p. 28

181

incorrectly shows application to mature, even-aged, mixed-species stands). The application of SC in

182

even-aged stands will result in poor outcomes (see Bassil, Nyland). This is especially true in mixed-

183

species, even-aged stands in which species with different growth rates and shade tolerances are

184

arranged in layers such that the small, mid-sized, and large trees are composed of different species (i.e.

185

stratified even-aged stands). Regardless of composition, managing even-aged stands using SC will result

186

in poor growth because released small trees are old, not young. To avoid these concerns, I suggest
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187

adding a section to the Guide addressing conversion from an even- to multi-aged structure, drawing

188

upon the work of Nyland, Raymond, and/or Bedard, the latter two of whom espouse ISW or gap ISW for

189

conversion of even-aged stands to a structure suitable for SC. The Guide currently states at the end of

190

the paragraphs describing high-, medium, and low-retention continuous cover ISW that SC may be

191

appropriate after multiple ages classes are present (p. 34-36), yet this is not a requirement for SC in the

192

decision keys.

193
194

**Timelines

195

The example timeline (p. 28, Figure 4) for SC shows that removing 30% of the basal area every

196

20 years will result in 5 cohorts. As stated above and further explained below, basal area removal

197

should be constrained to growth since the last entry. If, for any reason, the amount previously removed

198

has not regrown, then periodic removal on a percentage basis will deplete the residual growing stock

199

over time. In addition, the prescription for SC does not appear to include permanent retention (reserve

200

trees) and thus does not seem to meet either the stated treatment objective or the biodiversity

201

objective. A similar issue arises on p. 33 (Figure 6) for high-retention gap ISW. Prescribed removal is

202

40% of stand area every 30 years, to create a stand with 3 cohorts; this is unclear but suggests 120%

203

removal.

204
205

3.3. Retention

206

Key Points

207

•

All trees left after any ISW treatment (i.e., the residual trees) are described in the Guide as

208

retention. This is consistent with even-aged principles related to OSR, but is not consistent with

209

a multi-aged approach with low removal percentages at each entry.

210

•

Target or minimum proportions of residual trees designated for biodiversity and timber

211

(growing stock) are not explicitly specified; this may cause confusion and lead to undesirable

212

outcomes.

213

•

There does not appear to be biodiversity (permanent) retention (i.e. reserve trees) in SC and

214

final retention levels are either not specified or appear to be <20% for some multiple-entry ISW

215

systems based on the example timelines.

216
217

•

The need to continually or periodically recruit retention trees over time to replace those that die
or are harvested is not addressed.
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218

•

219
220

Retention in groups within GSC, as prescribed in the Guide, should be reconsidered in light of
the intent of these small openings to recruit species less tolerant of overhead shade.

•

Target residual stocking (described as retention) in ISW in the Guide is proportional to amount

221

of long-lived intermediate to tolerant (LIT) species, such that lower amounts of LIT result in

222

lower overall stocking, creating open conditions that seem inconsistent with successful LIT

223

regeneration and potentially liquidating immature non-LIT growing stock.

224
225

Explanation

226

**Retention in Multi-Aged Stands with Low Removal Percentages

227

The use of the word retention in the Guide for all trees left after a harvest in ISW treatments,

228

between openings in gap ISW (p. 31-32), and in SC stands (p. 28) in unusual within the context of multi-

229

aged silviculture. A low basal area of residual trees left following an OSR (which I define as overstory

230

removal with advance regeneration present and which seems to fall under the frequently prescribed

231

“low-retention continuous cover ISW” in the keys) is reasonably deemed “retention” if retained beyond

232

the regeneration period. However, the residual trees left after a 30% removal in SC or between the

233

openings in gap ISW are not usually defined as “retention” (this is perhaps better termed the residual

234

stand). Greater specificity re: intentions for these trees would improve communication and

235

implementation of treatments. In stands where ecological forestry is applied, residual trees include

236

those which will be retained indefinitely for biodiversity reasons (i.e., reserve trees) and those that will

237

later be harvested.

238

To the authors’ credit, the keys (to be discussed later) specify that retention in ISW (specified as

239

20 to 60% of basal area, p. 31) includes growing stock (specifically, listed in this order: uncommon

240

species, wildlife trees and biodiversity features, growing stock, deep-rooted LIT species, shallow-rooted

241

LIT, and deep-rooted non-LIT, e.g., p. 57 and elsewhere). However, as stated above, it is not specified

242

how much of that is permanent (i.e., reserves) vs. growing stock. Specifying some minimum proportion

243

or number of trees as reserves in all treatments – including SC – is necessary to ensure ecological

244

memory and meet biodiversity objectives. On the other hand, recognizing that (depending on

245

treatment) a small or large amount of the residual trees left after the first regeneration treatment are

246

growing stock available for future harvest - and explicitly specifying this amount – both contributes

247

positively to production outcomes and motivates in-field retention of AGS (see discussion of AGS

248

retention below).
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249

Finally, in GSC stands, retention is specified in the group openings; it is unclear whether these

250

are reserves (permanent, biodiversity) or growing stock for future harvest. Regardless, this suggestion

251

merits refinement due to the potential negative effect of retention on available light in these small

252

patches, the purpose of which is to regenerate mid-tolerant species (see Webster, D’Amato and others

253

from the Lake States, also unpublished work by Leak). Specifically, group openings with retention should

254

be larger than those without, to ameliorate shading effects of retained overstory trees.

255
256

**Using percentages to define retention goals

257

The selection and continuous-cover ISW treatments in the Guide are defined in terms of

258

percentage of basal area removed or retained. Because pre-treatment basal area will vary across sites,

259

retention outcomes will be highly variable and could be quite low. This is particularly a problem in the

260

selection treatment, in which allowable cut is defined as a removal of 30% of the basal area every 20

261

years in perpetuity (p. 28, Figure 4). This is only sustainable if the stand returns to pre-harvest stocking

262

before the next entry. If, instead, growth is insufficient to recover the basal area removed due to low

263

levels of accretion, insufficient ingrowth, or unexpected mortality, continued periodic removal of 30% of

264

basal area will cause increasingly lower residual stand basal area over time. Long-term sustainability of

265

production would thus be endangered. Instead, I suggest that a minimum target residual basal area be

266

established and/or allowable cut constrained to growth between entries.

267
268

**Retention at end of rotation

269

The Guide specifies “a minimum retention level of 20%” (p. 8 and 186, please note that 20%

270

retention is not mentioned in the Silviculture Prescriptions section). Yet the treatments as prescribed (p.

271

30-36) do not universally result in 20% reserves at the end of the rotation. It is counter to the principles

272

of ecological forestry to “get credit” for all residual trees after each partial harvest (termed “retention”

273

in the Guide) if they are going to be harvested before the end of the rotation. Examples:

274

•

p. 28: SC: no permanent retention is prescribed. A 30% removal (described as 70% retention) is

275

conducted on a 20-year cycle (per timeline, Figure 4), with apparently no trees persisting for

276

more than 1 rotation. This silvicultural system does not meet the requirements of ecological

277

forestry.

278

•

p. 29: GSC: “within these openings, dispersed retention is to be left” (amount not specified).

279

•

p. 33: High-retention ISW (gap variant): A 40% removal is conducted on a 30-year interval with

280

three harvests “until the initial stand is harvested except for retention.” Retention amount
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281

appears to be 10% at end of rotation (p. 186) (see discussion elsewhere about disconnect

282

between harvest interval and harvest intensity).

283

•

284
285

p. 34: High-retention ISW (continuous cover): No mention of retention at end of rotation in text;
shown as 20% in timeline (p. 34, Figure 7, and p. 186).

•

p. 34: Medium-retention ISW (gap variant): “Retain 40% of area in small patches”, “10%

286

dispersed retention will be left in the harvest patches”, “A series of three harvests will be

287

undertaken until the initial stand is harvested except for retention.” This appear to leave 10%

288

retention at the end of the rotation (as specified on p. 187), but (as discussed elsewhere in this

289

Review), the concepts of “patches”(separate groups of standing trees left in a stand that has

290

been cut over) and “gaps” (separate openings in the canopy, each surrounded by trees) seem to

291

be reversed in this prescription.

292

•

P. 35: Medium-retention ISW (continuous cover): appears to leave 20% retention

293

•

P. 36: Low-retention ISW (continuous cover): “two cohorts are produced”, “two harvests can be

294

made.” Removing 80% in the first cut (as shown on the timeline, Figure 10) does in fact leave

295

20%. However, the second cut prescribed and shown on the timeline at year 60 appears (based

296

on the illustration) to remove that 20%. If correct, no permanent retention (reserves) are left.

297
298

** General comment about harvest intensity and retention in ecological forestry

299

The premise of ecological forestry is that management is based on understanding of ecological

300

processes. As applied by Seymour and others this is achieved in two ways. The first is to base harvest

301

frequency, intensity, and spatial pattern (disturbance) on natural disturbance dynamics. To accomplish

302

this, observations of unmanaged stands and/or reconstruction of old-growth dynamics in a particular

303

forest type are used to calculate an average canopy disturbance rate. Then the harvest intensity and

304

interval are adjusted so that, though disturbances may be concentrated due to the necessity of efficient

305

and operable harvests, the long-term average matches that of the natural dynamic. This seems not to

306

be a consideration in this Guide, because the prescriptions for harvest intensity and interval within each

307

ISW prescription are the same across all forest groups (thus highly unlikely to be indicative of natural

308

disturbance). This is the part of ecological forestry that is aligned with FUNCTION. The other part of

309

ecological forestry, retention, is aligned with STRUCTURE. This Guide more explicitly addresses that, but

310

the prescriptions as written do not all appear to retain enough or in some cases any reserves beyond a

311

rotation.

312
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313
314

**Retention in stands with low LIT abundance
Level of overstory retention in ISW in the Guide is defined by proportion of LIT species; the

315

lower the LIT growing stock, the heavier the manager will cut (p. 31, low-retention ISW: 80% removal

316

when LIT <30%). From a silvics perspective, this is a reasonable prescription for regenerating LIT species

317

if stocking of established LIT regeneration is acceptable (e.g., MW-R, SH-R, and TH-R sub-keys on p. 96,

318

112, 152 and elsewhere: “Established and Acceptable LIT Regeneration > 30%”). Applied in this manner,

319

this treatment is equivalent to “Overstory Removal – Stocked” as described on p. 188 if the descriptor

320

“with Retention” is added. However, this treatment is also prescribed when LIT regeneration < 30%, and

321

regardless of overstory LIT proportion (<30%, 30-60%, and >60%, p. 96, 122, and elsewhere) when wind

322

hazard is high.

323

There are a number of potential problems with the use of low-retention ISW when LIT

324

regeneration stocking is low if the intention of the treatment is to regenerate LIT. Retained overstory

325

trees serve a number of purposes: continued growth of AGS for later harvest; overstory structure for

326

biodiversity, habitat, or aesthetic purposes; seed sources for regeneration; and shade for regenerating

327

trees. While relatively simple (two-storied) stand structures and low levels of retention may be

328

appropriate for ecological forestry in some forest groups on some site types, such an approach (a single,

329

heavy harvest) is generally not recommended for establishing LIT regeneration.

330

In fact, it is noted in the “Silviculture Prescription” section of the Guide under “Even-age

331

Harvesting Practices” and “Traditional Uniform Shelterwood” (p. 37) that two overstory harvests 5-10

332

years apart with the second cut after regeneration is established (> 0.3 m tall) is appropriate for

333

regenerating shade-tolerant species (30% removal in first cut) or intermediate species (40% removal in

334

the first cut). The reason for the lighter first cut and the two cuts in close sequence (as opposed to the

335

single 80% removal now recommended when LIT regeneration is low) is to establish regeneration in

336

partial shade. In fact, the description under Uniform Shelterwood (p. 37, last two lines) states “This

337

treatment can be used to increase the proportion of long-lived or shade-tolerant species and move the

338

stand towards later successional vegetation types.” Unfortunately, the first sentence on that page

339

specified this treatment “will not be recommended in this Guide.”

340

I suggest that where an increase in LIT regeneration is desired, a shelterwood sequence such as

341

that used in a two- or three-stage uniform shelterwood (one or two thinning-like partial harvests,

342

creating shaded understory conditions favoring regeneration of LIT species, followed by OSR + 20%

343

retention) might be more successful. In fact, the outcome of this sequence (with retention) would be a

344

two-aged stand of the same structure created in one entry by the low-retention ISW. Yet gradual
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345

removal of the overstory (which does not occur in the low-retention ISW) would increase the probability

346

of LIT species and allow further growth accumulation on non-LIT growing stock if immature. Mechanical

347

release (PCT as a weeding or early CTR) of submerchantable LIT in the new stand might be required, but

348

long-standing recommendations about establishing and releasing shade-tolerant regeneration in partial

349

shade where less-tolerant species will be disadvantaged seems more likely to succeed than trying to

350

regenerate LIT species with a single 80% canopy removal.

351
352
353

**Retention priorities: competing objectives
The Guide states on p. 32: “retention priorities: a. uncommon tree species; b. wildlife trees and

354

biodiversity features; c. growing stock and advance regeneration; d. deep-rooted overstory LIT; e.

355

shallow-rooted overstory LIT; f. deep-rooted overstory non-LIT.” Later, text says “Retain the following

356

sorts of trees” followed by this list (e.g., p. 81 and elsewhere). I think these are presented in order of

357

priority for retention, but am not sure. If so (please make this explicit), LIT species do not occur until

358

half-way down the list. Yet (p. 6) “proportion of LIT species and AGS must be higher after treatment.” It

359

is unclear how to accomplish this in practice in stands of mixed LIT and non-LIT species where the LIT are

360

primarily UGS and the non-LIT comprise most of acceptable growing stock (AGS). If the LIT are

361

preferentially retained, UGS will increase. If AGS are preferentially retained, LIT will decrease. For

362

example, p. 74, IH forest group: “Past Economic Maturity?” “Yes”= “Regenerate.” The user is then

363

directed to low- or medium-retention ISW. Retention guidelines require increases in LIT and AGS, with

364

no consideration of the amount of LIT or whether they are AGS. I envision situations in the field (and in

365

fact saw one when I visited last year) in which foresters are unable to retain LIT without retaining UGS,

366

resulting in a degraded stand from a timber production and aesthetics standpoint. One possible solution

367

is the revision of retention levels and/or priorities to allow greater retention of non-LIT AGS; this might

368

prove beneficial re: achieving multiple objectives in some cases.

369
370

Retention: spatial distribution

371

On p. 8: “retention or wildlife trees should reflect patterns created by natural disturbance, and

372

therefore… should exist as clumps and dispersed structures.” However, p. 32 states “retention is to be

373

distributed throughout the site” and the prescriptions for continuous cover ISW specify retention as

374

(e.g., p. 57) “distributed throughout the site.” This suggests dispersed retention. Retention of clumps in

375

addition to dispersed trees should be explicitly permitted in all variants of ISW, particularly on sites

376

where wind hazard is high (i.e., where low-retention continuous cover ISW [distributed retention] is
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377

commonly prescribed in the Guide for stands in which non-LIT species predominate, particularly where

378

proportion of LIT is low).

379
380

3.4. Even-Aged Silvicultural Systems

381

Key Points

382

•

383
384

anyway; this is confusing.
•

385
386

This section of the Guide contains treatments that are “not recommended” but discussed

The resulting structures of the uniform shelterwood treatment (“not recommended”) are
effectively the same as low-retention ISW (recommended) if retention is added to the former.

•

Salvage with retention is included in this section (“not recommended”), but is an outcome in the

387

regeneration and thinning keys for almost every forest type in the Guide (i.e., it is, in fact,

388

recommended in the Guide). This treatment does not seem appropriate for either biodiversity

389

or timber production objectives.

390
391

Explanation

392

Even-aged silviculture

393

“Even-aged harvesting practices” are presented (p. 37-39) with the statement that they “will not

394

be recommended in this Guide” (i.e., are not outcomes in the keys), but are included because they are

395

applicable to private land and many mature stands are even-aged. This seems counter-intuitive given

396

the stated desire for ecological forestry to be adopted on private lands. I recommend that treatments

397

that are not recommended for ecological forestry be excluded from the Guide.

398
399
400

Uniform shelterwood with retention
As explained above, uniform (regular) shelterwood with retention (p. 37-38) and the low-

401

retention continuous cover variant of ISW are effectively the same treatment. The latter has the

402

disadvantage of eliminating the gradual removal of the canopy to favor establishment of LIT

403

regeneration before final overstory removal. I fear that the attempt to embrace ISW caused useful

404

treatments to be discarded. Please reconsider the decision not to recommend this treatment.

405
406
407
408

**Salvage with retention
When “> 25% of the trees in a stand are damaged, dead, or dying because of natural
disturbances” (p. 39), the treatment prescribed in the keys for almost every forest type is salvage with
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409

20% retention (p. 56, 68, 70, 78, 80, and elsewhere, approval from Forest Protection required). This

410

retention is described as based on the “live, non-damaged trees in the stand” (p. 39), which is confusing

411

but seems to imply that retention rate will be less than 20% of all trees. Furthermore, though it is

412

specified early in the Guide that retention must result in an increase in proportion of AGS (bullet

413

number 6 on p. 32 of the Guide), this requirement is explicitly waived in salvage with retention (p. 185,

414

Prescription column). It is not clear why this exception is made, and it opens the door for degrading

415

stands during salvage operations.

416

Waiving the requirement for increasing AGS pre- to post-cut seems unwarranted and (given the

417

high proportion of UGS by default due to the abundance of natural disturbance-damaged trees)

418

unnecessary (i.e., it should not be hard to increase proportion of AGS because the UGS are the salvaged

419

trees). There is no reason why a stand in which some proportion of trees are dead or dying could not be

420

managed with a less intensive partial harvest. Clarification of when treatments of this type are

421

warranted is needed, and will be aided by appropriate use of the terms “pre-salvage” (harvesting dying

422

trees; this term does not appear in the Guide) and “salvage” (harvesting dead trees; this term is

423

incorrectly used in the Guide to refer to harvest of all trees affected by natural disturbance).

424

Regardless of quality and vigor of retention, I question the appropriateness of a “salvage” of

425

80% of the trees in a stand when 25% or more are damaged by disturbance. At a conceptual level, the

426

stated goal of ecological forestry as defined in the Guide is “management of the forest based on

427

maintaining or restoring the ecological functions in an ecosystem in which biodiversity is one of the

428

most important considerations” (p. 168). It is in complete violation of this principle to remove not only

429

the trees damaged by natural disturbance (i.e., an ecological function) but 80% of all trees in the stand

430

when such a disturbance has occurred. It opens the door for widespread clearcutting with reserves

431

under the guise of capturing mortality, a problem that occurred on commercial forestland in Maine in

432

the 1970s and 1980s outbreak and had long-lasting negative effects on species composition and forest

433

age structure (see publications by Seymour).

434

This issue is further complicated by inconsistent description of the conditions that warrant this

435

treatment: p. 39 specifies trees “damaged, dead, or dying” while p. 188 (see Clearcut, Salvage

436

description) specifies stands where natural disturbance has caused “detrimental effects” defined only as

437

“blowdown.”

438

Of additional concern, blowdown is cited as a cause of mortality that would justify Salvage with

439

Retention (p. 188 “salvage merchantable timber after a natural disturbance has caused detrimental

440

effects (i.e., >25% blowdown)”). Yet, as mentioned for low-Retention ISW (see discussion below), leaving
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441

only 20% retention on sites prone to blowdown seems imprudent, as scattered residual trees are highly

442

subject to windthrow after harvest.

443

Finally, Salvage with Retention (80% removal of standing trees) requires special permission, with

444

direction to contact Forest Protection. Yet low-retention ISW (80% removal of standing trees) is one of

445

the most common outcomes in the prescription keys and does not require special permission. These two

446

treatments result in the same residual stand condition; I suggest that justification for requiring

447

permission for one but not the other be provided.

448
449

3.5. Additional comments about SW and ISW Systems

450

Key Points

451

•

452
453
454

Some of the technical aspects of shelterwood systems as described in the Guide require
clarification or editing for consistency.

•

Considerations re: gap locations in area-based systems fail to include regeneration release,
which is important for maintenance of shade-tolerance species.

455
456

Explanation

457

Even-aged silvicultural systems, not recommended in Guide

458

Uniform SW (p. 37). Past experience throughout the Acadian Forest shows that this treatment is

459

effective for establishing and recruiting shade-tolerant species. When some portion of the overstory is

460

retained through the rotation as stated in the text but not shown on the timeline (Figure 11), this

461

creates the same structure as low-retention continuous cover ISW, but has the advantage of opening

462

the canopy over 10 years instead of all at once to favor regeneration of LIT species. In fact, another

463

name for Uniform SW with Retention is extended ISW (see Raymond et al.). I think it is a mistake to

464

remove this as one of the prescription options in the Guide.

465

Patch SW (p. 38): Here and elsewhere in the Guide the text states that patch or gap openings

466

should be used when wind hazard is high; for example, this is explicitly stated as a reason to do the gap

467

variant of medium-retention ISW on p. 35. This is supported by work by Seymour, who saw high survival

468

rates of retention in gaps (see Carter et al.). Yet the decision points in the keys frequently direct the user

469

to low retention continuous cover ISW (80% removal) when wind hazard is high (e.g., see p. 70, 96, 122,

470

138, and elsewhere). The reason for this inconsistency is unclear to me.

471
472

The direction provided on p. 38 for patch SW (not recommended in the Guide) is more logical
than a low level of dispersed retention; removing 80% of the trees in a stand via low-retention ISW and
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473

leaving the retention dispersed will greatly increase windthrow. Furthermore, as mentioned above for

474

Uniform SW, adding retention to Patch SW results in a 2-aged residual accurately described as an ISW

475

treatment. It is not clear why this treatment was removed from the Guide.

476
477
478

**Retention targets are unclear due to inconsistency in units
The text states that the treatments will retain “20-60% of each stand” (p. 31). It is not clear

479

whether this is in terms of number of trees, basal area, or stand area. The criterion for the three levels

480

of retention in ISW (p. 30) is based on “frequency of LIT species”; this is re-stated for the high-retention

481

variant (p. 33) as “number of LIT trees.” The text for the gap variant on p. 31 states that “retention will

482

amount to 60% of the preharvest basal area.” Yet the timeline for that treatment specifies “percent of

483

area retained.” Presumably, this refers to stand area. The descriptions for ISW treatments in the keys

484

(e.g., p. 81-82) specify retention based on “basal area” for continuous cover variants and “area” for gap

485

variants with “10% distributed retention in the gaps.” This is logical; by convention, continuous cover

486

ISW is managed based on basal area (called volume control) and gap ISW is managed based on stand

487

area (called area control). However, inconsistencies elsewhere in the Guide as described above are

488

confusing and warrant revision or additional explanation.

489
490
491

**Non-LIT retention goals are unclear
There is lack of clarity re: non-LIT retention. On p. 31: “As well as keeping overstory LIT species

492

or legacy and regeneration, retention should support the growing stock objective by retaining pole-sized

493

growing stock especially of LIT…”. On p. 32: “Not all retention needs consist of LIT species, as other

494

retention objectives could be met by leaving other species (for example, trees with nests).” This

495

reference to wildlife trees as a reason to retain non-LIT implies not retaining LIT otherwise. “In some

496

vegetation types, no LIT species will occur. In these cases… non-LIT retention features such as growing

497

stock… should be left” and retention priority f of a-f: “deep-rooted non-LIT overstory trees” (p. 32). The

498

retention priorities include non-LIT overstory, but the wording re: when to leave non-LIT (when they are

499

wildlife trees or when there are no LIT) raises the question of whether non-LIT growing stock will be

500

routinely retained. This is important to avoid premature liquidation of immature non-LIT growing stock.

501

Some additional clarification would be useful.

502
503

Irregular Shelterwood Prescriptions
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504

Low-retention continuous cover ISW: Note that this treatment would more accurately be

505

described as “Extended ISW with Reserves” (see Raymond et al.). It is prescribed in the Guide when LIT

506

<30% based on “number of trees” (p. 36), 20% retention (80% removal). PCT is not mentioned but is

507

shown in the timeline (Figure 10). As mentioned above, I question the appropriateness of this treatment

508

as prescribed for regeneration of LIT species and for stands with high wind hazard. Note that when

509

advance regeneration is present, this treatment is a “with retention” variant of what is called Clearcut in

510

Nova Scotia (p. 188), specifically (using the terminology in the Guide) “Overstory Removal (Stocked) with

511

Retention.” The low-retention variant of ISW has little relationship to ecological processes.

512

Moderate-retention ISW (p. 31, called Medium-retention on p. 34): Gap variant: in a patchy

513

stand or with high wind hazard, “retention should amount to 40% of the area in small patches and

514

distributed throughout the site” (p. 35), 10% dispersed retention in gaps. I am struggling to

515

conceptualize “40% retention in small patches”: this sounds like patch retention and not gap cutting.

516

The description of this treatment in the keys (e.g., p. 124 and elsewhere) states “leave gaps of

517

approximately 0.1 ha” and “leave gaps of approximately 0.04 ha”. This creates some confusion about

518

whether this refers to cutting gaps or leaving patches.

519

In addition, if the largest prescribed gap size is 0.1 ha and the removal percentage for medium-

520

retention gap ISW is 60%, that means that a manager must cut 6 gaps per ha, or 120 gaps in a 20-ha

521

stand. When using the smaller gaps (prescribed for shade-tolerant species, 0.04 ha), a manager must

522

cut 15 gaps per ha to achieve a 60% removal (40% retention), or 300 gaps in a 20-ha stand. If this

523

interpretation is correct, then this is operationally inefficient. I suggest reviewing size of gaps or groups

524

(as in GSC) and percentage removal targets for all treatments to ensure they are realistic.

525

Furthermore, the text specifies three harvests, but the timeline shows two (p. 35, Figure 8): 40%

526

area retention than 60% area retention 50 year later. This should be resolved so that the timeline and

527

text are in agreement. Finally, the Guide states that “Once the initial harvested areas become seed-

528

bearing age, the stand will be considered for harvesting again.” This seems to imply another

529

regeneration harvest before the trees are economically mature, which seems undesirable. There is also

530

no mention of PCT or CT, though we know from Seymour’s work and understanding of even-aged stand

531

(or cohort) development that this often must be conducted in gaps.

532

Continuous cover variant: used to create three cohorts: 40% basal area retention in cut 1 and

533

20% in cut 2. Text of the Guide notes that the manager may shift to high-retention continuous cover or

534

SC once the initial cohort is seed-bearing age. This is logical, though PCT is shown on the timeline but

535

not mentioned in the text describing this prescription (p. 35, Figure 9) and the reference to future
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536

harvest at seed-bearing age suggests premature regeneration when an intermediate (tending, CT or

537

CTR) treatment would be warranted.

538

High-retention ISW: Gap variant: “retention will amount to 60% of the preharvest BA” (I believe

539

this should refer to stand area). Also, p. 33, “10% dispersed retention in harvest patches” (is this % of

540

trees or % of BA?). Prescription calls for a series of three harvests, until initial stand is harvested except

541

for retention (retention amount not specified here, but shown on p. 186 as 20%). Harvest again when

542

initial areas are seed bearing age (comment: this seems too soon, and does not address needs for PCT or

543

CT). 40% area removal every 30 years, which seems to add up to 120% removal (p. 33, Figure 6).

544
545

**Failure to locate gaps in areas of established regeneration

546

With regard to gap ISW treatments: the Guide specifies not only percent removal on an area

547

basis (40 or 60%) but the size of gaps based on one of two shade tolerance groupings (approximately

548

0.04 or 0.1 ha, also presented in terms of the radius of a circular opening or length of the side of a

549

square opening, p. 58 and elsewhere). One of the most important aspects of ISW is the location of gaps

550

and their orientation in size and shape to release already established regeneration. There is no mention

551

of this in the Guide. Instead, all descriptions of ISW (and of GSC) specify that gaps are to be located (e.g.,

552

p. 124) in “areas within the stand suitable for harvesting or regeneration because they are

553

predominantly mature or contain non-commercial trees.” Instruction is to “Clear these areas to create

554

conditions suitable for preferred regeneration.” In addition, “10% of distributed live trees” are

555

prescribed for retention in each gap. A more logical approach is to adjust opening size based on local

556

conditions, and then adjust retention based on opening size, availability of seed trees, and biological

557

legacies etc. Some adjustment to both the approach and details of the prescriptions is warranted to

558

successfully transition to a balance between biodiversity and timber objectives.
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559
560

4.0. REVIEW: DECISION KEYS
The keys step the user through multiple decision points to arrive at a specific prescription based

561

on stand and site data. Each forest type has a main key, which tiers to sub-keys. Except where

562

harvesting is restricted due to rarity of site condition or species (e.g. cedar) outcomes are always “Let it

563

Grow”, “Salvage with Retention” (if disturbance has damaged or killed > 25% of trees), intermediate

564

treatment (tending, thinning), selection treatment, or “regeneration” (ISW) treatment.

565
566
567

**4.1. Disconnect from Silvicultural Systems
Silvicultural treatments are organized into a series of related events that form a silvicultural

568

system. Yet the keys as presented bring the user to single treatment that does not apparently set the

569

stage for later treatments in the same system and is not defined by earlier treatments. As such, the keys

570

can be used for the first treatment in a multi-aged system only. There is no mechanism in the keys to

571

specify that the stand already received one or more treatments as part of a selection or ISW prescription

572

(as noted below, the user is asked whether the stand was treated but not how the stand was treated);

573

the keys thus fail to direct the user to continue the silvicultural system previously initiated. Though

574

many of the keys have a decision point in which the user is asked whether the stand is Previously

575

Treated, the type of treatment is not specified (e.g., p. 97 and elsewhere “Previously Treated – Has the

576

stand been precommercially thinned, planted, commercially thinned, or partially harvested?”). For

577

intermediate treatments (thinning/tending) in stands that are immature or have relatively low stocking

578

answering “Yes” to this treatment results in “Let it Grow” (no treatment, e.g., p. 104). Elsewhere, this

579

appears to be a surrogate for tree form, such that previously treated mature stands on sites with

580

windthrow hazard are allowed higher retention than those without treatment (e.g., p. 96). There is no

581

distinction among outcomes based on what the previous treatment was: a precommercial thinning? A

582

medium-retention continuous cover ISW? A high-retention gap ISW? Through this omission, the

583

silvicultural system set in motion by the previous entry is not taken into consideration and it is unclear

584

how one would ever get to the second or third treatment in an ISW sequence.

585
586
587

4.2. Economic Maturity
One of the important decision points early in most of the keys is whether the stand (defined as

588

the overstory) is “past economic maturity” (p. 74, 80, 86, 100, 106 and elsewhere). Economic maturity of

589

individual species is defined (p. 26) on the basis of tree age. This assumes tree age is an acceptable

590

surrogate for tree size (a primary determinant of economic maturity). While this may be true in evenPage 22 of 43

591

aged stands with a history of thinning, this is definitely not true in multi-aged stands where there are

592

not only different age classes but shade-tolerant trees that can be suppressed and slow growing (i.e.,

593

small) for many decades before responding to release following partial cutting. If Provincial forestlands

594

of Nova Scotia are all in an even-aged condition, this criterion is minimally workable. Once multi-aged

595

structures are created, this decision point in the key will no longer work.

596
597
598

**4.3. Using the Keys in Stands where Gaps were Created
As mentioned earlier, the decision keys are effective for prescribing treatments in stands that

599

are even-aged or uniformly multi-aged (e.g. in stands previously treated with SC). It is, however, unclear

600

how a user will be directed to the second or third treatment of an ISW system after the first entry.

601

Related to this, it is not apparent how data from stands that have already been managed for gaps will be

602

handled, because inventory data that are not separated between the “gap” and “between-gap” forest

603

condition will be homogenized. Averaging data in this way will result in stand tables showing average

604

stocking conditions lower than those between the gaps but higher than those within the gaps.

605

Additional clarification is needed in the Guide re: how the PTA assessment will be conducted in such

606

stands, and how to use the decision keys to both determine treatment for the between-gap areas and

607

within the regenerating gaps as needed. It is highly likely that after the first entry of a gap ISW, more

608

than one within-stand treatment (i.e. following the model of Lussier and Meek) will be needed: tending

609

(PCT or CT) in the developing gaps and additional overstory reduction (e.g. creation of new gaps via a

610

percentage removal prescription). Stratified sampling will be required and keys reworked in order for

611

the Guide to function after the first entry.

612
613
614

**4.4. Loss of Flexibility Inherent to ISW and Ecological Processes
The regeneration treatments prescribed in the Guide fall into two categories: gap ISW (40% or

615

60% removal in gaps 0.1 or 0.04 ha) and continuous cover ISW (40%, 60%, or 80% dispersed removal); all

616

are followed by one or more cuts that appear to leave no more than 20% basal area retention of mature

617

trees at the end of the rotation (p. 186-187). This level of prescriptive detail and adherence to

618

specifications is logical in timber production-oriented even-aged systems such as those common on

619

Nova Scotia Provincial forestland in the past. It is a poor fit for both multi-aged stands of mixed species

620

and ecological forestry. It is difficult to justify these targets, particularly the within-stand consistency in

621

gap size, as reflecting “ecological function.” I question the appropriateness of this rigid interpretation of

622

ISW for the ecological forestry matrix of the Triad.
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623

Related to this concern, the value of ISW over other silvicultural treatments is the inherent

624

flexibility of the system. It is particularly well suited for managing stands with sub-stand variability in

625

structure and composition, as noted in the Guide. A typical approach, also called a multi-treatment

626

approach by Lussier, Meek and others, devises different sub-stand silvicultural prescriptions such that

627

areas suitable for regeneration are regenerated and areas suitable for tending are thinned. By

628

responding to cues in the stand, specifically the presence of UGS and senescent trees or patches of

629

advance regeneration that would benefit from release, inherent within-stand variability is maintained.

630

This is ostensibly the goal of the prescriptions in the Guide, but there are two difficulties. First,

631

specifications re: gap size do not allow sufficient flexibility to encompass the wide variability of

632

conditions found in natural stands. Second, the limited range of regeneration alternatives and

633

consistency in removal and retention percentages suggest that treatments are not well grounded in

634

natural disturbance dynamics, which differ markedly across forest groups based on species silvics, site,

635

and prevailing disturbance types. For these reasons, the keys as currently presented might not fulfill the

636

objectives of ecological forestry.

637
638

For additional comments on the Decision Keys, see Line Edits (next section)
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639

5.0. LINE EDITS

640

Title page: “Silviculture Guide”; p. 5, 7 and elsewhere: “Silvicultural Guide”. Please use consistent title

641
642

(the latter is preferred).
p. 5: ecological forestry treatments recommended in this Guide do not “emulate natural disturbances”. I

643

suggest instead that they create stand structures and compositions similar to those resulting

644

from natural disturbances.

645

p. 7: “retention harvests”; I suggest focus on silvicultural systems rather than harvests.

646

p. 8: restate as “16 potential nest trees per hectare greater than 25 cm DBH”

647

P. 8: consider adding text about the need to recruit snags and reserve trees over time as some of those

648
649

left fall down or die.
p. 8: reference is made to leaving trees in clumps to make them less vulnerable to windthrow. This is a

650

good idea. But it seems not to be the outcome in many keys where low-retention (dispersed)

651

ISW is prescribed if LIT are low and wind hazard is high.

652

Background section, general comment: I am surprised to see no reference to climate change as

653

worthwhile considerations in the application of ecological forestry. Those issues weren’t as high

654

profile 30 years ago when the Triad model was conceived, but their exclusion from the Guide

655

seems an important oversight now, especially re: adaptation, resilience, and resistance concepts

656

(which if any are prioritized?). Also worth mentioning: effects of invasive species and the

657

challenge of practicing ecological forestry in novel ecosystems that are changed by external

658

stressors.

659
660

p. 10: restoration species: white ash. How is (or should) this priority be adjusted in light of emerald ash
borer (EAB)?

661

p. 10: “prescribing retention of LIT species in all cases where they occur”; please consider role of AGS v

662

UGS here. If all LIT are UGS, does the manager keep them? If the choice is between keeping a

663

few UGS LIT or more retention that is UGS LIT + AGS non-LIT, which is better? Currently the key

664

pushes the user to the few UGS LIT (low-retention). Might not higher retention with some non-

665

LIT growing stock (and also greater shade for regeneration LIT) be desirable?

666

p. 10: use of the word “reforestation” where LIT density is inadequate: I believe this is correctly called fill

667

or supplemental planting, or underplanting where some overstory trees are present. By

668

convention, reforestation occurs where there is no forest.

669
670

p. 11: it would be helpful to the user if the abbreviations were defined. Otherwise, the user has to refer
to the other publication to know what they are.
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671
672
673
674

p. 12: as stated earlier in the review, I don’t believe that the Guide includes harvesting practices (except
in Appendix II).
p. 12: as above: “harvest planning system” suggests focus on extraction instead of a silvicultural system;
see also p. 13 “harvest method”

675

p. 15: “snag trees: standing, dead, or dying” does not match definition in Glossary of snag tree as dead

676

p. 17: UGS: “leaving a high proportion of trees… prone to… decline due to… insect infestation”; in light of

677

EAB and other pests that target certain species, does this definition of UGS mean that some

678

species are UGS? This is unclear.

679

p. 17: a 15-year period is used to determine whether a tree is AGS or UGS. Cutting cycles in the

680

prescriptions are longer than 15 years. Would it be better to specify that AGS are trees

681

expected to maintain quality and value until the next entry?

682

p. 18: UGS trees are defined in the Guide as including those with an unstable height to diameter ratio;

683

this should only apply if the plan is to release those trees. If they are to remain in clumps or

684

densely grown until harvest, this should not be a concern.

685

p. 18: trees with LCR < 1/3 are UGS and “poor candidates for release”; I propose that not all trees must

686

be candidates for release (see previous comment). Furthermore, it is not uncommon for

687

suppressed shade-tolerant trees in multi-aged (multi-strata) stands to have low LCR (“umbrella

688

spruce” are a classic example). These trees may respond well to release. I am concerned that

689

classifying all trees with an unstable H:D ratio or with small crowns as UGS will result in an

690

unnecessarily high proportion of UGS and lead to premature liquidation of trees with potential

691

to live longer.

692

p. 21: windfirmness is not solely the result of root expansion as stated in the Guide (which balsam fir

693

does better than spruce, see work by Tian and Ostrofsky), but of a shift in stemwood allocation

694

along the bole in trees with longer (exposed) crowns, resulting in a more conical form and better

695

H:D ratio.

696

p. 25: silvics: this section is insufficiently cited

697

p. 26: economic maturity: given the poor relationship between tree age and size in many shade-tolerant

698

species, especially in the multi-aged stands where lower strata may be shaded (such as those to

699

be created in this Guide), I question the usefulness of the age of economic maturity. I also

700

disagree that 100 years is the age at which some of these species begin senescence (e.g. eastern

701

hemlock, sugar maple). Given the shift to multi-aged and ecological forestry wherein AGS
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702

growing stock may be retained for more than a rotation, I suggest revisiting these criteria for

703

economic maturity.

704
705

p. 27: “silviculture prescriptions” and “silvicultural prescriptions” are used one after the other on this
page

706

p. 27: replace “traditional shelterwood” with regular or uniform shelterwood

707

p. 28: replace “multi-aged harvesting practices” as discussed, here and elsewhere

708

p. 28-29: please clarify whether there is permanent retention (biodiversity, reserve or legacy trees) in SC

709
710

and GSC; if not, these treatments do not meet the standards for ecological forestry.
p. 32: as mentioned earlier, I question why the AGS requirement is waived for low-retention ISW. Is it

711

because of a desire to keep all LIT, regardless of quality? Given that LIT don’t regenerate well in

712

large openings, would it be good to also include some non-LIT AGS for shade, and if they aren’t

713

mature?

714

p. 33 and elsewhere: please prescribe conditions in which intermediate treatments (PCT, CT, etc.) would

715

be conducted in gaps in the gap ISW variants, or in the continuous cover ISW. This is not

716

included in these descriptions, though it does appear on two of the timelines on p. 34-35,

717

Figures 7 and 9.

718

p. 35: no retention is shown in Figure 8 after final harvest in medium-retention gap ISW.

719

p. 36: there appears to be no permanent retention in the low-retention ISW because 2 cuts are

720

proposed. The first removes 80% of the stand, the second 20%, totaling 100%. Or is the 20%

721

removed a proportion of the previous 20% left, or of both the new and old cohorts? This is

722

unclear and does not explicitly retain trees beyond one rotation.

723
724

p. 37: even-aged methods: as mentioned earlier, either crosswalk with ISW by adding “with retention”
to the “traditional” treatment names, or omit.

725

p. 37: stand area not occupied by skid trails is not technically “strips.”

726

p. 37-38: After uniform shelterwood, a second shelterwood is suggested if there is inadequate

727

regeneration establishment. I don’t understand how one would conduct a shelterwood a

728

second time: overstory stocking was already reduced. Would it be reduced further? Would this

729

result is less-shade-tolerant species?

730

p. 39: salvage with retention is in the “not recommended section” but it is recommended in the Guide

731

p. 40-43: intermediate treatments of PCT (including weeding), CT, and CTR: all thinning methods are

732

appropriate in the gaps of ISW and/or regenerating strata. Discussion of the role of

733

intermediate treatments within that context is warranted. Also, the keys must be adjusted so
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734

that stands that have ISW or GS with patches in need of tending can be thinned. Currently, the

735

keys for tending only work for even-aged stands or in the “leave areas” of GSC, they don’t work

736

for the trees that regenerate and grow in gaps in ISW stands. This is one of the reasons I think

737

there must be a decision point early on each key: is this stand even or uneven-aged?

738

p. 41: CTR: I suggest adding red spruce to the list of LIT trees that merit release via CTR. I have seen

739

good results elsewhere in early CTR of red spruce and including it on the list of trees to release

740

contributes positively to restoration and LIT AGS objectives (see Puhlick et al.)

741
742
743

p. 42: PCT is prescribed in the Guide where there is a high level of AGS. AGS classification is not usually
assigned to submerchantable stems. It is unclear what is meant by this.
p. 42: there is no mention of what Seymour calls “invisible species,” i.e. species that should never be cut

744

in PCT. Operators just walk by them like they aren’t there. This is an important biodiversity

745

consideration and compromise with the usual production focus on PCT/weeding. I suggest

746

introducing this concept.

747

p. 43: concept of catch up: multiple times in the Guide, the user is directed not to re-enter a thinned

748

stand until the volume has returned to that which existed prior to the thinning (called “catch

749

up”). This is a generality that does not always apply. The underlying premise of thinning is that

750

stand-level growth in sacrificed for the sake of improved growth of selected trees. As such,

751

maintaining full stocking is sometimes but not always desirable. Re-entry timing is best

752

determined by growth rates of residual trees and/or attainment of a target tree size for an

753

intended product (e.g. sawlog, etc.)

754

**Related to this, it is emphasized multiple times in the Guide (e.g. p. 43 in italics, p. 142 and 147

755

underlined in the TH forest group keys, and elsewhere) that thinning is not to regenerate the stand.

756

While it is true that the traditional definition of thinning states that it is not for regeneration, the truth is

757

that it almost always does result in regeneration when managing shade-tolerant species. The prescribed

758

removal percent (30-40%) in stands with groups and trails (both of which add side light) will certainly

759

result in regeneration in stands of sugar maple, beech, spruce, hemlock, or fir (e.g.). I think that not

760

explicitly stating this and incorporating it into the prescriptions as effectively the beginning of a

761

shelterwood sequence creates a disconnect between the Guide and on-the-ground outcomes. The fact

762

the CT can result in advance regeneration is extremely useful when later regeneration treatments are

763

planned. This deserves some mention.
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764

P. 40-44: the tending section as a whole is under cited with multiple factual statements (e.g., removal

765

percent required for release of crop trees, age cutoffs for thinning) that should have a source as

766

justification. Rules otherwise seem arbitrary.

767

p. 45: reforestation: “some species, such as white pine… should be planted in Nova Scotia with extreme

768

caution. White pine is frequently infested with white pine weevil when regenerated in the open,

769

resulting in multiple tops and crooked stems with low potential for sawlogs.” I am surprised by

770

the “extreme caution” aspect of this statement because one of the large production-oriented

771

landowners in the Atlantic Provinces regularly plants white pine with success. They are planting

772

white pine in mixture with spruce (mostly red or white) at high densities (reportedly up to 2200

773

per ha). Furthermore, past research indicates that some degree of overstory shading will reduce

774

weevil damage to understory white pine; this suggests planting white pine for restoration could

775

be successful in mixture with spruce or under retention in ISW and is something to consider.

776

p. 52: answering “No” to the question “Past Seed Bearing Age?” moves the user to the “Regenerate”

777

(ISW) key. The answer “Yes” moves the user to the “Tend” key and ultimately “PCT.” I find the

778

question somewhat confusing, but believe it means “Are the trees in this stand old enough to

779

have reached maximum seed production?” If this interpretation is correct, it does not make any

780

sense to move to the “Regenerate” key after answering “No” because one cannot regenerate a

781

stand that is not bearing seed. Similarly, PCT is an illogical treatment for trees past seed bearing

782

age. I think this is a mistake, and the “Yes” and “No” arrows are reversed.

783

**Related to this, for multiple forest groups (p. 68, 74, 78, 86, 94, etc.) the user is asked early in the

784

decision key whether the stand is “Past Seed Bearing Age.” If the answer is “Yes” the user is moved to

785

the “Regenerate” key. Yet full seed bearing age is specified on p. 26 as (for example) 45 years for red

786

spruce, 50 years for hemlock and white pine, and 30 years for fir. This is, generally, half the age of

787

economic maturity. I am concerned that initiating a regeneration sequence in a stand this young,

788

particularly in multi-aged stands where trees are not always free to grow for a portion of their life and

789

therefore smaller in size than their equivalents in even-aged stands, will result in premature liquidation

790

of growing stock that could accrue additional volume and value. On some sites, a 45-year-old spruce

791

stand would be appropriate for commercial thinning with subsequent initiation of an ISW sequence, not

792

regeneration.

793

p. 57 and elsewhere: “regenerating commercial tree species are considered acceptable, provided… they

794

do not have umbrella type crowns.” This is contrary to long-standing observations (see papers

795

by Westveld 1920s-1950s) and research elsewhere in the Acadian Forest generally and to
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796

Seymour’s recommendations specifically; umbrella trees of some shade-tolerant species (e.g.

797

red spruce) are regarded as a valuable component of the lower stratum of trees in multi-aged

798

stands and should be retained and released. They are AGS unless other problems make them

799

UGS.

800

p. 57: “To be considered regeneration, trees must be taller than 30 cm and less than 9 cm DBH.” This is

801

unusual, usually all seedlings (including those < 30 cm, 1 foot) are considered regeneration, they

802

just aren’t considered “established regeneration.” Is this a regulatory rather than ecological

803

definition?

804

p. 58 and elsewhere: consider defining gap dimensions based on tree heights rather than a fixed size, so

805

that gap size can vary to provide desired light levels in all stands, regardless of tree height

806

(which depends on species, age, stage of development, and site). Also, consider increasing gap

807

size relative to amount of retention to ensure that release of the new cohort is adequate. This is

808

the approach Seymour suggests for ISW.

809

p. 80: the arrow from “Previously Treated” to “Established and Acceptable LIT” changes from “No” to

810

“Yes” halfway along the line; I believe the “Yes” was supposed to go with the arrow from

811

“Growing Stock > 20 m2/ha”

812

p. 86 and 88: results from the Penobscot EF in Maine and from work by the QMFFP have shown poor

813

outcomes in mixedwood stands when SC is applied. Specifically, these treatments simplify

814

species composition and push the stand toward dominance by the most shade-tolerant species.

815

In addition, gap size as prescribed for GSC (p. 89) appears too small to favor mixedwood

816

composition in general, and regeneration of spruce and yellow birch specifically. See papers by

817

Dumais, Prevost, and others.

818

p. 90: the prescription to “Tend the Leave Areas” in GSC in mixedwoods is an option from the p. 88

819

“Selection” sub-key, which was arrived at by having “Growing Stock > 25 m2/ha and BA of more

820

than 7 m2/ha in trees > 25 cm dbh” (sawtimber). Yet the “Tend the Leave Areas” sub-key

821

includes prescriptions for average tree height categories of < 6 m, 6-9 m, and > 9 m. I am

822

perplexed how between-group areas in a mature stand selected for GSC would be occupied by

823

submerchantable trees. This seems like a mistake to me.

824

p. 91, 93, 95 and elsewhere: PCT and CT are defined in the Guide as “uniform.” “Spacing” of this sort

825

(which creates stands in which trees are fairly evenly distributed) seems unnecessarily regular

826

and homogeneous for ecological forestry treatments meant to maintain natural variability.

827

Instead, I would suggest that approaching thinning with a crop tree mentality, in which desired
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828

trees or species are released but areas without priority species are left unthinned, might result

829

in greater variability of structure. This approach has the advantage of reducing thinning effort,

830

particularly in PCT where income is not generated in the short term. In addition, I suggest listing

831

species or criteria for identifying trees that should not be cut in PCT or CT, per the objectives of

832

retention.

833

p. 112: SH forest group: stands where LIT predominate with AGS, high stocking, and at least 1/3 of BA in

834

sawtimber are prescribed “Selection”; p. 114: low wind hazard and uniform AGS distribution

835

results in SC. Yet long-term research at the Penobscot EF in Maine in hemlock-spruce-fir stands

836

show that hemlock (and fir, when present) outcompete red spruce over the long term (see

837

papers by Kenefic, Moores et al., and others). Furthermore, research from QMFFP suggests

838

poor results from red spruce in SC stands (see papers by Raymond and others). Instead, if a

839

mixture of spruce, hemlock and/or other species is desired, I would recommend one of the ISW

840

variants.

841

**This is an example of difficulties with the keys for any entry, except the first, once an ISW sequence

842

has been initiated. If one returns to this key (p. 112) for a stand that was treated once 20-30 years ago

843

and the stand meets the criteria of abundant LIT, AGS, growing stock, and sawtimber, the user is moved

844

to Selection rather than Regenerate (ISW). It is unclear how one would get to a second ISW treatment

845

for a high-quality stand that started down the path of an ISW silvicultural system.

846

p. 115 and elsewhere: retention is specified in the groups of GSC. Retention (reserves, biodiversity

847

trees) should also be specified between the groups, because a thinning treatment is prescribed

848

there and would affect later availability of reserve trees.

849

p. 116: “Tending of Leave Areas in Group Selection” (note that this should be called the residual stand or

850

between-group areas): a stand of trees of merchantable size, fully stocked, with LITS AGS

851

comprising at least half of BA is prescribed “Commercial Thinning” is wind hazard is low and “Let

852

it Grow” is wind hazard is high. This is perplexing to me, because the stocking will continue to

853

accumulate, wind hazard will not decrease, and tree form will become less stable as stand

854

density increases. What is the plan for these areas if they don’t receive a light thinning? If these

855

stands can’t be thinned because the trees will fall down, won’t the retention left in the groups

856

(now and in the future) also fall down? I find this confusing.

857

p. 120: In spruce-hemlock stands with DBH > 12 cm, growing stock <27 m2/ha, not previously treated,

858

past seed bearing age (45-50 years, p. 26) the user is directed to Regenerate. All options on the

859

Regenerate sub-key are variants of ISW. It is unclear to me why a stand that could be only
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860

halfway to economic maturity (100 years, p. 26) would start a regeneration sequence. This

861

sounds like it will lead to premature liquidation of immature growing stock. Am I missing

862

something that would preclude this from happening or justify it?

863

p. 125: Spruce-pine silviculture decision key: “Spruce-pine stands are suited to even-aged or 2-3 age-

864

class silviculture. These treatments can include clearcut harvesting, seed trees, traditional

865

shelterwoods, or 2-3 age-class irregular shelterwoods.” This is confusing, because the Guide

866

stated earlier (p. 37) that “even-aged silviculture systems will not be recommended in this

867

guide.” The systems listed in the earlier section as not recommended include the first three in

868

the list on p. 125.

869

p. 126: In spruce-pine stands (with or without larch) the user is directed to tend (thin) if the stand is less

870

than seed bearing age (50 years, p. 26). Stand past seed bearing age but less than economically

871

mature (approx. 100 years old, p. 26) are directed to a sub-key based on composition. In the

872

spruce-pine-larch sub-key (p. 128) the user is directed through decision points including, toward

873

the bottom, whether the stand is less than or greater than 50 years old. This is confusing

874

because it seems that the only way to reach this key was to have previously answered that the

875

stand was more than seed bearing age, which was defined as 50 years.

876

p. 134: The spruce-pine tend sub-key appears to have an error re: average heights. If white pine is >50%

877

and average height is > 6 m, the user is told to Let it Grow. If average height is 2-6 m, the user is

878

directed to another box to decide whether it is 6-9 m (impossible: we already said it was 2-6) or

879

<6 m, in which case it is brought to Let it Grow. Was the intention for stands 2-6 m in height

880

with more than 50% white pine to have “Let it Grow” as the only option? If so, why the extra

881

decision points and two separate “Let it Grow” outcome boxes?

882
883

p. 138: There is a missing arrow on “No” line coming from the right side of the “Established and
Acceptable Regeneration of LIT >30%” decision point.

884

p. 144: Users with fully stocked tolerant hardwood stands with some proportion of sawtimber trees with

885

< 10m2/ha of beech or <50% regeneration stocking in beech can be directed to SC (single-tree) if

886

they want to favor sugar maple and have uniform distribution of AGS. A stand with close to 50%

887

beech will be pushed to beech by single-tree selection cutting unless all beech are removed

888

(which does not align with removal percentages in SC) or chemical control is conducted

889

(herbicides). For stands with a lot less than 50 beech, this might be feasible. But someone with

890

close to 50% could end up at the SC prescription and that is a bad idea. See the work by Bohn

891

and Nyland for greater refinement of prescriptions based on amount of beech.
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892

**p. 158: As mentioned elsewhere, prescription of Salvage with Retention in stands in which

893

disturbance (e.g. blowdown) is greater than 25%, leaving 20% dispersed retention seems risky

894

re: further blowdown. This practice, as is low retention continuous cover (20% dispersed

895

retention) in stands with low LIT and high wind hazard (as shown in many keys), or as the first

896

regeneration treatment in a highly stocked stand with advance regeneration in the Wet

897

Coniferous forest group (noted as shallow rooted and prone to windthrow on p. 155), seems

898

destined to result in a lot of blowdown and thus the perceived failure of ISW/ecological forestry.

899

p. 164: Wet Deciduous forest group, Regenerate sub-key: as with Wet Coniferous (previous comment),

900

fully stocked merchantable stands with well-established advance regeneration are prescribed a

901

Low-retention ISW (80% harvest). In addition to windthrow hazard due to shallow rooting on

902

these wet sites, an 80% removal has the potential to result in a meaningful rise in the water

903

table and long-lasting changes to the ecosystem. Is there past experience/citations indicating

904

that this will not be a problem? See work by Chimner and others re: negative hydrologic effects

905

from harvesting of lowlands.

906
907

Glossary

908

AGS: remove reference to “after thinning;” this definition is not specific to thinning treatments

909

Advance regeneration: this definition seems to be the same as that used for “regeneration” throughout

910

(p. 57, 71, 81, elsewhere). I believe the descriptor “present before a harvest” should be added

911

to advance regeneration. Also note that because the size classes are the same it is unclear how

912

this differs from “established regeneration” defined elsewhere.

913
914
915
916
917

Basal area: specify that 1.3 m above the ground is on the uphill side of the tree (as written at the bottom
on this page for DBH).
Cavity trees: “larger live or dead tree”: consider defining “larger” as this is subjective and difficult to
implement.
Clearcutting: this should be defined as a silviculture, not “harvesting”, treatment. This may not be

918

possible as this appears to be a regulatory definition, per the citation. Similarly, seed tree and

919

overstory removal (referenced here) are also silviculture treatments, not “harvest treatments”.

920

Commercial thinning (harvesting): “harvesting treatment;” incorrect terminology as noted above

921

Crop-tree release: it is unclear to me why this is not defined as a thinning treatment. All treatments

922

which reduce density for the benefit of increased growth of residual immature trees are

923

thinnings. They include precommercial and commercial thinning, the former of which includes
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924

weeding and cleaning and the latter of which includes CTR, low thinning, crown thinning,

925

dominant thinning, etc.

926

Ecological Matrix: include citation for Triad model. Re: the statement: “but allow for clearcutting where

927

appropriate”: this is confusing. Not only is clearcutting not appropriate under ecological

928

forestry generally, it was stated earlier in the Guide (p. 37 and elsewhere) that it is not

929

recommended.

930
931

Full-tree harvesting: I suggest also stating that this is also known as whole-tree harvesting, which is the
more common terminology elsewhere.

932

Group selection (harvesting): a “harvesting treatment”: this is incorrect. Change to a silvicultural

933

treatment. Also groups are “cleared to create conditions for regenerating species”: this is

934

incorrect. As described in this Guide, they include dispersed retention. In addition, a common

935

and often successful approach to GSC is to not only locate groups where mature or non-

936

commercial trees are present (as defined here) but where advance regeneration can be

937

released.

938
939
940

Single-tree selection (harvesting): a “harvesting treatment”: incorrect terminology, undue emphasis on
harvest (extraction). Correct terminology here and throughout to shift focus to silviculture.
**Leave-tree and Legacy tree or clump: defined for biodiversity purposes. These terms should be cross

941

walked with retention/reserves. Also, I suggest that retention be better defined re: leave/legacy

942

trees versus growing stock for later harvest; the proportion of each (or at a least a minimum

943

proportion or number of reserve trees) should be specified in the ISW treatments and

944

leave/legacy trees added to SC and GSC prescriptions.

945

Mature climax: I question this definition, as 80 to 125 years seems somewhat arbitrary give the varying

946

maturities and longevities of the various species across Nova Scotia and 30% seems a very low

947

required crown closure for a “mature” stand. I think the difficulty here is that those numbers are

948

a minimum appropriate for some forest groups but have the possibility to cause immature

949

stands of other forest groups (e.g. TH or SH) to be misclassified as “mature”.

950

Old growth: the definition as presented here would overclassify numerous stands as old growth which

951

are not, in fact, providing old-growth structure and function from an ecological perspective.

952

This is problematic re: the Reserve areas of the Triad Model. Because that is outside the scope

953

of this Guide, I will not go into detail about this here. But this definition will not stand up to

954

scrutiny outside the Province. See writings by Wirth, Hunter and White, and others.
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955
956
957

Partial harvest: “a harvest treatment leaving more than 60% of the area occupied by trees”: this seems
arbitrary and not consistent with common usage.
Precommercial thinning: “Harvest treatment”: this definition is technically incorrect. It is a silvicultural

958

treatment and does not remove merchantable material from the stand. It is not a harvest. Also

959

note that weeding is a form of precommercial thinning; that is not how these terms are used in

960

this Guide and I suggest clarification.

961

Regeneration (natural): omit the last two lines of this definition referring to seed tree or shelterwood.

962

Many other silvicultural treatments (including SC, GSC, and ISW, not listed here) can be used to

963

establish regeneration.

964

Rutting: also made by continuous (lag or tank) tracks of vehicles, not just tires.

965

**Salvage (harvesting): please reconsider the role of salvage (in which trees are already dead) and pre-

966

salvage (not defined in this Guide, but the correct term for cutting trees that are damaged or

967

dying before they die) in ecological forestry. I am not suggesting that these treatments are not

968

appropriate in some situations, but the two practices need to be recognized as distinct with

969

additional information of when they are applicable and when they aren’t. I don’t believe a

970

“salvage” of 80% of a stand is always (or often) warranted when disturbance levels are far less.

971

It is important to carefully address this to avoid repeating the abuse of “salvage,” which

972

historically occurred in Maine during budworm outbreaks when trees of many species,

973

regardless of vulnerability or species, were liquidated unnecessarily in stands where SBW

974

mortality occurred or was anticipated. As this seems to be primarily related to wind damage

975

(blowdown) in this Guide, the need for “salvage”, particularly of unaffected trees, is

976

questionable. Finally, please see work by Kern and others and by Fraver re: the advantages of

977

tip-mounds for regeneration of certain desirable species and the loss of these during salvaging.

978

Scarify, scarification: please distinguish between passive and active scarification. See work by the

979

QMFFP and others. Also note that scarification is not only for site prep for planting as stated

980

here, but to reduce established competition and mix the upper layer of soil for regeneration of

981

birches and other similar species requiring moisture-holding substrates.

982

**Silviculture: the “science and art of cultivating forest crops” reflects a timber-product mindset that is

983

neither consistent with the long-standing and foundational definition of silviculture or the use of

984

silviculture for ecological forestry. This is unfortunate as it seems to be codified in the Forests

985

Act. The agricultural paradigm inherent to silviculture as defined here reflects the approach

986

previously used in Nova Scotia and would be good to revise going forward.
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987
988

Skidding: this is correct, but I suggest also defining Forwarding as another means of moving trees to the
landing.

989

Stocking: please define this term in terms of both stand stocking and regeneration stocking.

990

Strip cut: this term is defined using a reference to a strip shelterwood. While a strip shelterwood uses

991

strip cuts, not all strip cuts are in shelterwoods. Strip clearcutting, for example, is a valid

992

silvicultural term. I suggest not defining strip cut this way. I’m not sure why it is defined here,

993

as it was stated earlier in the Guide that non-ISW variants of shelterwood are not

994

recommended.

995

**Unacceptable growing stock: one of the conundrums in the Guide as written is that managers are

996

asked to both retain LIT for seed source and increase the proportion of AGS. There will be

997

situations, particularly where LIT and prescribed retention are low, where these two objectives

998

cannot be simultaneously achieved. I think that the explanation of this and priorities would be

999

much clearer and result in both better implementation and better reporting outcomes if the

1000

distinction of “seed-source UGS” which Nyland has been promoting in recent years were added.

1001

I think that this is an important breakthrough because it recognizes that the manager was being

1002

thoughtful about which UGS to keep and why. I envision that reporting proportion of residuals

1003

as only UGS or AGS would be much less desirable than reporting SUGS, UGS, and AGS. In theory,

1004

trees not needed for seed source (SUGS) should all be biodiversity trees or AGS. Related to this,

1005

some AGS should be designated as biodiversity trees in order to maintain health and vigor over

1006

the long-term (i.e., so all reserves aren’t high-risk trees). I’m not sure that this is explicit in the

1007

Guide.

1008
1009
1010
1011

Unmerchantable wood: I suggest also adding a definition of unmerchantable trees and submerchantable
trees.
Wildlife tree or clump: definition refers to “Legacy tree or clump.” In general, legacy trees are for
ecological memory and can serve many objectives other than wildlife. Please refine.

1012
1013

Appendix I: FAQ (p. 179-180)

1014

Bullet 4. “Are all striped maple, mountain maple, grey birch, and pin cherry UGS?” Answer: “Yes.” This is

1015

an unusual application of AGS and UGS. Usually, species are divided into non-commercial and

1016

commercial species. Commercial species are listed as AGS or UGS. Non-commercial species are

1017

not listed as AGS or UGS. Product potential is irrelevant because they are, by definition, not

1018

commercial.
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1019
1020
1021

Bullet 7. “Are all multiple stem trees considered UGS?” Answer: “Not necessarily. If both stems…”
Please revise this answer to address situations in which there are more than two stems.
Bullet 8. Answer: “At most, tally 2 stems in a clump as AGS. If more than 2 stems in a clump meet AGS

1022

specification, count the excess stems as UGS to avoid over-estimating potential…” This

1023

misclassification of AGS stems as UGS seems like a poor workaround re: the fact that some trees

1024

(esp. red maple) sprout after harvest and can have numerous stems originating from one stump.

1025

Instead of recording some good stems (low risk, good form and quality) as UGS (high risk, poor

1026

form or quality), I suggest devising an inventory and stand prescription process that can handle

1027

designation of some proportion of stems as clumps.

1028

Bullet 11. “Why use a 15-year project period?” Answer: “15 years is used as the typical time when the

1029

next harvest is expected in commercial thinning or selection…” This does not account for the

1030

fact that the majority of the regeneration treatments (harvests) will now be ISW with a longer-

1031

than-15-year interval between cutting, or the fact that there are no selection prescriptions with

1032

a 15-year cutting cycle in the Guide. Why not assess AGS and UGS potential based on the time

1033

until the next entry? Please consider revising the time frame for AGS assessment so that it is

1034

based on silvicultural prescription not (as currently stated on p. 180) the amount of time

1035

required for “catch up” based on land capability. The latter is an even-aged paradigm.

1036

Bullet 15. “if a tree has a dead or missing top amounting to more than 1/4 of the crown, then it should

1037

be called an UGS.” Depending on species, a broken top (regardless of proportion of live crown

1038

missing), can be an important entry port for decay and would classify a tree as an UGS. Is there

1039

a citation for the 1/4 rule? Should this vary by species? See work by Shigo, Smith, and others.

1040

Bullet 17. I believe that this sentence should read “Some UGS are valuable for biodiversity”.

1041
1042

**Pre-treatment Assessment

1043

p.183: these protocols should be revised to include stratified sampling of gaps and between-gap areas in

1044

gap ISW stands, or stand-level data will be homogenized and will not reflect the stocking

1045

between gaps (i.e. where subsequent regeneration harvests will occur) or within gaps (where

1046

PCT or CT might be needed). A similar problem will arise in GSC.

1047

**Canopy structure (single/multiple cohorts): I agree that this is very important to determine (i.e.,

1048

whether the stand is even- or multi-aged, because that will tell the manager whether conversion

1049

to a multi-aged structure is needed if SC is desired). However, canopy structure is not

1050

equivalent to age structure. Even-aged stratified stands can have different canopy layers
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1051

composed of different species, all of the same age but the different shade tolerances or growth

1052

rates. So while a multi-aged stand will have two or more strata, a stand with two or more strata

1053

is not necessarily multi-aged. The distinction should be explained somewhere; it is currently not

1054

mentioned in the Guide.

1055

Regeneration stocking in % (Total and LIT): are noncommercial species included in this, i.e. grey birch,

1056

pin cherry, etc.? It seems like a manager would need to know if there is a lot of competition

1057

from non-commercial species, but wouldn’t want to just include it in the total because those

1058

aren’t representative of future AGS per the earlier definition.

1059

Average stand height: this doesn’t work in multi-aged stands, unless it means average height of the

1060

upper canopy. Even then, it won’t convey heights in gaps, etc. Is this for determination of site

1061

index? Note that trees are rarely free to grow in multi-aged stands and thus the methods of

1062

Fajvan and Seymour should be used to calculate site index (not sure if that is relevant here).

1063
1064
1065

Appendix III. Harvest Prescription Standards (p. 185-189)
This section seems to include a combination of both silvicultural prescriptions and instructions

1066

for operators. I suggest a revision of terminology throughout, so the word harvest is not included in the

1067

names of silvicultural systems but is used only when discussing operations. Differentiating between the

1068

two is an important shift in mindset toward ecological forestry.

1069

p. 185: area in trails (no more than 25%) is specified for CT, SC, and uniform SW in column 4, but column

1070

2 states that the prescription is for all but salvage with retention and low-retention ISW. Please

1071

revise for consistency. Also note that though 25% is not unreasonable for commercial harvests

1072

(in fact, many similar mechanized harvests in Maine result in >30% area in trails), this means (if

1073

trails are re-used) that 25% of the growing stock in the stand is removed from production if

1074

frequent (e.g. 20-year) re-entries are planned because regenerating trees will be repeatedly run

1075

over. If trails are relocated, it seems like all the standing trees will be removed over time in the

1076

stand, precluding stand-wide retention and distributing harvest impacts. Trails are typically

1077

reused in silvicultural systems with multiple re-entries over a rotation, unless the treatment is a

1078

strip shelterwood or similar strip clearcut.

1079

p. 185: “maximum average width of 7 m, measured bole to bole.” As an average, this standard means

1080

that there will be trails both wider and narrower than this. I am unsure of the type of harvesting

1081

equipment used in Nova Scotia, but this seems unusually and unnecessarily wide. Furthermore,
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1082

in order to keep area in trails 25% or less, between-trail distances would be 22 m, which only

1083

works with machine reach >11 m. I don’t know if this is the norm; it isn’t always elsewhere.

1084

p. 185: “for group selection and patch shelterwood… trails connecting openings not to exceed 7 m in

1085

width.” Patch shelterwood is not prescribed in this Guide; why is it referenced here? Also, gap

1086

ISW should be included. Though it is unclear, I am concerned that the reference to “trails

1087

connecting openings” means that trails will go through the openings. One of the keys to

1088

successful implementation of ISW is that trails do not intersect openings, but rather – to the

1089

greatest degree possible – are located adjacent to openings and the machines reach in.

1090

Otherwise, advance regeneration to be released in gaps will be damaged during operations.

1091

Though this is less of a concern where advance regeneration is not present, locating trails for re-

1092

use in gaps will hinder successful regeneration of target species in those areas, particularly in

1093

operations where slash is placed on the ground in trails for site protection. See work by

1094

Seymour, Saunders, and others.

1095

p. 186: “increase the proportion of mast bearing trees (red oak, beech)”: This seems incompatible with

1096

effective management of beech, per beech bark disease (BBD). While I agree that some beech

1097

should be left, having a universal goal of increasing the proportion of beech does not seem

1098

consistent with maintenance of a healthy forest (or a non-beech-dominated composition) in

1099

light of the effects of BBD in the aftermath forest.

1100

p. 186: trails are excluded from the area to be managed in SC (note: incorrectly referred to as leave

1101

strips); I agree with this approach because the trails must be permanent in stands with frequent

1102

entries. Therefore, the area in trails cannot managed for a multi-aged structure (they will be

1103

cleared every 20 to 30 years).

1104

**However, I am concerned that the standard for GSC on p. 186 specifies “remove at least 1/3 of the

1105

area in patches, including trails.” In effect, this means that the regenerated areas in the stand will

1106

consist of the trails and groups; this is not a viable plan because the trails must be re-used. In addition,

1107

if a manager is planning 20% removal (as shown in the timeline on p. 29) and the area in trails (25%) is

1108

included in the area opened in groups, they have already over-regenerated the stand by 5% without

1109

cutting any actual groups. If instead, removal percent is at least 33% as specified in the Guide, then not

1110

only will the majority of “groups” still be trails, but the manager will only be able to cut 1-2 actual groups

1111

per ha and will regenerate the whole stand in less than 3 entries and have fewer younger cohorts than

1112

shown on page 29.
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1113

p. 186: I suggest not referring to areas between groups or gaps as “leave areas” and the areas between

1114

trails as “leave strips”. These are neither leave areas nor leave strips (note implied parallel to

1115

“leave trees”, i.e. reserves). Counting these areas, which are thinned based on the prescriptions

1116

and keys, as “leave areas” seems misleading as the reader will assume this means they are not

1117

harvested.

1118

p. 186: the description of ISW (continuous cover) presented here is helpful in that it specifies that 20%

1119

(15 to 25%) must always be retained after the final harvest (this previously was not stated in

1120

either the Silviculture Prescriptions section or keys). However, I am confused that this is

1121

specified here as the “second pass”; no second harvest is possible in the low-retention (first-

1122

pass 20% retention) variant.
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Attachment D: Laura Kenefic Review of Revised
SGEM (April 2021 version)

April 30, 2021
Comments on the SGEM (April 2021 Revision) for the Lahey Review
Laura Kenefic, U.S. Forest Service, Northern Research Station

Summary: Aside from some language that merits minor revision to avoid the misimpression that this is
an “anything but clearcutting” effort and the need/opportunity for additional information about the
mechanism for learning/revision, my comments are as follows:
-

the azonal versus zonal classification and associated retention targets are poorly explained and
inadequately justified
some of the restoration pathways seem more like traditional site conversion, which may be
appropriate but merit clearer presentation
salvage cutting remains problematic from an ecological standpoint as described
the spruce-pine FG is designated as azonal but merits additional justification re: this FG-level
allocation to simplified silvicultural systems with lower retention and fewer reserve trees,
particularly where red spruce is present

Detailed comments: I appreciate the opportunity to review the latest version of the SGEM, focusing on
content added after my first review.
The SGEM as written recognizes and accurately describes the characteristics of and inherent tradeoffs in
ecological forestry. Specifically, as an approach in which both ecosystem and production objectives are
combined, neither can be perfectly attained. In addition, there is no one “right” way to achieve any
forestry objective (let alone competing objectives); this is why silviculture is often described as an art
and a science. With that context, I find that the SGEM as a whole represents important progress toward
implementation of ecological forestry on Provincial lands in Nova Scotia.
At the same time, there are some aspects of the SGEM which seem not clearly aligned with the stated
objectives of this paradigm shift. These detract from the overall effectiveness of the SGEM in
communicating to stakeholders and practitioners the Department’s full engagement in implementation
of the recommendations of the Lahey report, and could potentially lead to forestry practices that are
contrary to its stated intention. Finally, there are some statements in the SGEM that give the impression
that a harvest-focused (i.e., simply “not clearcutting”) mentality persists. Though these are minor, they
undermine the effectiveness of the effort and so I mention them here.
WORDING
P. 4. “The Silvicultural Guide for the Ecological Matrix is considered adaptive in nature and will be revised
as new information is gathered and analyzed.”
This is important and merits additional emphasis and explanation. This is the first, best attempt based
on available literature and Nova Scotia experience. Having said that, application of ecological forestry at
this scale (and in a system that was previously production-oriented with a highly simplified structure) is
a new venture for the Province. I think that this fact, and that there will be lessons learned, should be
more explicit.
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In addition, I think it is important to clarify for stakeholders (and to ensure commitment to revision and
transparency) how future revisions will be handled. Will this be ad hoc? By whom? What is the
mechanism for achieving this? This isn’t a new concept; “adaptive management” has been in the
literature out of the Pacific Northwest for many decades. I would like to see more about what processes
will be in place for updates as information comes in from the field and outcomes are evaluated. While I
concede that is not needed to implement the silviculture described here, it provides transparency re:
the role of this document in the larger effort. I see this as positive, as people who question whether
outcomes will be successful can be reassured that there can be adjustments if things aren’t going well.
P. 6. “The SGEM presents one aspect of Sustainable Forest Management and Ecological Forestry in Nova
Scotia. It applies to forest attributes retained during harvest operations at the stand-level scale within
the ecological matrix zone of the triad system (emphasis added).”
While the SGEM does address retention during harvest operations, it is much more than that. It defines
silvicultural systems, or series of treatments, for achieving objectives. It also includes non-harvest
treatments such as planting and precommercial thinning. This wording appears to be a holdover from
earlier thinking about how to implement ecological forestry. I suggest deleting this sentence or changing
it to “It applies at the stand-level scale within the ecological matrix zone of the triad system.”
P. 7. “The SGEM supports biodiversity by: Not prescribing harvesting in sensitive forest groups; Moving
away from even-aged (clearcut) management towards multiple-aged management with greater tree
species diversity (emphasis added); Introducing the retention of live permanent reserve trees in all
harvests; Restoring Acadian forests to late-successional conditions; Promoting a diversity of stand
structures, ages and compositions.”
The second item on the list is inherent in the last two. I know moving away from clearcutting is part of
this process, but mentioning it here suggests a continued emphasis on this as a “not clearcutting”
initiative. Though that might be an outcome of this paradigm shift, it isn’t convincing as a statement of
commitment to ecological forestry. I suggest simply saying “Moving towards multiple-aged management
with greater tree species diversity.”
P. 11. “The emerging science of disturbance ecology, involving reconstruction of natural disturbance
regimes for forests of various kinds, provides the essential knowledge base to formulate ecologicallybased silvicultural systems.”
Disturbance ecology is not emerging, but a long-established field; this is stated at the bottom of the
same page (“from decades of disturbance ecology research…”). Delete emerging, it creates a
misimpression that the authors are not familiar with the depth of work in this field.
P. 12 “In a similar fashion, where stand-replacing disturbances predominate due to climatic, nutrient or
water limiting conditions, lighter retention uneven-aged systems are appropriate (emphasis added).”
Lighter retention is not a commonly used phrase and seems like a way to avoid saying heavier removals.
I propose a compromise as follows: “…uneven-aged systems with less retention are appropriate.”
“Lighter” is associated with a “lighter touch” in forestry; “lighter retention” is potentially misleading.
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SILVICULTURE
P. 13 and elsewhere: (A)zonal classifications
I am very confused by this. I spent a lot of time trying to figure out what it adds to the practitioner’s
ability to prescribe nuanced, site-specific prescriptions as inherent to ecological forestry. As far as I can
tell, previous work by Neily, Keys, and others provides an excellent and ecologically robust framework
for prescribing treatments on all sites using data from the PTA. That previous work provides the basis to
identify FG and VT (which themselves reflect natural disturbance and other abiotic and biotic factors),
soil damage hazard, wind hazard, etc. Yet the (a)zonal classification is introduced as a means of
specifying where “climate dominates successional patterns” and where “site conditions such as soil
fertility dominate succession”; these are not well defined. Given that this puts individual stands (or even
FGs or VTs?) onto one pathway or another, regardless of other factors such as local stand structure and
nuances of composition, additional explanation is warranted. The following need to be explicit:
-

-

-

What exactly does the (a)zonal distinction provide that can’t be derived from the FEC and other
similar resources?
Zonal: What is meant by “climate dominates successional patterns”? Please explain.
Azonal: What are the site conditions (such as, but apparently not only, soil fertility) that
dominate succession? I am confused by the statement that soil fertility dominates succession on
azonal sites, because it is later stated (P. 25) “When Azonal Acadian ecosites are encountered,
where natural disturbance regimes are characterized by more severe disturbances…”. Is natural
disturbance or soil fertility the driver, or both?
Why is ISW – which can be used to create two-aged stands – listed here as “feasible only on
these (zonal) ecosites”? The implication here is that two-aged stands will not be
created/managed on azonal sites (though it is stated that they will on P. 31). Perhaps the
authors do not define the simpler two-aged versions of ISW as ISW? If so, this is an uncommon
usage that contributes to confusion and the unfortunate impression that ecological forestry will
not be applied appropriately on azonal sites.
Can a table be added listing the (a)zonal classification of the FGs presented in the key? This
seems important: which FGs (or subset of FGs, and if so why) are designated for only “simpler
silvicultural systems” per their azonal classification? This is not clear, as some keys have
retention specified for both azonal and zonal (the only one I could find that lists azonal only is
spruce-pine). Is a map needed?

P. 26. Minimum level of reserve trees in zonal and azonal sites are 20 and 15 per ha, respectively.
Where did these numbers come from? Why is 15 per ha acceptable on azonal sites but 20 is not?
It is difficult for me to judge the appropriateness of the silvicultural prescriptions in regard to these two
types, because I don’t understand them. And if I don’t understand them, I suspect there are others who
would be similarly confused. That in and of itself if a problem to be resolved. Current explanation is
inadequate. Additional justification, explanation, and clarity are needed.
Bottom line: does this new classification system add information that can’t be extracted from Neily and
other work, or is it a means of simplifying classification for ease of prescription? If that latter, I suggest
dropping it and being explicit about what the conditions of concern (currently defined as climate and
site conditions such as soil fertility) are within each FG/VT.
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P. 28. Restoration and P. 69. Restoration Planting
Restoration is introduced as a means of restoring LIT composition where few LIT trees are present; it is
stated on P. 28 that this requires enrichment and fill planting as well as the need to retain LIT and
sufficient non-LIT in the overstory to provide shade to favor slow-growing LIT trees over non-LIT
volunteers. However, on P. 69 additional details are provided and include advice for site preparation,
including reducing forest floor thickness and exposing mineral soils, with reference to soil condition
“after an overstory removal.” It appears based on this that restoration is conducted within the context
of OSR. This is confirmed in the IH-R key on P. 95 for most cases. Of note, stands with <50% LIT regen
and <75% LIT in the overstory are prescribed a 66% to 80% removal. This seems counter to providing
adequate shade for non-LIT regen (especially at the 80% removal level), and is a problem I mentioned in
my previous review: the less LIT present, the heavier the prescribed removal will be, even if trying to
regenerate LIT. It is not apparent to me that a harvest this heavy is justified, particularly on sites where
LIT overstory is on the high side of the range between 0 and <75%.
The outcome of these restoration treatments will be a very open stand (as much as 80% open). This will
favor non-LIT regeneration, likely necessitating site preparation, planting of LIT, and competition
control. The need for this might be minimized if more overstory is retained. I suggest that uniform
shelterwood with reserves, which has a higher residual density and thus favors LIT regeneration, could
be applied in more of the scenarios described here. This seems more in line with the silvics of the
species you hope to regenerate and successfully recruit, even if planted.
Finally, as written, there is very little about these restoration treatments other than an emphasis on LIT
regeneration that aligns with what is commonly regarded as “restoration” in ecology or forestry. Forests
of large trees and high canopy cover will be converted into very open forests. I am not opposed to this
approach, but fear it is misaligned with the generally accepted definition of restoration. To mitigate this,
if such an approach is desired to rapidly reduce the amount of non-LIT trees and increase LIT
regeneration, then call it “species restoration” or “site conversion to LIT.” Otherwise, I fear this will be
poorly received.
P. 59. Salvage with Retention
“Salvaging is no longer an option within the SGEM, however it may still be necessary as a result of
natural disturbance.”
I appreciate that salvaging is no longer presented as an option, but the text states it “may still be
necessary where a high proportion (> 50%) of the trees in a stand are clearly damaged, dead, or dying
because of natural disturbances such as wind, insect infestation, disease, or fire, the stand may be
considered for salvage.”
This is problematic as stands with low stocking may experience >50% mortality, moving them from a low
retention scenario to a salvage scenario, with at times a “complete removal”. Though it is stated that
special permission from the NSL&F Crown land staff is needed and IPM staff must be consulted, there
appears to be a great deal of latitude here. Greater clarification of the scenarios in which salvage is
appropriate is needed. Salvage cutting is not inappropriate but is (with very few exceptions related to
spread of insects that infest dead trees) usually done to capture commercial value. As ecological forestry
balances production and ecological value, such emphases on the production side of things is reasonable
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and possibly necessary to maintain economic viability of management. I suggest it would be useful to
make it explicit that this is done to capture commercial value and/or be clearer about potential
situations where it would be appropriate from an ecological perspective. A skeptic might think this
reflects an intention to harvest all sites where half of scattered or low retention has blown down.
P. 141. Spruce – Pine Decision Key
“Spruce–pine stands are suited to even-aged or 2 age-class silvicultural (sic). These treatments can
include seed trees, regular shelterwoods, irregular shelterwoods or shelterwoods with reserves.”
I looked specifically at this key because it is for the only FG that is identified exclusively as azonal, a
classification that was not used in the first version I reviewed. Very early in the SGEM, it is discussed
that natural disturbances very rarely kill 100% of the trees on a site. It seems unlikely to me, in this
context, that the application of traditional production-oriented silvicultural methods, particularly seed
tree and regular shelterwood, would achieve a desired outcome from an ecological forestry perspective.
Furthermore, the statement “Natural regeneration should be considered the first choice for reestablishment of an SP forest stand” is concerning because it suggests that planting is an acceptable (if
not first-choice) option.
In short, the text in the key indicates that a very traditional (non-ecological) approach to silviculture will
be employed. Though the keys themselves do not mention some of those treatments, uniform PCT and
CT as well as variants of regular shelterwood are indicated, as well as harvests on some sites of 80%.
Finally, though I can see that oak – pine composition takes the user to a different sub-key, there is
discussion in the introductory section about red spruce versus black spruce with regard to hybridization.
Yet the keys lead primarily to even-aged prescriptions that seem more suited to black spruce, without
apparent distinction between the two species (or degree of hybridization). Red spruce is relatively more
windfirm and more suited in silvical characteristics for management aimed a creating more than one or
two age class(es), and certainly when in mixture with white pine. I suggest that the descriptive text at
the front of the key for the FG be reviewed and revised for better consistency with prescribed
treatments, and that greater clarity be offered within the keys themselves re: important distinctions
between silviculture for red versus black spruce. I am not convinced, as presented, that stands with red
spruce – which appear to be included here – are appropriately managed in an ecological forestry context
with the more traditional even-aged (or even two-aged) applications.

In closing: I appreciate the amount of work and attention to detail, including appropriate and consistent
use of terminology and careful editing, that went into the SGEM. It is clear that earlier feedback was
considered and addressed. I hope my latest comments will be received in the spirit that they are
provided: in service of successful implementation of ecological forestry in the Province.
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December 1, 2018
October 2019
May 7, 2020
September 10, 2020
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Implementation Material
Government Response to Review
Implementation Report Template (Spreadsheet) provided to Department
Department's Implementation Report
Responses to Evaluation Team Questions on Implementation Report
Executive Summary to Implementation Report

Forest Management Guide
March 14, 2020 Laura Kenefic Review of Draft Silviculture Guide for the Ecological
Matrix (SGEM) (Dec 2019 version)
September 10, 2020 Confidential Draft of Revised SGEM and response to Laura's comments
April 30, 2021 Laura Kenefic Review of Revised SGEM (Apr 2021 version)
High Production
October 29, 2020 Presentation to Al Gorely on HPF Project
November 12, 2020 Al Gorley's Report on Revised HPF Paper
Environmental Assessment
April 26, 2021 Project Update and Draft Guide for Preparation on Forest Stewardship
Plans provided to Bill Lahey
May 2, 2021 Al Gorley comments on EA material

November 12, 2020
November 27, 2020
November 26, 2020
December 12, 2020

Species at Risk
Presentation on Species at Risk Progress
Supplemental Material on SAR Action Plans
Jane Barker – Comments on SAR Progress
Mac Hunter – Comments on SAR Progress

Natural Disturbance Regime
December 12, 2020 Mac Hunter's Review of NDR Paper
State of Forest Report
July 6, 2020 Presentation – Progress Update: State of Forest Report

April 2, 2020
June 11, 2020
June 11, 2020
June 12, 2020
June 20, 2020
July 6, 2020
July 8, 2020

Minister's Advisory Committee
Minister's Advisory Committee Meeting
Minister's Advisory Committee Meeting
Evaluation Comments – Angie Gillis
Evaluation Comments – Karen Beazely
Evaluation Comments – Mary Jane Barker
Evaluation Comments – Mary Tulle
Evaluation Comments – Greg Watson

August 20, 2020
August 24, 2020
September 5, 2020
September 9, 2020
April 21, 2021

Evaluation Comments – Raymond Plourde (verbal)
Evaluation Comments – Donna Crossland
Evaluation Comments – Debbie Reeves
Evaluation Comments – Bevan Locke
Minister's Advisory Committee Meeting

Mi'kmaq
June 15, 2020 Evaluation Meeting with Mi'kmaq

Evaluation Team
Jun 27, 28, 2019 Evaluation Team Workshop
Nov 27, 28, 2019 Evaluation Team Workshop

